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Hurricanes offer qualifying offers to all but three remaining restricted free agents

By Chip Alexander 

Forwards Martin Necas and Steven Lorentz, and 
defenseman Ethan Bear, were among the Carolina 
Hurricanes’ restricted free agents receiving qualifying offers 
Monday from the team. 

Others receiving qualifying offers were forward Stelio 
Mattheos and defensemen Joey Keane, Max Lajoie, Jesper 
Sellgren and Tarmo Reunanen. All but Necas, Lorentz and 
Bear played for the Calder Cup-winning Chicago Wolves, the 
Canes’ American Hockey League affiliate. 

The RFAs not getting a qualifying offer Monday before the 
NHL’s 5 p.m. deadline: forward David Cotton and goalies 

Jack LaFontaine and Beck Warm. All three are now 
unrestricted free agents. 

On Friday, the Canes traded defenseman Tony DeAngelo, a 
restricted free agent, to the Philadelphia Flyers. He later 
signed a two-year, $10 million contract with the Flyers. 
Lorentz and Bear have arbitration rights, according to 
CapFriendly.com, which tracks player contracts. NHL players 
contesting their contracts have until July 17 to file for an 
arbitration hearing. 

Necas, a former first-round draft pick by Carolina, completed 
the third year of his entry-level contract with the Canes in 
2021-22. The Czech forward is hoping to sign a new contract 
with the Canes by the end of the summer.

 

Jeremiah Slavin begins Carolina Hurricanes prospect camp trying to ‘one-up’ his brother 

By Chip Alexander 

Jeremiah Slavin talks like his older brother. He skates a bit 
like his older brother and plays the same position as his older 
brother. 

What he’d really like to do is play for the same team as his 
older brother, defenseman Jaccob Slavin of the Carolina 
Hurricanes. 

Jeremiah Slavin, 17, hopes to one day be in the NHL and is 
taking one of his first significant steps this week. Invited to 
the Canes’ prospects development camp, he’s among those 
hoping to catch the eye of coaches and management, just as 
Jaccob Slavin did at the Canes’ rookie camp in 2014. 

His goal: “One-up him,” Jeremiah Slavin said Monday, 
smiling. 

And Jaccob’s advice to little bro? 

“Just work hard, have a good attitude, be a good person and 
give all the glory to God,” Jeremiah said to the media after 
the first day of camp. 

Like Jaccob, Jeremiah Slavin is a young man of strong faith. 
His Twitter bio mentions simply Colorado College – where 
he’s headed – and Philippians 4:13: I can do all things 
through Christ which strengthens me. 

That’s a trait of the Slavin family of Erie, Colorado. It’s a 
God-fearing family. It’s also a hockey-playing family. 

“I grew up watching all my brothers play,” Jeremiah said. 
“Even my sister. She was the best hockey player out of all of 
us. She taught me and Jaccob a lot. I learned from all of 
them. They pushed me every day to be better.” 

Their sister, Jordan Slavin, 30, was a defenseman who 
played four years at the University of North Dakota. She also 
was a member of Team USA’s U18 World Junior 
Championship team in 2010 that took home a silver medal. 

Josiah Slavin, 23, is a forward and already has made it to the 
NHL, beating the odds. A seventh-round draft pick by the 
Chicago Blackhawks in 2018, he had a big development 
camp, went to Colorado College and made his NHL debut 
this past season with the Blackhawks, playing in 15 games. 

A third brother, Justin, played hockey when he was younger 
but went into law enforcement in Erie. 

Then there’s Jaccob, a fourth-round pick by Carolina in 2014. 
He has become one of the NHL’s best at age 28, a former 
All-Star and 2021 Lady Byng Trophy winner. 

“We’re a real competitive family,” Jeremiah said. “Growing 
up, it was always, ‘I’ve got to do better, got to do better.’ I’ve 
always stretched myself to try to one-up them.” 

The Slavin family has had nights when Jaccob, Josiah and 
Jeremiah all have been involved in games that were being 
broadcast on TV or streamed. What to do? They bunch three 
TVs together in the living room. 

“All three will be going at once, which happened quite a bit 
this season,” Slavin said, smiling again. “It’s kind of chaotic 
but a lot of fun.” 

Jeremiah spent the past year in the United States Hockey 
League (USHL) with the Muskegon Lumberjacks, playing 42 
games. Despite being a rugged defender at 6-2 and 198 
pounds, he had four minutes in penalties for the season. 

“It was a four-minute penalty,” he said. “I accidentally high-
sticked someone and it drew a tiny bit of blood. Just like 
Jaccob.” 

Jaccob Slavin drew a double-minor for high-sticking in the 
Canes’ Game 6 playoff loss to the New York Rangers, 
leaving him steamed after the game. It has given the two 
something else to talk about. 
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Jeremiah, after a full agenda at prospects camp, said he 
hoped to visit Jaccob’s house in Raleigh on Friday. 

“If he doesn’t have a baby and staying at the hospital,” he 
said. 

Jaccob and Kylie Slavin have a daughter, Emersyn, and are 
expecting the birth of a baby son this month. 

And if the baby comes in the next day or two? 

“I’m going to go over and meet my new-born nephew,” 
Jeremiah Slavin said. “That’ll be good.”

 

 

 

Raleigh native gets a shot at Hurricanes prospect development camp 

By Kacy Hintz 

Morrisville, N.C. — The Carolina Hurricanes started its 
prospect development camp on Monday with 21 of the 
team's draft picks and invitees working out at the team's 
practice rink in Morrisville. 

One of the players invited had the easiest travel 
arrangements: Raleigh's Devin Phillips. 

Phillips is putting on a jersey and hitting the ice for the NHL 
team he grew up cheering for, and he said he was numb 
when the Hurricanes called to invite him to camp. 

"It's great to have my family here, watch me, support me. 
Growing up here, it's been awesome, so it's just a dream 
come true to get this opportunity," Phillips said. 

Phillips played in the Alberta Junior Hockey League last 
season where he finished fourth in the entire league in 
points, but he grew up playing youth hockey for the Carolina 
Junior Hurricanes, which says a lot about how far hockey 
has come in the area. 

"It's obviously growing in North Carolina. It's great to see 
those guys coming up," said Hurricanes player development 
coach Peter Harold. "If we can have homegrown talent, that's 
the biggest thing. You want to grow the game around around 
the big team, but we want to grow the game of hockey at-
large. So it's great to have him out here. Hopefully, some of 
the younger players saw it and they keep working." 

Phillips is committed to playing college hockey at Holy Cross 
this next fall. As for this week, he said the goal is to just be 
the best he can be.
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Canes 2022 Free Agency Overview 

Who is a restricted free agent? Who is an unrestricted free 
agent? When can the team start signing players? 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The NHL's offseason rolls right along, 
moving quickly from the draft in Montreal to the league's free 
agency period. 

As most know, free agency is also more elaborate than just 
players without contracts being able to sign anywhere at 12 
p.m. on Wednesday. 

So, to start, here's a timeline of events, and subsequent 
questions pertaining to, for the next couple of days: 

Monday, July 11 

5 p.m.: Qualifying offers are due to Restricted Free Agents 
(RFAs). 

Who receives a qualifying offer? 

RFAs who the team hopes to retain negotiating rights to. 
Qualifying offers are for one-year contracts. The minimum 
salary for the qualifying offer depends on the player's prior 
year salary. 

What happens if a qualifying offer is not made? 

If the qualifying offer is not made, the player becomes an 
unrestricted free agent. 

What if the player rejects the qualifying offer? 

If the player rejects a qualifying offer, he remains a restricted 
free agent. 

Tuesday, July 12 

12 a.m.: Restricted Free Agents can be contracted for offers 
sheet discussions. 

5 p.m.: First contract buyout window closes. 

What is an offer sheet? 

A restricted free agent can receive an offer sheet from a 
team that is not the one that presently holds his rights. 
Should the player sign it, the team holding his rights has the 
ability to match it. If the team holding the player's rights 
elects not to match the offer, they may be entitled to 
compensation (draft picks) in exchange. 

Wednesday, July 13 

12 a.m.: Unrestricted Free Agents (UFAs) lose the ability to 
re-sign with club for eight years. 

12 p.m.: Signing period opens for both Unrestricted and 
Restricted Free Agents. 

Who are the Canes' RFAs?  

 Ethan Bear 

 Steven Lorentz 

 Martin Necas 

 David Cotton 

 Stelio Mattheos 

 Joey Keane 

 Max Lajoie 

 Tarmo Reunanen 

 Jesper Sellgren 

 Jack LaFontaine 

 Beck Warm  

What is the difference between a RFA and a UFA? 

An RFA is a player who has completed his entry-level 
contract, but does not have enough NHL service time to 
become a UFA. This player qualifies as an RFA when his 
contract expires. 

Who are the Canes' UFAs? 

 Ian Cole 

 Max Domi 

 Nino Niederreiter 

 Brendan Smith 

 Derek Stepan 

 Vincent Trocheck 

 Josh Leivo 

 Sam Miletic 

 Stefan Noesen 

 Andrew Poturalski 

 Spencer Smallman 

 C.J. Smith 

 Josh Jacobs 

 Alex Lyon
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Canes Issue Qualifying Offers To Eight 

Three not offered, to become unrestricted free agents 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes announced 
Monday they have offered qualifying offers to eight restricted 
free agents. 

 Ethan Bear 

 Joey Keane 

 Max Lajoie 

 Steven Lorentz 

 Stelio Mattheos 

 Martin Necas 

 Tarmo Reunanen 

 Jesper Sellgren 

The following players were not issued qualifying offers and 
will become unrestricted free agents: 

 David Cotton 

 Jack LaFontaine 

 Beck Warm

 

 

NHL free agency 2022 preview: Team needs, trade targets, salary-cap space, key dates 

By Kristen Shilton and Greg Wyshynski 

NHL free agency officially begins on Wednesday at noon ET, 
but it's already been an absolutely wild offseason in hockey. 

With the salary cap rising by only $1 million from last season, 
teams have been forced into difficult decisions, such as: 

 The Minnesota Wild traded winger Kevin Fiala to 
the Los Angeles Kings, while the Tampa Bay 
Lightning traded veteran defenseman Ryan 
McDonagh to the Nashville Predators. 

 We've seen teams reach contract impasses with 
star players ahead of unrestricted free agency, like 
the Pittsburgh Penguins with Evgeni Malkin and the 
St. Louis Blues with David Perron. 

 Several teams didn't send qualifying offers to 
restricted free agents, making players like 
Washington Capitals goalie Ilya Samsonov and 
Chicago Blackhawks forwards Dylan Strome and 
Dominik Kubalik able to sign with any team. 

 The goalie carousel spun wildly, as Matt Murray 
(Toronto Maple Leafs), Ville Husso (Detroit Red 
Wings), Vitek Vanecek (New Jersey Devils) and 
Alexandar Georgiev (Colorado Avalanche) all found 
new homes. Meanwhile, Marc-Andre Fleury (Wild) 
opted to stay put. 

Still, some potential free agents removed themselves from 
the market by re-signing with their teams: Filip Forsberg 
(Predators), Kris Letang (Penguins) and Valeri Nichushkin 
(Avalanche) among them. 

The offseason chaos is just getting started. Here's a guide to 
all 32 NHL teams, their free agents and what they should be 
doing as free agency officially begins. 

Note: Advanced statistics from Natural Stat Trick and 
Evolving Hockey. Cap and contract information from 
CapFriendly. Kristen Shilton covered the Atlantic and Central 
teams, while Greg Wyshynski previewed the Metro and 
Pacific clubs. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION 

Boston Bruins 

Key players hitting UFA: F Patrice Bergeron 
Key players hitting RFA: F Jack Studnicka 
Cap space: $2,383,333 

What they should do: The Bruins don't want to rebuild. 
Therefore, they should be active buyers in free agency. But 
it's not so cut and dried for the Bruins. 

The first issue is Boston's tough situation with injuries. Brad 
Marchand (hips), Charlie McAvoy (shoulder) and Matt 
Grzelcyk (shoulder) all had offseason surgeries with 
recoveries that will last into at least the first couple months of 
next season. General manager Don Sweeney has to address 
those gaps, or Boston risks falling irretrievably behind early. 
That's easier said than done, given the second issue of only 
$2.3 million in cap space with which to work and a key free 
agent -- captain Patrice Bergeron --- who's reportedly ready 
to re-sign on a one-year deal. Plus there's Studnicka -- one 
of the club's top prospects -- to retain and potentially use 
more regularly in the lineup. 

Sweeney needs to create some cap flexibility, whether via 
trades or buying out a contract or two. Then it comes down 
to targeting the right players. Even with Bergeron back, 
Boston needs better play down the middle and in its bottom 
six. Can the Bruins swing that on a budget? It's possible. 
Unless Sweeney clears a bunch of space, Boston won't be in 
the mix on top-end free-agent forwards like Nazem Kadri, but 
someone like Max Domi or Victor Rask could be realistic. 
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Beyond that, it's hard to say what the Bruins will manage. 
There's a lot hanging on how active Sweeney is in freeing up 
some flexibility. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Key players hitting UFA: None 
Key players hitting RFA: F Victor Olofsson 
Cap space: $32,204,166 

What they should do: General manager Kevyn Adams said 
at last week's draft that his first priority is a new contract for 
Olofsson. He was also busy negotiating with Jacob Bryson's 
camp to get a deal done, which did come to fruition in a two-
year pact (worth $1.85 million per season) announced on 
Sunday. Even after Adams gets things settled with Olofsson, 
there will be decent cap space to wield come July 13. 

Adams has to invest some of that in goaltending. Craig 
Anderson recently re-signed on a one-year deal, but the 41-
year-old is Buffalo's lone NHL goalie under contract and can't 
reasonably be expected to carry the load. Pickings are slim -- 
and expensive -- when it comes to free-agent netminders, so 
Adams would have to work his magic early, and fast. If he 
comes up empty there, Adams can also go the trade route. 

Buffalo has some exciting young talents up front, including 
Alex Tuch, Peyton Krebs and Tage Thompson. Adams likely 
doesn't need to add much to the forward group. The Sabres' 
defense does need a boost. Buffalo has three veteran 
blueliners reaching unrestricted free agency, and at least one 
or two of those roles will need to be addressed. Could 
Adams target Josh Manson or Nick Leddy there? Or would 
he take a bigger swing and try for Ben Chiarot? 

Adams has to be strategic in his spending to some degree, 
because those top-six forwards will need new contracts 
soon. But bolstering Buffalo in net and on the back end is 
what Adams must do in free agency to put this team in 
position to take the next step in 2022-23. 

Detroit Red Wings 

Key players hitting UFA: None 
Key players hitting RFA: D Jake Walman, RW Filip Zadina, F 
Mitchell Stephens 
Cap space: $31,021,111 

What they should do: General manager Steve Yzerman 
already checked a big box by trading for the rights to pending 
unrestricted-free-agent goaltender Ville Husso and 
subsequently signing him to a three-year, $14.25 million 
contract. That gives the Red Wings an excellent goalie 
tandem of Husso and Alex Nedeljkovic for the next few 
seasons. 

Detroit's primary area of need now is on defense. Veterans 
Danny DeKeyser and Marc Staal are both pending UFAs, 
and should they move on elsewhere, Yzerman will be eyeing 
different depth players for the back end, with a potentially 
larger role also going to Jake Walman if he remains in the 
fold. You could see Yzerman going for someone like Will 
Butcher or Olli Maatta, or perhaps Ian Cole. Those are 
capable second- or third-pairing defenders who can support 
and provide stability for the team's top defensive talents like 
Moritz Seider. And they could be signed to relatively 

inexpensive, short-term contracts for the rebuilding Red 
Wings. 

Similarly, there's room for Detroit to boost its forward depth 
with some seasoned names like Bryan Rust or Calle 
Jarnkrok. They're strong two-way players who can set an 
example for some of Detroit's young players with enough 
offensive upside to be consistent contributors. 

While the Red Wings are still charting their new course -- 
under new head coach Derek Lalonde to boot -- it's all about 
staying low-flash in free agency. 

Florida Panthers 

Key players hitting UFA: F Claude Giroux, F Mason 
Marchment, D Ben Chiarot 
Key players hitting RFA: G Jonas Johansson 
Cap space: $774,166 

What they should do: Florida went all-in at the trade deadline 
this past season, acquiring Giroux and Chiarot. Will either of 
them remain with the team after that gamble didn't pay off 
with the intended playoff success? It doesn't feel likely given 
what either player could fetch elsewhere and the Panthers' 
comparatively limited cap space. 

Bringing Marchment back would be a win for Florida. He's 
coming off a career-best season (47 points in 54 games) and 
was among the Panthers' most reliable forwards throughout 
the campaign. 

General manager Bill Zito will want to target some more 
depth up front for the Panthers after how that failed the team 
during the playoffs. When Florida's big guns weren't firing, 
the Presidents' Trophy winners couldn't muster anything. 
That can't happen again. Pending UFAs like Andre 
Burakovsky and Max Domi have scoring ability and some 
edge, another factor Florida has been lacking. 

Given the Panthers' cap constraints, a player like Kasperi 
Kapanen might make sense as a reclamation project of 
sorts, perhaps a short-term contract for a player with great 
potential to rebound from a poor season. 

Florida has had too much time to think about how a terrific 
regular season got it nowhere in the spring. Zito's best bet is 
building from a playoff perspective. That is, acquiring free 
agents who will prevent past roadblocks to success from 
cropping up again. 

Montreal Canadiens 

Key players hitting UFA: None 
Key players hitting RFA: F Kirby Dach, F Rem Pitlick, F 
Michael Pezzetta, D Kale Clague, G Samuel Montembeault 
Cap space: $1,173,334 

What they should do: Montreal can't do a whole lot without 
finessing its cap situation. Then again, general manager 
Kent Hughes has already made some moves in trading for 
Dach (who needs a new contract) and Evgenii Dadonov. 

The Canadiens have more pending RFAs to seriously 
consider keeping than most teams. That will limit what 
Montreal is capable of doing in the coming days. There's 
always a chance Hughes orchestrates a trade that frees up 
some cap space, but in their present standing, the 
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Canadiens' focus will more likely go toward retaining their 
own talents. 

If Hughes can do that, Montreal won't have glaring holes to 
fill. There is some concern about its back end (the Jeff Petry 
trade rumors persist) and adding a player on a league-
minimum, veteran contract wouldn't be the worst thing. 

Now, if Hughes does make a splashier trade of Petry or Josh 
Anderson, that would obviously change Montreal's approach 
to the free-agent market. If the Canadiens believe first overall 
draft pick Juraj Slafkovsky can have an immediate impact, 
that gives Hughes more room to operate in terms of potential 
forward movement. 

What Montreal should do is partially what it's done already: 
be strategic in making early trades and bolster from within. 
What happens after that, at least at this stage, is gravy. 

Ottawa Senators 

Key players hitting UFA: F Chris Tierney 
Key players hitting RFA: F Josh Norris, F Mathieu Joseph, D 
Victor Mete, D Erik Brannstrom 
Cap space: $23,869,286 

What they should do: General manager Pierre Dorion got his 
list out early at the NHL draft and added Alex DeBrincat, a 
true offensive dynamo, into the Senators' lineup via trade 
with Chicago. It was quite a pre-free agency fleecing, and 
positions Ottawa well for what's ahead. 

Now, Dorion can turn his attention to signing Claude Giroux. 
Or so he should, if any of the rumors Giroux is interested in 
playing for the Senators are true. Adding Giroux would be 
the best free-agent signing Dorion could make. The former 
Flyers captain is still a strong offensive talent who would 
immediately make Ottawa's top six better. He's a leader with 
high character, and if he chose the Senators, it would do a 
lot for the overall confidence of a team that's been struggling 
for any good mojo in recent years. 

A general area to address for Ottawa is its defense, and 
potential stay-at-home skaters to complement Thomas 
Chabot and Jake Sanderson. Josh Manson or Ian Cole could 
fill that role nicely. 

There's some real excitement building around the Senators 
after the DeBrincat acquisition. And given DeBrincat is only 
signed through next season, Dorion shouldn't hesitate to 
maximize what he's got and play the field in free agency. It 
would be worth another splash or two to fill this team with 
enough good players to actually pull the Senators out of their 
rebuild. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Key players hitting UFA: F Ondrej Palat, D Jan Rutta 
Key players hitting RFA: None 
Cap space: $0 

What they should do: Tampa Bay's cap situation isn't so dire 
after general manager Julien BriseBois traded Ryan 
McDonagh (and his $4.2 million hit) to Nashville, and there's 
Brent Seabrook's $6.875 million contract that will provide 
LTIR relief in the fall. The Lightning can play around on the 
open market; the question is whether they will. 

BriseBois said at the draft last week he has been in talks with 
the agents for Palat and Rutta. Those potential deals seem 
to be Tampa Bay's priority, and rightly so -- especially in 
Palat's case. He just had an incredible playoff run as the 
Lightning's second-leading scorer (11 goals and 21 points in 
23 games) and savior (that overtime winner in Game 5 of the 
Stanley Cup Final to keep Tampa Bay alive? Clutch!). 
Should Palat reach free agency, he'll have no shortage of 
suitors. The Lightning shouldn't let that happen. 

Rutta's résumé isn't quite so eye-popping, but he's a solid 
member of Tampa Bay's back end who could be re-signed 
on a reasonable deal. 

Otherwise, Tampa Bay is in good shape -- for this season, 
anyway. There are several key players set to become RFAs 
in 2022-23 (including Mikhail Sergachev and Erik Cernak) so 
BriseBois won't be in any hurry to spend cap space now that 
he'll need for later. Look for the Lightning to take care of their 
own and maybe add around the edges. There's not much 
else they need to compete. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Key players hitting UFA: G Jack Campbell, D Ilya Lyubushkin 
Key players hitting RFA: D Rasmus Sandin, F Pierre Engvall, 
F Ondrej Kase 
Cap space: $6,360,217 

What they should do: Toronto's first task was to settle on a 
starting goaltender for next season. Talks with Jack 
Campbell appeared increasingly unproductive. The Leafs 
finally agreed to a deal on Monday night with Ottawa for Matt 
Murray, who projects to fill that No. 1 slot. He's going to need 
a partner in the crease though, so Toronto likely isn't done 
adding goalies. 

The Senators did retain 25% of Murray's salary in the deal, 
and general manager Kyle Dubas still has some cap room to 
spare after he freed up a bunch moving Petr Mrazek to 
Chicago at the draft last week. That will allow Toronto to 
bring in a seasoned No. 2 netminder for Murray to play with 
and help address what should be Dubas' other main priority 
in extending Rasmus Sandin. 

The 22-year-old made good strides last season in his 200-
foot game and is a budding star on Toronto's back end. 
Sandin knows that too, since contract negotiations have 
been more difficult than Toronto expected. There's always 
the possibility Sandin receives an offer sheet if he remains 
unsigned too long. That would be a shame for Toronto, after 
a season in which its blue line was finally not the liability it 
has been in seasons past. There's a solid group there, and 
Sandin is a big part of it. 

A new deal for Engvall seems likely. Dubas said the team 
planned to give him a qualifying offer, and that'll require 
some cash as well. Much like other contending clubs, 
Toronto will invest in its own players, and whatever splashy 
signing (or trade) the Leafs do make should be on the 
goaltending front. 
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METROPOLITAN DIVISION 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Key players hitting UFA: C Max Domi, F Nino Niederreiter, F 
Vincent Trocheck, D Ian Cole, D Brendan Smith 
Key players hitting RFA: F Martin Necas, D Ethan Bear 
Cap space: $19,375,583 

What they should do: After trading Tony DeAngelo to the 
Flyers, the Hurricanes need a puck-moving defenseman on 
the right side that can quarterback a power play. UFA John 
Klingberg would seem to fit that bill, although like DeAngelo, 
his 5-on-5 defense is not his forte. 

Trocheck and Niederreiter are two valuable forwards to the 
Hurricanes -- their fourth- and sixth-leading scorers, 
respectively. Keeping both will add well over $10 million to 
their cap. Both are expected to hit the market. Frankly, they 
could use Niederreiter's space ($5.25 million) to find a similar 
player who doesn't ghost them in the playoffs. There's been 
talk about the Hurricanes not being enamored with the 23-
year-old Necas, but GM Don Waddell indicated at the draft 
they want to hang on to him. 

There's a belief from some in the NHL that the Hurricanes 
are the next Stanley Cup bridesmaid that's ready to take the 
leap -- if they can find the right veterans in their supporting 
cast to get them over the hump. To that end, a pure goal-
scorer on the wing would seem like an imperative, given their 
offensive deficiencies (2.64 goals per game) in the playoffs. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Key players hitting UFA: None 
Key players hitting RFA: F Patrik Laine 
Cap space: $16,916,667 

What they should do: The Jackets and Laine have discussed 
the possibility of a long-term deal. He found his game again 
in a post-Tortorella Columbus, scoring 56 points in 56 
games, with 26 goals. The 24-year-old winger does have 
arbitration rights this offseason. 

Other than Laine, the Blue Jackets are in an interesting spot. 
Many assumed GM Jarmo Kekalainen was going to be 
aggressive in moving players off his roster at the draft. That 
didn't happen, but one assumes it will: They have 13 forward 
under contract not counting Laine, and young players like 
Kent Johnson and Yegor Chinakhov deserve increased 
roles. 

They played competitive hockey last season, at times better 
than expected. There's still a chance that Kekalainen gets 
more aggressive than expected this summer: The Blue 
Jackets were in on Ryan McDonagh before the Tampa Bay 
Lightning traded him to the Nashville Predators. Are there 
other veteran options they'd consider? 

New Jersey Devils 

Key players hitting UFA: D P.K. Subban 
Key players hitting RFA: G Vitek Vanecek, F Jesper Bratt, F 
Miles Wood, C Pavel Zacha, F Jesper Boqvist 
Cap space: $25,334,167 

What they should do: The Devils have made a long-term 
offer with significant dollars attached to Bratt, but there 

hadn't been much negotiation between the sides leading up 
to the draft. The team views him as a significant part of what 
they're building in Jersey. Their last negotiation wasn't all 
that sunny either, but they should find some common 
ground. 

Vanecek was acquired to pair with Mackenzie Blackwood, 
which might be surprising given how Blackwood has played 
for the last two seasons. But there's a lot of organizational 
belief in Blackwood, so he's their guy in tandem with 
Vanecek. 

The Devils are seeing what's out there for Zacha on the 
trade market, who is coming off his strongest NHL season on 
the defensive side. They'd like to bring Wood back as a feisty 
depth winger. 

The biggest need for New Jersey is on the wing. Ideally, 
they'd love someone who has size to pair with Jack Hughes, 
but a player that can also score goals. Finding that player 
might mean exploring the trade market more than the UFA 
one. If only there was a way to pry Matthew Tkachuk from 
the Calgary Flames ... 

New York Islanders 

Key players hitting UFA: D Zdeno Chara, D Andy Greene 
Key players hitting RFA: F Kieffer Bellows, D Noah Dobson, 
D Alexander Romanov 
Cap space: $11,185,037 

What they should do: We won't know what the Islanders will 
do until they've done it, given the clandestine ways of GM 
Lou Lamoriello, who has been known to shut down 
negotiations if they go public. 

That may or may not have been the reason the widely 
reported talks between the Vancouver Canucks and the 
Islanders about forward J.T. Miller hit a snag -- more likely, it 
was the initial inability for the Islanders to talk contract 
extension with Miller. But those talks should reignite, as 
Miller is a great fit for a Lamoriello team and would give the 
Islanders a much-needed point producer at forward. 

The Islanders should secure Dobson long term and sign 
Romanov, the defenseman they acquired from Montreal at 
the draft. 

Two players the Islanders could look to move are 25-year-old 
forward Anthony Beauvillier, who makes $4.15 million per 
season, and is two years away from UFA status; and goalie 
Semyon Varlamov, who is one year away (and at $5 million 
AAV). Lamoriello has stated that he wants to keep Varlamov 
around to solidify their goaltending core and as a mentor to 
Ilya Sorokin. But if someone absolutely desperate for a 
goalie in this shallow market comes knocking with a can't-
say-no offer, would Lamoriello listen? 

New York Rangers 

Key players hitting UFA: C Ryan Strome, F Andrew Copp, F 
Tyler Motte, F Kevin Rooney, F Frank Vatrano, D Justin 
Braun 
Key players hitting RFA: RW Kaapo Kakko 
Cap space: $10,208,531 

What they should do: The Rangers advanced to the Eastern 
Conference finals this past season, which is great news for 
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the NHL offseason. They think they're close. They have 
some clear organizational needs. As seemingly methodical 
as their building back to contention has been, there's always 
the chance they do something audacious in an attempt to get 
over the top. 

To that end, two names really stand out on the UFA market: 
Avalanche center Nazem Kadri and Lightning forward Ondrej 
Palat. In the case of Palat, he's just the type of win-at-all-
costs playoff performer that a contender like the Rangers 
would love to have on their roster for the big moments. His 
versatility at the forward spot could see him fill any role in 
which they them need him. In the case of Kadri, he's a 
tenacious forward who has broken 30 goals in a season 
twice, and could slot next to Artemi Panarin. With Mika 
Zibanejad and Filip Chytil with him on the depth chart, that 
could be a formidable group of pivots. 

But that's fantasy-casting. More likely, the Rangers bring 
back Copp after letting Strome walk. The money they'd need 
to land Kadri is money they'll need for restricted free agents 
Alexis Lafrenière, K'Andre Miller and Chytil next summer. 

One other piece of business: With Alexandar Georgiev now 
in Colorado, the Rangers will need a backup for Igor 
Shesterkin. The good news is that the goalie market has 
plenty of good backups -- Thomas Greiss, Jaroslav Halak, 
Martin Jones among others -- rather than solutions at starter. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Key players hitting UFA: D Keith Yandle, G Martin Jones 
Key players hitting RFA: F Morgan Frost, F Owen Tippett 
Cap space: $118,560 

What they should do: Johnny Gaudreau would like to 
become a Flyer. So the Flyers would be smart to find a way 
to bring the pride of South Jersey to play in Philadelphia, 
especially since generating offense was something at which 
they were worse than every NHL team not named the 
Arizona Coyotes last season. 

Any move for Gaudreau begins with the Flyers finding 
someone to take on James van Riemsdyk and his $7 million 
cap hit next season. JVR had 38 points in 82 games last 
season. But even that won't get it done. Do the Flyers seek 
to move on from forward Travis Konecny ($5.5 million 
through 2024-25) in order to create the space they need for 
Gaudreau now and in the future? 

GM Chuck Fletcher and Comcast Spectacor chairman Dave 
Scott said the Flyers are going to have an "aggressive retool" 
rather than a rebuild. It doesn't get more aggressive than 
reshaping one's roster for the sake of the market's top free 
agent. Let the age of Johnny Hockey begin (while hoping 
that Sean Couturier and Ryan Ellis are healthy, Carter Hart 
finds his franchise form and John Tortorella manages to 
squeeze something out of this otherwise middling roster)! 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Key players hitting UFA: C Evgeni Malkin, F Evan Rodrigues, 
F Brian Boyle, F Danton Heinen 
Key players hitting RFA: F Kasperi Kapanen 
Cap space: $10,308,158 

What they should do: Not re-sign Malkin, who has indicated 
he will test the free-agent waters this week. 

I know, I know ... loyalty, friends, the band stays together, 
Sidney Crosby remains happy that his friend is there. There 
is absolutely no question that Malkin still shows flashes of 
Hall of Fame-level offensive brilliance and that he's an asset 
on the power play. But the flashes are becoming less 
frequent, his body has gained too many miles and it's not a 
stretch to say he's entering his "latter day Joe Thornton" 
years. 

But the Penguins could take that $6 million cap hit -- the 
suggested AAV on a Malkin extension, which could run three 
to four years -- and apply to two other players. Or to a 
younger, healthier option than Malkin at center. 

All that said, I think the Penguins and Malkin get something 
done, which means Pittsburgh will do what they always do: 
Surround a core of five players accounting for 39% of their 
salary cap space with the best supporting cast they can 
muster. That will include Rickard Rakell, who signed a five-
year extension worth $5 million annually. It should also 
include Rodrigues, an underrated gem. 

Washington Capitals 

Key players hitting UFA: F Marcus Johansson, C Johan 
Larsson, D Michal Kempny, D Justin Schultz, G Ilya 
Samsonov 
Key players hitting RFA: None 
Cap space: $8,978,334 

What they should do: There seems to be an eerie consensus 
that the Capitals are going to end up with Darcy Kuemper as 
their new starting goaltender -- eerie in the sense that mass 
assumption of a free-agent signing in the NHL doesn't 
always work out that way. But their trade of Vitek Vanecek to 
the Devils clears up potential salary space (he was an RFA) 
and a roster spot for the Stanley Cup-winning goalie, who will 
cost a bit, but will certainly be an upgrade over last season's 
tandem. An interesting wrinkle on Monday, however: The 
Capitals didn't qualify RFA Ilya Samsonov, making him a 
UFA. 

As for other housekeeping, getting Schultz back at a contract 
under his current $4 million cap hit would be a positive step. 
So would retaining trade deadline pickup Larsson, who is an 
elite defensive player. 

Complicating matters for the Capitals is the health of star 
center Nicklas Backstrom. GM Brian MacLellan expects him 
to return at some point this coming season after the 34-year-
old had his hip resurfaced. His $9.2 million cap hit will be off 
the books and on long-term injured reserve, but MacLellan 
said "it's not like we go out and sign a $9 million player. 
We're anticipating Nick comes back at some point." The 
Capitals could certainly use a center to fill that void until he 
returns, but at what level of cap hit? 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

Arizona Coyotes 

Key players hitting UFA: F Phil Kessel, F Alex Galchenyuk 
Key players hitting RFA: F Lawson Crouse, F Barrett Hayton, 
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G Josef Korenar 
Cap space: $28,118,291 

What they should do: Let's assume Arizona won't be 
resigning its own UFAs (particularly Phil Kessel, who will 
almost certainly hit the market). The Coyotes' energy should 
be on its list of pending RFAs, with Crouse's contract a top 
priority. He's coming off a career season (20 goals and 34 
points in 65 games) and will be due for a raise from his 
previous $1.5 million salary. Crouse would undoubtedly be 
an appealing player for other teams if Arizona can't bring him 
back. The Coyotes don't have many dynamic pieces, and 
letting Crouse slip away would be bad for business. 

Fischer was a pending RFA and signed a one-year deal on 
Monday. Hayton is another pending RFA who received a 
qualifying offer. 

Now, if the Coyotes decide to go shopping this week, how 
will their living situation affect negotiations? There are 
several unknowns surrounding the Coyotes' temporary digs 
at Arizona State University and their progress on building a 
new rink in Tempe. Will free agents be hesitant in committing 
to Arizona? Or, if the dollars are there, do location and 
amenities not really matter? We'll find out soon enough. 

Until then, the Coyotes should be targeting deals for their 
own skaters and keeping that consistency in place during 
what could be a tumultuous time ahead. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Key players hitting UFA: F Dominik Kubalik, F Dylan Strome, 
D Calvin de Haan 
Key players hitting RFA: F Philipp Kurashev, D Caleb Jones 
Cap space: $18,540,704 

What they should do: Chicago's recent activity suggests 
they're determined to freefall. Trading Alex DeBrincat for 
draft picks was a choice. Acquiring Petr Mrazek -- when 
everyone knew Toronto was looking to unload his contract -- 
in exchange for basically nothing was another choice. What 
will the Blackhawks do for an encore in free agency? 

In theory, Chicago should have extended qualifying offers -- 
and new deals -- to pending RFAs Dylan Strome and 
Dominik Kubalik. But, Chicago isn't keeping either player so 
they will become UFAs instead. That's a shame. True, 
Kubalik had a down year in 2021-22, but he's 26 and scored 
30 goals two seasons ago. And Strome had a terrific second 
half in 2022-23, finishing with 22 goals and 48 points in 69 
games. Why would general manager Kyle Davidson not want 
them around? Good question. 

Defenseman Jones and forward Kurashev received 
qualifying offers, and appear to be in Chicago's future plans. 

The Blackhawks should also be looking at signing another 
goaltender to slot in with Mrazek. Collin Delia and Kevin 
Lankinen are both pending UFAs, with Lankinen perhaps the 
better option of the two to keep if Davidson decides to go 
that route. Given that Chicago is in a clear rebuilding stage 
that might turn off some UFA goalies, but targeting someone 
(David Rittich, Calvin Pickard) on a one-year deal who's 
maybe looking to rebound in a low-pressure situation could 
work. 

Colorado Avalanche 

Key players hitting UFA: F Andre Burakovsky, F Darren 
Helm, F Nazem Kadri, F Nicolas Aube-Kubel, D Josh 
Manson, G Darcy Kuemper 
Key players hitting RFA: F Artturi Lehkonen 
Cap space: $14,910,000 

What they should do: This is already a fascinating offseason 
for the Stanley Cup champions. General manager Joe Sakic 
did an excellent job building this franchise into a winner; 
keeping it that way will be trickier. Nathan MacKinnon -- now 
entering the final year of his deal -- will command a massive 
extension soon, and their list of pending UFAs includes key 
playoff contributors. 

Colorado has to be strategic about who they can afford now. 
In the choice between pending UFAs Nazem Kadri and 
Valeri Nichushkin, Sakic stuck with the latter. Nichushkin 
never even hit the open market, signing an eight-year, $49 
million extension on Monday. 

Kadri's career year has probably priced Colorado out of 
retaining his services. Nichushkin is also coming off his best 
season ever (52 points in 62 games), but the winger's price 
point -- $6.125 million per season -- was lower than what 
Kadri will likely command elsewhere. 

After Nichushkin, Colorado should prioritize Burakovsky. He 
was a big-time player late in the postseason and fits the 
Avalanche mold. Lehkonen is another player worth keeping; 
there aren't many 200-foot players like him available to sign. 

Sakic addressed Colorado's goaltending by trading for the 
rights to Alexandar Georgiev, which effectively signaled the 
end for Kuemper's Avalanche tenure. Georgiev subsequently 
signed a three-year deal worth $10.2 million. 

Where Colorado might add an external UFA is on defense. 
The Avalanche have a strong core group there, but if 
Manson doesn't re-sign, Sakic could look towards Nick 
Leddy or even John Klingberg (depending on the dollars). 

Dallas Stars 

Key players hitting UFA: F Vladislav Namestnikov, F 
Alexander Radulov, D John Klingberg 
Key players hitting RFA: F Jason Robertson, G Jake 
Oettinger 
Cap space: $17,810,834 

What they should do: Dallas' road map should be simple: 
Get long-term deals done with pending RFAs Robertson and 
Oettinger -- they will be franchise cornerstones for seasons 
to come. And let Klingberg walk. 

It's not that the Stars wouldn't want to keep one of their top 
defenseman. It's just that Klingberg is 30 years old and 
wants to get paid. Even if he would probably be a great fit for 
Peter DeBoer's system, it doesn't seem feasible given 
Dallas' cap constraints to invest in Klingberg given what his 
market will be elsewhere. 

Dallas has to address the right side of its defense. If 
Klingberg exits, then Jani Hakanpaa is the Stars only real 
option at RHD. Josh Manson and Ethan Bear would be top 
targets on the market to provide some help. 
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In a perfect world, Dallas would add more scoring to the mix 
too, but that would depend on how rich the contracts are for 
Robertson and Oettinger. The Stars might just have to hope 
for internal improvements to factor in there, like from Denis 
Gurianov (who popped in just 11 goals in 73 games last 
season after a 20-goal campaign in 64 games in 2019-20). 

Minnesota Wild 

Key players hitting UFA: F Nick Bjugstad, F Nicolas 
Deslauriers 
Key players hitting RFA: None 
Cap space: $1,433,912 

What they should do: Well, general manager Bill Guerin 
already did The Thing when he signed UFA goaltender Marc-
Andre Fleury to a two-year contract last week. There's not 
much cap space left to do much else. 

Now, one completed trade like the one Guerin already made 
moving Kevin Fiala to Los Angeles -- could change things in 
a hurry. Minnesota would probably want to add another top-
six center and really solidify down the middle, but they 
wouldn't be in a position to do that without completing 
another trade. 

Does Guerin try to move Matt Dumba or Dmitry Kulikov -- 
both of whom are entering the final year of their deals -- to 
invest up front? It's possible Guerin moves Cam Talbot (and 
his $3.6 million contract) now that Fleury is back, and targets 
a free-agent backup on a less expensive deal. 

If Guerin does stand pat, then extending pending UFAs Nick 
Bjugstad and/or Nicolas Deslauriers could become 
appealing. Bjugstad is a consistent bottom-six piece and 
Deslauriers has some bite to his game. 

Barring another trade that frees up some cap room, it feels 
as if the Wild are pretty set. 

Nashville Predators 

Key players hitting UFA: F Nick Cousins 
Key players hitting RFA: F Yakov Trenin 
Cap space: $9,611,358 

What they should do: The offseason priority for Nashville 
was extend pending UFA Filip Forsberg. General manager 
David Poile did just that last week when he inked Forsberg to 
an eight-year, $68 million contract. Check. 

The Predators' blue line looks to be in good shape after Poile 
acquired Ryan McDonagh from Tampa Bay earlier this 
month, too. 

The internal decisions remaining for Nashville now involve 
Cousins and Trenin. Cousins has produced only 14 goals in 
his last two seasons, but provides a certain physical edge 
that the Predators like. Is that enough to earn him another 
contract? Or does Nashville go outside itself to find some 
more grit? 

Trenin had 17 goals last season, and at 25, is still coming 
into his own. He'd be a good depth piece for Nashville to 
retain, and should be a priority for Poile to resign before free 
agency begins. 

Come July 13, the Predators should be targeting some help 
at right wing. And they've got a decent amount of cap space 

to wield on the open market. Phil Kessel or Rickard Rakell 
are both attractive players in this vein, and might pair nicely 
in top-six (or even top-nine) roles. Adding there would give 
Nashville more depth and flexibility than it had a season ago, 
when their scoring petered out late in the campaign. 

St. Louis Blues 

Key players hitting UFA: F David Perron, D Nick Leddy 
Key players hitting RFA: F Klim Kostin, D Niko Mikkola, D 
Scott Perunovich 
Cap space: $9,012,500 

What they should do: This one is easy enough: St. Louis 
should absolutely, unequivocally re-sign David Perron. 

The 34-year-old had a tremendous season (57 points in 67 
games), an even better playoffs (nine goals in 12 games) 
and wants to stick with the Blues. So how is a deal not 
already done? Money, of course. St. Louis doesn't have a 
ton of space, and there are other holes to fill. 

The Blues need a new netminder behind Jordan Binnington 
after trading the rights to pending RFA Ville Husso last week. 
St. Louis also has decisions to make on the blue line, 
whether in re-signing Leddy (or replacing those contributions 
with someone else) and extending (or not) pending RFAs 
Niko Mikkola and Scott Perunovich. 

It's a lot to get done, and may not leave enough cap space to 
get a deal done with Perron. How will general manager Doug 
Armstrong prioritize? The goaltending is non-negotiable; St. 
Louis knows, especially after how last season went, that the 
right backup can save a season. It's not an area to ignore. 
But losing Perron would leave a massive void. 

What the Blues should do first is find out Perron's bottom line 
and negotiate from there. There should be a middle ground 
that can keep both sides happy. If not, then the open market 
looms, and they'll have more space to play with when the 
bell rings on July 13. 

Winnipeg Jets 

Key players hitting UFA: F Zachary Sanford, F Paul Stastny 
Key players hitting RFA: F Mason Appleton, F Pierre-Luc 
Dubois, F Jansen Harkins, F Evgeny Svechnikov 
Cap space: $16,196,310 

What they should do: The Jets' priority should be on Pierre-
Luc Dubois, a pending RFA with arbitration rights. Winnipeg 
would love to get him signed long term, but Dubois will be a 
UFA in 2024 and has indicated an interest in testing the 
market then. That's not great news for the Jets. Mark 
Scheifele will also be a UFA in 2024, and both players 
leaving would be a crushing blow for Winnipeg's center 
depth. 

General manager Kevin Cheveldayoff still has to get Dubois' 
deal done for at least this season. Next up would be 
potentially re-signing Appleton and figuring out whether 
Stastny should stay in the mix. Because where the Jets 
really need to improve their depth is on the wing. 

Winnipeg has the top-end talents up front, but their middle-
six is weaker. Fortunately there are a number of options 
available to them. Dylan Strome could be a fit there for the 
Jets, and they should consider a long-term deal to get him in 
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the mix. New coach Rick Bowness had Vladislav 
Namestnikov in Dallas and knows what he can bring to the 
lineup. Kasperi Kapanen has been a consistent scorer in the 
past, and needs a fresh start. 

The Jets have the luxury of cap space. They should use it to 
invest in players committed for more than a season or two. 
Winnipeg can't account for an exodus of key players down 
the road, but why not prioritize younger guys who want to 
stick around, just in case? 

PACIFIC DIVISION 

Anaheim Ducks 

Key players hitting UFA: F Dominik Simon, F Zach Aston-
Reese, F Sonny Milano, F Sam Steel 
Key players hitting RFA: Isac Lundestrom 
Cap space: $39,423,333 

What they should do: The Ducks are obviously positioned 
well for the future. Center Mason McTavish will join Trevor 
Zegras and Jamie Drysdale as the next wave of Anaheim 
stars takes over the roster. The trick for GM Pat Verbeek is 
to find ways to populate his roster with some veterans who 
can help make the Ducks more competitive without hindering 
the growth of that next wave. Ultimately, challenging for a 
playoff spot -- or earning one -- will help that young core 
exponentially. 

Between Zegras, McTavish, Adam Henrique, Lundestrom 
and Derek Grant, the Ducks should have enough depth up 
the middle. They could use veteran support on the wings. On 
the free-agency front, I'd like to see someone like Tyler Motte 
get a look. On the trade front, I'm thinking an Anthony 
Beauvillier or Tanner Pearson type. 

The Ducks could also use a veteran on defense after 
shipping out Hampus Lindholm and Josh Manson at last 
season's trade deadline. A homecoming for Manson as a 
free agent wouldn't be out of the question -- plug him right 
back in next to Cam Fowler. If not Manson, there could be 
trades with Vegas for Alec Martinez or Winnipeg for Brenden 
Dillon, two players very familiar with California hockey. 

Not giving qualifying offers to Milano or Steel was a surprise. 
But that's why you bring in a GM from outside the 
organization: to make tough calls on popular players. 

Then there's the John Gibson question. The netminder 
pushed back on the notion that he wanted out of Anaheim, 
with five years left on his deal at $6.4 million AAV. Verbeek 
knows that given the scarcity of true starting goalies and with 
that kind of contractual control, Gibson would bring back a 
windfall. But while it's true Gibson hasn't been dominant for 
about three seasons, trading him may end up creating a new 
problem for a growing contender rather than solving a 
current one. He will turn 29 this month. 

Let's face it: The Ducks have a ton of cap space. We know 
what they could be doing, but they also could surprise us. 

Calgary Flames 

Key players hitting UFA: LW Johnny Gaudreau, F Calle 
Jarnkrok, RW Trevor Lewis, RW Brett Ritchie, C Ryan 
Carpenter, D Erik Gudbranson, D Nikita Zadorov, D Michael 
Stone 

Key players hitting RFA: F Andrew Mangiapane, F Matthew 
Tkachuk, D Oliver Kylington 
Cap space: $26,012,500 

What they should do: Sign Johnny Gaudreau. OK, moving on 
... 

No, seriously, though: Gaudreau's next contract is going to 
carry an average annual value anywhere from $9.5 million to 
over $10 million. That's a lot money to commit to one player, 
especially when there's another player -- Matthew Tkachuk -- 
who will seek to break the bank himself in the coming years. 
But Johnny Hockey is a franchise player. He's got years of 
productivity left. If he leaves, the Flames' cupboard isn't bare. 
But their Stanley Cup aspirations are certainly altered. 

The Tkachuk part of this is fascinating, too. His qualifying 
offer is $9 million, and he's one year from unrestricted free 
agency. Like with Gaudreau, there's a bottomless well of 
speculation about his monetary and geographic future in the 
NHL. Getting clarity on that is key as well. 

The trick for Calgary is not only giving out new contracts to 
their star players and RFAs but also finding room for a player 
like Nikita Zadorov to fill out the blue line. There's a path to 
accomplishing that, but it will likely take some salary 
shedding. 

Edmonton Oilers 

Key players hitting UFA: F Evander Kane, F Josh Archibald, 
F Derick Brassard, D Brett Kulak, D Kris Russell 
Key players hitting RFA: F Kailer Yamamoto, F Jesse 
Puljujarvi, F Ryan McLeod 
Cap space: $15,868,667 

What they should do: The Oilers are expected to place goalie 
Mike Smith on long-term injured reserve and sign goalie Jack 
Campbell away from the Maple Leafs. We could very well 
see a Campbell/Stuart Skinner battery next season. That's 
an improvement, if a little less chaotic fun. 

GM Ken Holland is playing the Evander Kane game like this: 
He's hoping the winger finds the grass isn't all that greener 
elsewhere and comes back to the Oilers to score multitudes 
of goals next to Connor McDavid. It's the only way Holland 
can afford him. 

If Kane falls through, there was talk that Claude Giroux could 
be another option for the Oilers. But another interesting 
name is hitting the market: David Perron of the St. Louis 
Blues, who is both a top-six forward and a playoff hero. The 
guy did three tours of duty in St. Louis; one assumes he 
wouldn't mind doing a second one in Edmonton to skate with 
Connor. 

Los Angeles Kings 

Key players hitting UFA: F Andreas Athanasiou, F Brendan 
Lemieux, D Alexander Edler, D Olli Maatta, D Troy Stecher 
Key players hitting RFA: D Mikey Anderson, D Sean Durzi, F 
Gabriel Vilardi 
Cap space: $4,438,333 

What they should do: The Kings already made their biggest 
swing of the postseason acquiring Kevin Fiala from the cap-
strapped Minnesota Wild. Sure, they could go even more all-
in to acquire defenseman Jakob Chychrun from the Arizona 
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Coyotes, a player they've coveted. But it would likely cost 
them their first-rounder next season and a couple of blue-
chip prospects whom they might be better off keeping. Still, 
the temptation will be there, because the fit is so good. 

As it stands, the Kings will address their blue line in a more 
fiscally conservative way: bringing back Edler on an 
incentive-laden contract, as he was quite good for them last 
season; and seeking another veteran on the left side, 
preferably one who can bring some size. 

Other than that, the Kings should keep doing what they've 
been doing: letting the veterans shine as the kids ripen and 
hope the whole thing adds up to becoming a contender. Last 
season's playoff berth was just the start. 

San Jose Sharks 

Key players hitting UFA: F Jonathan Dahlen 
Key players hitting RFA: G Kaapo Kahkonen, D Mario 
Ferraro, F Noah Gregor, F Luke Kunin 
Cap space: $5,667,500 

What they should do: The biggest offseason issue for the 
Sharks remains the $26.5 million in cap space they have tied 
up in defensemen Erik Karlsson (32), Brent Burns (37) and 
Marc-Edouard Vlasic (35). 

Vlasic and Karlsson have full trade protection. Burns has a 
modified no-trade clause but makes $8 million against the 
cap through 2024-25. New GM Mike Grier didn't exactly 
dismiss the idea that Burns could seek an exit for a team 
closer to Stanley Cup contention. If Grier found a way to ship 
out any of the three off his cap, it would be a boon for the 
Sharks. 

As it stands, the Sharks barely have enough cap space to 
take care of their RFAs. But they should be able to open up a 
bit more by trading either James Reimer -- who has a five-
team no-trade list -- or Adin Hill, with the other goalie sharing 
the crease with Kähkönen next season. 

Whoever they add in free agency or via trade might not be as 
important as another signing: a head coach, who could end 
up being former Rangers bench boss David Quinn. 

Seattle Kraken 

Key players hitting UFA: F Ryan Donato, F Victor Rask, F 
Riley Sheahan, F Daniel Sprong, D Haydn Fleury 
Key players hitting RFA: F Morgan Geekie, F Kole Lind 
Cap space: $22,060,834 

What they should do: Get their tentacles around one of the 
biggest free-agent forwards this summer. 

Whether it's Johnny Gaudreau skating with Matty Beniers 
and Shane Wright or Nazem Kadri giving those two young 
centers extra time to mature as he takes the No. 1 center 
spot, the Kraken have the means to throw a considerable 
contract their way. And before someone says "too soon" to 
ink an impact player, we will remind you that (a) they signed 
one before ever playing a game in goalie Philipp Grubauer 
and (b) critics said the same thing when Artemi Panarin 
signed with the Rangers during a rebuild. 

It's more likely they make a play for free-agent puck-moving 
defenseman John Klingberg from the Dallas Stars, filling a 
need on their blue line while being reunited with former Stars 
teammate Jamie Oleksiak. 

Beyond free-agent chasing, the Kraken could also shed 
some salary from their original bounty of players. 
Defenseman Carson Soucy has value one year before UFA 
status. Ditto forward Joonas Donskoi, who could really use a 
change in scenery after a terrible first season in Seattle. 

Vancouver Canucks 

Key players hitting UFA: F Alex Chiasson, F Brad 
Richardson, F Matthew Highmore, F Juho Lammikko, G 
Jaroslav Halak 
Key players hitting RFA: None 
Cap space: $2,148,333 

What they should do: Trade J.T. Miller. His value is sky-high. 
So is his asking price. Rather than the Canucks getting 
tethered to a contract for a player on the other side of 30 -- 
and with Bo Horvat needing a new contract after next 
season, too -- Vancouver should flip him for some 
players/picks who can help them now and down the line. 

The problem with the Canucks under former GM Jim 
Benning was the pressure to push chips in every single 
season. I hope that GM Patrik Allvin and team president Jim 
Rutherford take a longer-term approach to this roster. 
Vancouver should be competitive, but taking a year to 
untangle some of Benning's moves and shape the roster in 
their image wouldn't be the worst thing in the world, given the 
group of players they have signed beyond this season. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Key players hitting UFA: F Reilly Smith, F Mattias Janmark 
Key players hitting RFA: F Keegan Kolesar, F Nicolas Roy, F 
Nic Hague 
Cap space: $0 

What they should do: Well, we know they're going to do 
something. First, because they're the Golden Knights, and 
offseason inactivity isn't in their nature. Second, because the 
salary cap necessitates it, whether it's for expected moves 
like re-signing Reilly Smith or other moves that could bolster 
the team. 

They could have cleared $2.325 million by trading goalie 
Laurent Brossoit, but the uncertainty surrounding Robin 
Lehner's status clouds that. They could clear $5.25 million 
for the next two seasons if they trade defenseman Alec 
Martinez, which is plausible. They could take a big swing and 
deal Max Pacioretty and his $7 million cap hit one year 
before unrestricted free agency. 

Or they could stand pat, knowing that the rash of injuries that 
hit them last season were the reason they missed the 
playoffs; and that with Bruce Cassidy behind the bench as 
their new head coach, a healthy roster top-lined by Mark 
Stone, Jack Eichel, Alex Pietrangelo and Shea Theodore 
doesn't need radical reinvention. Well, unless they stumble 
next season.
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NHL free agency buzz: Latest intel as the market gets set to open 

By Emily Kaplan  

The four days between the end of the draft and the start of 
free agency occur at a frenetic pace behind the scenes. 

It's crunch time for teams to sign their pending unrestricted 
free agents before they lose their coveted trump card: an 
eighth year on a contract. Front offices toggle between their 
wish lists and contingency plans while the trade market 
remains active. 

Based on conversations I've had with front-office executives, 
agents and players, here's the latest I'm hearing on what we 
will see unfold when free agency opens Wednesday (noon 
ET) -- and for the rest of the summer. 

Turnover time in Chicago 

The Chicago Blackhawks' rebuild is in full swing. Gone are 
Alex DeBrincat, a 41-goal scorer, and Kirby Dach, the third 
pick of the 2019 draft. Two other top-six forwards -- Dominik 
Kubalik and Dylan Strome -- are on the way out, too, as 
Chicago didn't give them qualifying offers. In are prospects 
and draft picks. 

Talk to people around the Blackhawks organization, and 
they're prepared to have "a team of 21-year-olds" over the 
next two seasons. 

While Jonathan Toews and Patrick Kane haven't asked for 
trades yet -- and hold full control here, each with a no-
movement clause -- there's a growing sense that could 
change soon. Keep in mind DeBrincat was Kane's closest 
friend on the team. I've heard plenty of speculation that the 
New York Rangers -- featuring Artemi Panarin, Kane's 
favorite linemate of his NHL career -- should be a team to 
watch, but there's nothing concrete to report there yet. If 
Kane is available, there will be a market for him. 

If Toews moves, the Blackhawks will need to retain some of 
his $10.5 million salary to create a market. A team is allowed 
to retain no more than 50% of a traded player's salary, so 
Chicago may need to involve a third team. 

GM Kyle Davidson doesn't sound afraid to take on "bad" 
contracts over the next two seasons, as long as they bring in 
future assets. He'll also need a few good veterans in the 
room to lead the youngsters by example. 

Stanley Cup champ the answer in net for Caps? 

The Washington Capitals haven't been satisfied with their 
goalie situation since they won the Stanley Cup in 2018, 
failing to make it past the first round in each of those four 
seasons. While the organization liked Vitek Vanecek and Ilya 
Samsonov, it never fully trusted the youngsters as a reliable 
tandem. That's why GM Brian MacLellan brought in Henrik 
Lundqvist in 2020, and scoured the goalie market again last 
summer. Lundqvist never appeared in a game for the 
Capitals, forced to retire because of a heart condition, and 
MacLellan said he couldn't secure a goalie who was a clear 
upgrade at last year's deadline. 

This time, MacLellan had enough and "jumped into the fire," 
to use his words. Vanecek was traded to New Jersey for 

draft picks. Samsonov didn't get a qualifying offer; the Caps 
felt the price was too rich for a backup. 

And in the meantime, Washington zeroed in on a new No. 1 
starter who can give them veteran assurance: Darcy 
Kuemper coming off a Stanley Cup in Denver. The 32-year-
old Kuemper was squeezed out of Colorado -- Avs GM Joe 
Sakic said it was a tough call to make. As of Monday 
afternoon, Kuemper was still in contact with other teams -- 
Toronto, Edmonton -- but the belief around the league is that 
Kuemper is going to land in Washington. 

Latest on Johnny Gaudreau 

The Philadelphia Flyers are very much in play for Gaudreau, 
and there's a temptation for the winger to play for his 
hometown team. But it's not a given for a couple of reasons. 

One factor: After signing Tony DeAngelo, the Flyers would 
need to move some salary to make Gaudreau's contract 
work. They're fielding calls, seeing if there are any matches 
for James van Riemsdyk ($7 million annual cap hit), but I 
don't think the offers are there. 

The other reason that would keep Gaudreau from Philly is 
that some people close to Gaudreau believe that staying in 
Calgary is the right move. At the draft, Flames GM Brad 
Treliving said he was "optimistic" about Gaudreau returning. 
Calgary can offer Gaudreau a max eight-year contract until 
Tuesday. After that, it's seven years, just like everybody else. 
Sources said the Flames' offer would come in around the 
$9.5 million-per-year range. 

If Gaudreau hits the open market, keep an eye on New 
Jersey and Long Island as a sleeper landing spots. The 
Devils are looking to take a big step forward this season. 
Meanwhile, getting information on anything Islanders GM 
Lou Lamoriello is up to can feel like a fool's errand -- but 
word is, the Islanders would like to upgrade their forward 
group. 

Landing spots for John Klingberg 

Klingberg is going to test free agency. The defenseman and 
the Dallas Stars haven't been close on a contract, with 
stalled talks that date back to last season. At this point, it's 
best for both sides to see what his market value is. 

There's a lot of talk about Carolina as a possible destination 
for Klingberg. The Canes did due-diligence on Klingberg 
ahead of the trade deadline. He'd be a right-side 
replacement for the departed Tony DeAngelo. But money 
could be an issue. Carolina Tom Dundon sets his own prices 
and rarely budges based off the market. 

The Seattle Kraken are another possible fit. I've heard the 
Kraken plan to be active in free agency. 

What's next for the Panthers? 

The Florida Panthers had to look at themselves realistically 
after their second-round exit to the Tampa Bay Lightning. 
They won the first Presidents' Trophy in franchise history. 
They went all-in at the trade deadline, landing prized center 
Claude Giroux. And then suddenly, they were starting their 
summer early after a sweep by their in-state rivals. 
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The Panthers' front office recognized that while the 
franchise-record 122 points was amazing, 38 of those points 
came after regulation. Florida was 16-0-6 in overtime games; 
the 16 overtime wins were tied with the Minnesota Wild for 
most in the league. 

While GM Bill Zito doesn't want to overreact to the early 
playoff ouster, he also doesn't want to get ahead of himself 
and assume his team is further along than it was. That 
portends for a quieter offseason. The Panthers didn't have 
much to do on the first night of the draft; they were without a 
first-round pick and didn't select until the third round. They're 
also strapped against the cap and need to save room for a 
Jonathan Huberdeau extension, which they've been working 
on. 

All of this means Florida will be looking for bargains. Florida 
is looking for players who come in at lower price points and 
are ready to blossom. The Panthers are also looking for 
veteran players with some warts -- and therefore would be 
willing to take less salary to play for Florida, knowing that the 
structure and culture of the organization could allow them to 
make a name for themselves. 

But while they're looing for bargains, I've heard they're still 
interested in re-signing Giroux. 

More hard decisions for Tampa 

Tampa Bay GM Julien BriseBois takes a lot of pride in the 
team he and his front office have built. The Lightning's brand 
is strong. You either fit into the culture or you don't. And you 
know a Lightning player when you see one. (Case in point: It 
was so obvious that trade deadline acquisition Nick Paul 
belonged in Tampa after he arrived, and the front office 
wasted no time signing him to a seven-year deal.) 

But to keep the championship window open, the front office 
has had to make some tough decisions. One of those was 
parting with defenseman Ryan McDonagh, who fit the 
Lightning culture as well as anyone. When I caught up with 
BriseBois briefly at the draft, he reiterated how brutal it was 
to tell McDonagh the Lightning wanted him to waive his no-
trade clause. McDonagh, 34, adored living in Tampa and had 
just completed an entire series he had played with a broken 
finger. But the Lightning want to keep things going, and that 
means signing key players to new contracts. Don't be 
surprised if Anthony Cirelli, Erik Cernak and Mikhail 
Sergachev all have contract extensions by the end of the 
summer. 

The biggest immediate agenda item for the Lightning has 
been re-signing Ondrej Palat (as well as Jan Rutta). Palat 
would likely need to take less than what's available on the 
open market if he wants to stay in Tampa. BriseBois also told 
me the Lightning are in the market for a left-shot defenseman 
to replace McDonagh -- at a lower cap hit than the $6.75 
million AAV he was making. 

Senators ready to spend 

For months, it has been rumored that Claude Giroux will sign 
with the Ottawa Senators, his hometown team. That's very 
much a possibility, though Giroux is exploring several other 
options as well. 

Whether they land Giroux or not, the Senators are definitely 
in the market for defensemen as free agency opens. 

Latest on the goalie market 

There's a supply-and-demand issue with goalies this year. 
And with so many of the top names already off the board -- 
headlined by Marc-Andre Fleury re-signing in Minnesota -- all 
eyes are on Jack Campbell. Leading up to the draft, 
Campbell had yet to receive an offer from the Toronto Maple 
Leafs. He wanted to stay, but the team was hesitant to 
commit. The Maple Leafs instead decided to take a flier on 
Matt Murray. So Campbell will head to the open market, 
where it appears the Edmonton Oilers are the favorite to land 
him. 

'The goalie market is absolutely crazy' is a phrase I've heard 
multiple times this week. It's why a guy like Charlie Lindgren, 
who played in only five NHL games last season, has 
received interest from more than half of the league. Lingren, 
28, is a hot commodity for teams looking for (relatively) 
cheap backup options. All Lindgren is looking for is a one-
way deal. St. Louis may want to keep him as Jordan 
Binnington's backup. 

Because there is such a demand for goalies, it has led many 
to wonder about Anaheim's John Gibson and whether he is 
available via trade. As of now, Gibson has remained 
committed to the Ducks. He's under contract through 2026-
27, with a 10-team no-trade clause. So a team would need to 
call Ducks GM Pat Verbeek and blow him away with an offer. 
Only then is it even a conversation. 

Along those lines, some teams have called Montreal about 
backup Jake Allen. However, I've been told there's a strong 
possibility Carey Price begins next season on long-term 
injured reserve because of his knee. Because of that, the 
Canadiens aren't keen on moving Allen. 

Rangers on the move 

The New York Rangers seemed to hit on nearly all of their 
trade deadline acquisitions. Andrew Copp and Tyler Motte 
were both fits with the organization -- hardworking, and 
versatile -- and contributed to the playoff run. While New 
York has shown some interest in bringing both players back, 
it sounds like both players will test their options, and there 
already seems to be interest brewing for both. 

Vladimir Tarasenko staying in St. Louis? 

I had a quick chat with St. Louis Blues GM Doug Armstrong 
on the draft floor Thursday, just before the first round began. 
I asked him about the chances that Tarasenko would be 
traded. Armstrong brushed it off, basically saying there was 
no chance. 

Things change, and I've been misled before, but considering 
how well Tarasenko played for St. Louis last season -- even 
after requesting a trade -- the Blues are in no rush to trade 
him, and have no urgency to do so. You might have heard 
this before: A trade will happen only if someone blows St. 
Louis away with an offer. Armstrong, in general, seems 
satisfied with the team he has. He believes they can win. 

And what about Jakob Chychrun in Arizona? 
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When I asked Arizona Coyotes GM Bill Armstrong on draft 
night if there was an update on the Jakob Chychrun trade 
front, he said: "Our plan is to have him play for us next year, 
and he is going to do great." 

The Coyotes have had discussions about Chychrun with 
multiple teams over the past several months, including the 
days before the draft. But Arizona, which is in the process of 
revamping its entire roster, doesn't want to part with a 24-
year-old defenseman without getting a significant package in 
return. 

The asking price around the trade deadline was a young 
roster player, a top prospect and a first-round pick. Those 
offers haven't materialized yet, and so Chychrun will remain 
a Coyote. For now. 

Nathan MacKinnon's next deal 

By the end of the summer, expect a new contract for 
Avalanche star Nathan MacKinnon. The years of MacKinnon 
being the league's best bargain (at $6.3 million per year) are 
over. This one is going to be expensive.

 

 

 

About Last Season: Jaccob Slavin 

At this point, what else is there to say about Slavin? 

By Alec_Sawyer 

Jaccob Slavin 2021-22 By the Numbers 

 Age: 27 

 NHL Seasons: 7 

 Scoring: 4 goals, 38 assists, 42 points in 79 games 

 Playoff Scoring: 2 goals, 6 assists, 8 points in 14 
games 

 Advanced Statistics: 53.63 CF%, 54.83 SCF%, 
56.04 xGF%, 59.12 GF% 

 Average TOI: 18:56 ES, 1:21 PP, 3:13 SH 

 Contact Status: On a 7-year, $5.3 AAV contract 
through 2024-25 

Oh, Jaccob Slavin.  

Somehow, someway, Jaccob Slavin just keeps getting 
better.  

The Hurricanes’ best blue liner had maybe his best NHL 
season — and certainly his most productive offensively — in 
2021-22, leading the team in a plethora of defensive metrics 
while also putting up career highs in assists, points and even 
+/-.  

Slavin, now firmly into the prime of his NHL career, has 
continued to establish himself as one of the NHL’s premiere 
defensemen. He finished ninth in Norris voting this past 
season, his second-highest finish ever and his sixth straight 
season in the top 20.  

And there’s just so much to love about Slavin’s game.  

For starters, he is always on the ice. He doesn’t miss games, 
playing in 79 this past season with his only absence due to 
COVID protocol. He led the Hurricanes in TOI by nearly two 

minutes, averaging 23:02 TOI during the regular season with 
Brett Pesce’s 21:42 the next highest on the team.  

He played consistent minutes on both the power play and 
penalty kill, a huge part of the Hurricanes’ NHL-best kill.  

And with all that time on the ice, he showed for yet another 
year in a row just how exceptional he is as a defenseman. 
He led the Hurricanes with 6.8 Defensive Point Shares, 1.3 
more than anyone else on the squad. His 121 blocks were 
17 more than the next closest player, and he also led the 
Hurricanes with 74 takeaways.  

He was middle of the pack in giveaways, an impressive feat 
considering his ice time, and he accrued just 10 penalty 
minutes the entire season while playing nearly 1,900 
minutes. Slavin has yet to have a single season in which he 
had more than 18 PIM, and he’s been in single digits twice in 
his career. Absolutely insane.  

There’s really no debating that Slavin, defensively, is one of 
the NHL’s best players. He plays crazy amounts of minutes, 
allowing very little defensively while not committing penalties. 
There’s not much more you can ask for.  

And while Slavin’s defensive game was exceptional as 
always in 2021-22, it were some of the strides he made 
offensively that put this past season in contention for his best 
yet.  

Slavin distributed 38 assists, eight more than he had ever 
recorded in an NHL season before. The blue line duo of 
Slavin and DeAngelo broke a couple of Hurricanes’ records 
together, with both going over 40 points.  

He contributed offensively at both even strength and on the 
power play, finishing the year with six assists on the man 
advantage and 30 at even strength. He was also pretty 
consistent through the entire season, recording 22 points in 
his first 39 games and 20 in his last 40.  

Slavin finished the season with 165 shots on goal, the best 
output of his career, which were more SOG than DeAngelo, 
Martin Necas, Jordan Staal, Nino Niederreiter and Seth 
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Jarvis had. Only Brady Skjei had more shots on goal among 
Canes’ blue liners than Slavin. He also got 48.4% of his total 
shots through on net.  

His points/60, shots/60, oiGF/60, oiGA/60 and assists/60 
were all at career bests in 2021-22, as Slavin and DeAngelo 

made a great offensive pair on the blue line while Slavin still 
held down the fort as good as ever defensively.  

Jaccob Slavin is special.  

There’s no need to remind Hurricanes’ fans of that point 
anymore, and he just continues to do pretty much everything 
right on the hockey rink year after year.

 

Canes extend qualifying offers to Necas, Bear, six others 

The Hurricanes extended qualifying offers to eight of their 11 
RFAs, including the NHL trio of Martin Necas, Ethan Bear 
and Steven Lorentz 

By Alec_Sawyer 

Ahead of Monday evening’s 5 p.m. deadline to do so, the 
Carolina Hurricanes extended qualifying offers to eight of 
their 11 restricted free agents.  

Forwards Martin Necas, Steven Lorentz and Stelio Mattheos, 
and defensemen Ethan Bear, Joey Keane, Max Lajoie, 
Jesper Sellgren and Tarmo Reunanen were all extended 
qualifying offers. Goaltenders Beck Warm and Jack 
LaFontaine, as well as center David Cotton, did not receive 
qualifying offers and will become unrestricted free agents 
Wednesday.  

The big names here for the Canes are obviously the trio of 
Necas, Lorentz and Bear, who spent at least the last two 
seasons at the NHL. Lorentz has recorded 21 points in 112 
games for the Hurricanes over the past two seasons, while 
Necas has contributed 119 points over three full seasons 
with the team.  

Bear, who the Canes acquired last offseason from 
Edmonton, appeared in 58 games for the Hurricanes in 
2021-22.  

Lajoie and Keane have both appeared in NHL games for the 
Hurricanes and spent 2021-22 mostly in Chicago with the 
Wolves, while Sellgren, Reunanen and Mattheos all were on 
the Wolves roster this past season.  

As for the three players who were not extended qualifying 
offers, both Warm and LaFontaine found themselves behind 
both Pyotr Kochetkov and Eetu Makiniemi in the 
organizational pecking order in net, while Cotton had just 16 
points in 55 games for the Wolves in 2021-22.  

‘Dream come true’: Raleigh-native Phillips making most of 
Development Camp opportunity 

A Raleigh native and Junior Canes alumnus, Devin Phillips is 
making the most of his opportunity at Canes Development 
Camp. 

By Alec_Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes kicked off their 2022 Prospect 
Development Camp Monday, as a small group of NHL 
hopefuls slid on the Carolina sweater for some on-ice 
resistance testing to get an eventful week started.  

Among the group of prospects were standouts like 2021 
second-round pick Scott Morrow and 2022 fourth-round pick 

Simon Forsmark, who were joined by a stable of Canes’ draft 
picks from the past three to four years.  

But not every prospect going through the events in Raleigh 
this week has the same story, and for one prospect in 
particular the invitation to development camp meant a little 
bit more.  

Devin Phillips, a non-drafted camp invitee who is headed to 
play college hockey at Holy Cross, is a Raleigh native and 
graduate of the Junior Canes program. A lifelong Hurricanes 
fan, Phillips is getting a really unique honor this week as he 
gets to pull on a familiar jersey in a very different setting.  

“It meant the world to me,” Phillips said. “I’ve been cheering 
for this team since I was born. It’s definitely an honor…I was 
kind of numb when I got that phone call to get this 
opportunity to come out here and do this. I’ll make the best of 
it.” 

Phillips, who attended Cardinal Gibbons High School across 
the street from PNC Arena, has spent the last three years 
playing for the Brooks Bandits of the Alberta Junior Hockey 
League, where he has started to flourish into a pretty good 
player.  

He had a huge breakout year this past season, recording 91 
points in just 45 games to finish fourth in the AJHL in points 
and third and assists.  

Now he’s getting the opportunity to skate with some high-end 
Carolina Hurricanes’ prospects, and it’s something that he’s 
not taking for granted.  

“I just want to be the best I can and try to be better each 
day,” Phillips said. “When I got the call I was really nervous, 
but getting here and meeting some of the guys and seeing 
how down to earth they are, it’s just a lot of fun. I want to just 
learn from them. Obviously you’ve got a lot of talent here. I 
just want to learn from them and be the best I can.” 

And while Phillips’ inclusion in this week’s Prospect 
Development Camp means a lot to him personally, it also 
means a lot to the hockey community in Raleigh as a whole.  

A former Junior Canes player is suiting up and taking the ice 
as a prospect for an NHL team’s camp, and that’s something 
that can mean so much to the program and those kids 
playing in it right now.  

“It’s great,” said Hurricanes Director of Defensive 
Development Peter Harrold. “If we can have home-grown 
talent, that’s the biggest thing. We want to grow the game 
around the big team. We want to grow the game of hockey at 
large. It’s great to have him out there. Hopefully some of the 
younger players saw it and keep working. We’re just trying to 
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grow the game at the grassroots. It’s good for the pro team. 
That’s more fans, more engagement and that’s what we’re 
looking for.” 

And for Phillips, knowing what this opportunity can mean for 
those in the Junior Canes program to look up to is something 
he’s honored by.  

“Obviously growing up in North Carolina it’s great to see 
those guys coming up,” Phillips said. “Anything is possible 
when you work hard and stick to it. It’s awesome.” 

It’s a big week for Phillips, who has the joy of getting to 
participate in the Canes’ first developmental camp since 
2019 at home, in front of his family and friends.  

As he heads to Holy Cross next year to continue his hockey 
career, he has a really unique, cool experience to draw from 
this summer.  

“It’s obviously hard being out here, but it’s great to have my 
family here watching me and supporting me,” Phillips said. 
“Just growing up here, it’s been awesome. It’s just a dream 
come true to get this opportunity.”
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Hurricanes offer qualifying offers to all but three remaining restricted free 
agents 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

UPDATED JULY 11, 2022 6:43 PM 

 

Others receiving qualifying offers were forward Stelio Mattheos and 
defensemen Joey Keane, Max Lajoie, Jesper Sellgren and Tarmo 
Reunanen. All but Necas, Lorentz and Bear played for the Calder Cup-
winning Chicago Wolves, the Canes’ American Hockey League affiliate. 

The RFAs not getting a qualifying offer Monday before the NHL’s 5 p.m. 
deadline: forward David Cotton and goalies Jack LaFontaine and Beck 
Warm. All three are now unrestricted free agents. 

On Friday, the Canes traded defenseman Tony DeAngelo, a restricted 
free agent, to the Philadelphia Flyers. He later signed a two-year, $10 
million contract with the Flyers. Lorentz and Bear have arbitration rights, 
according to CapFriendly.com, which tracks player contracts. NHL 
players contesting their contracts have until July 17 to file for an 
arbitration hearing. 

Necas, a former first-round draft pick by Carolina, completed the third 
year of his entry-level contract with the Canes in 2021-22. The Czech 
forward is hoping to sign a new contract with the Canes by the end of the 
summer. 

News Observer LOADED: 07.12.2022 

1249567 Websites 

 

The Athletic / NHL free-agency targets: 10 best players who weren’t 
tendered qualifying offers 
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The NHL’s qualifying offer deadline has created an enticing secondary 
market for mining impact producers. In fact, this year’s crop of unqualified 
restricted free agents is more talented than ever before. 

For a club to retain the rights over its RFAs, it had to tender the player a 
qualifying offer equivalent to the base salary of their last contract by 5 
p.m. ET Monday. Many teams would actually prefer to keep some of their 
non-tendered RFAs, but these players are often arbitration-eligible. If the 
player files for arbitration, the team risks an unfavourable salary ruling, 
one that a club is not legally permitted to walk away from unless the cap 
hit is $4,538,958 or higher. In other words, once a team has qualified an 
RFA, there’s no cost certainty and there’s no turning back if the player 
proceeds for arbitration. That obviously poses a risk for clubs that are 
squeezed against the salary cap. 

Any RFA that was not tendered a qualifying offer is eligible to become a 
UFA on July 13. With that in mind, here are 10 of the most intriguing non-
tendered free agents, plus honourable mentions. 

Dylan Strome 

Since arriving in Chicago, Dylan Strome has scored 154 points in 225 
games, a 56-points per 82 games clip. It was a big surprise then, that he 
wasn’t qualified at his modest $3.6 million rate, considering the 
Blackhawks are swimming in cap space. Even if he didn’t factor into the 
club’s long-term plans, it would have been better for Chicago to come to 
a short-term agreement and trade him at the deadline rather than let him 
walk for nothing. 

Alas, here we are. 

Strome’s a very useful middle-six centre who should be attractive for 
teams that need help down the middle. Since the 2019-20 campaign, 
Strome has scored 1.92 points per hour at five-on-five, which is a bona 
fide top-six rate. 

There are yellow flags to keep in mind though. For one, Strome’s skating 
is still sluggish which makes him a questionable two-way player. 
Because of that, he needs to be carefully and strategically deployed to 
succeed. The Blackhawks knew this as they fed Strome a heavy dosage 
of offensive zone starts, mostly played him against bottom-six 
competition and lined up Patrick Kane on his wing for long stretches. 

The fit is key: Strome makes a lot of sense for a team that needs an 
offensively-gifted middle-six centre on a sheltered scoring line. 

Dominik Kubalik 

Kubalik is a one-dimensional scorer but when you can consistently fill the 
net, clubs can often overlook those flaws. The 26-year-old Czech left 
winger has scored 62 goals in 202 career NHL games, which translates 
to a 25-goals-per-82-games pace. 

Unfortunately, his results have been trending in the wrong direction. 
Kubalik’s goal and point scoring rates have dropped in consecutive 
seasons and his play-driving profile has regressed too. One explaining 
factor is the lack of help around him. Jonathan Toews, Kubalik’s most 
common centreman, was still a high-end top-six pivot in 2019-20 when 
Kubalik potted 30 goals as a rookie, and the Chicago captain just isn’t the 
same player he once was. Kubalik can’t drive a line on his own, so it’s 
not surprising that his production has fallen without a top-notch centre to 
drive play for his line. 

Kubalik may not have the 30-goal upside he flashed in 2019-20, as he 
shot an unsustainably high 19.1 percent that year. But he still offers 
legitimate 20-25 goal upside in a middle-six role. 

Danton Heinen 

Heinen wasn’t tendered a QO by the Anaheim Ducks last offseason; now 
he’s in the same situation with the Pittsburgh Penguins. In this case, he 
was non-tendered because he played so well that there was a high risk 

of an expensive arbitration ruling, one that the Penguins might not have 
been able to afford given their precarious cap situation. He was too good, 
in other words, and priced himself out of Pittsburgh. 

Heinen was a crucial source of secondary scoring with 18 goals and 33 
points in 76 games. Fifteen of those goals were at five-on-five, which tied 
him with Sidney Crosby for second on the club. That kind of lofty even-
strength goal scoring is obviously an outlier, but we’re still talking about a 
player who’s scored at a 36-points-per-82-game clip over his NHL career. 

In addition to his secondary scoring, Heinen was a strong, two-way play 
driver who tilted the ice in Pittsburgh’s favour with very positive shot, 
scoring chance and goal shares. 

Teams looking for a versatile, scoring and reliable bottom-six forward 
should heavily consider Heinen. 

Sonny Milano 

This one’s pretty surprising. Milano’s a creative, gifted playmaker who 
finally established himself with a solid campaign, notching 14 goals and 
34 points in 66 games next to Trevor Zegras. The 26-year-old’s 
combination of speed and skill allows him to consistently create 
controlled zone entries and set up his linemates for dangerous scoring 
chances. 

Milano’s work away from the puck isn’t perfect but a look underneath the 
hood reveals that his two-way profile wasn’t a problem at all. The Ducks 
actually controlled a strong 52 percent share of shot attempts and 
scoring chances during his five-on-five minutes last season. 

Speed and skill are increasingly important in the modern game. In 
Milano, teams can bid on an inexpensive player who can provide both. 

Ondřej Kaše 

After a frustrating 2020-21 campaign that saw him miss all but three 
games with injury, Ondřej Kaše authored a nice bounce-back 
performance last season. The 26-year-old right winger profiles as a 
valuable middle-six Swiss Army knife-type player — he can score (14 
goals and 27 points in 50 games), kill penalties and offers transition help 
with his successful track record of generating zone entries. 

Health remains the biggest risk with Kaše. He’s been through the wringer 
with multiple head injuries and has suited up for 60+ games in a season 
just once in his career. The talent is there, but how much will a team 
commit knowing the health concerns? 

Ilya Samsonov 

Injuries and inconsistency undermined Samsonov’s time with the 
Capitals, who finally decided it was time to move on. 

Samsonov doesn’t have a great NHL track record as he’s managed just a 
.903 save percentage over 94 career games. That said, he’s big, athletic, 
comes with good pedigree as the No. 22 selection in 2015 and is still 
fairly young at 25. Samsonov can look at a fellow UFA like Jack 
Campbell as proof of concept for how a highly-touted goaltending 
prospect who’s lost his way a little bit can get his career back on track. 

Samsonov could be an interesting upside bet as a No. 2, especially 
considering how many teams are looking for help on the goalie market. 

Victor Mete 

Mete was once an analytics darling who drove strong results from 
Montreal’s third pair. He fell out of favour in Quebec though and hasn’t 
been able to boost his stock in the nation’s capital where he largely 
struggled for the Senators. 

A fresh start, however, could help the smooth-skating, undersized puck-
mover find the kind of consistent, positive form that made him a solid 
two-way presence with the Canadiens. 

The key with Mete is identifying if he’s misunderstood and undervalued 
or if he was a product of a strong system in Montreal. Some would argue 
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that teams only look at him as a puck-mover with limited offensive upside 
and are overlooking his usually strong two-way numbers because he’s 
stereotyped for his smaller stature. Others would say that his work 
without the puck is genuinely a concern and that his positive underlying 
results are overrated and a result of a favourable environment in 
Montreal where many defensemen had good numbers. 

We’ll have to wait to see which camp is right, but for now, Mete remains 
an intriguing depth option for a club that wants to add mobility and puck-
moving skills. 

Nicolas Aube-Kubel 

After plying his trade in the minors for parts of four seasons, Aube-Kubel 
finally broke through as an everyday NHLer for the Flyers in the 2019-20 
season. He was an instant success, offering secondary scoring, strong 
defensive value and a non-stop motor. Aube-Kubel ran into penalty 
trouble in 2020-21, which eroded the trust he had built up, and this year 
he was dealt to the Colorado Avalanche. 

The 26-year-old right winger is feisty, fast and an excellent forechecker. 
He chipped in with 11 goals and his puck-retrieval ability has led to 
positive two-way play-driving results. Aube-Kubel doesn’t kill penalties 
and he can be inconsistent, but he’d be worth a roll of the dice as a 
fourth-line contributor who can step up to the third line in a pinch for 
teams that play an uptempo forechecking style. 

Jonathan Dahlen 

Dahlen can score and offers genuine potential, but there are flaws in his 
game that make fit a big key. 

The Sharks rookie came out of the gate on a heater, scoring eight goals 
and 14 points in 26 games by mid-December. From there, he suffered 
multiple injuries including upper-body ailments and a concussion, and 
was twice placed on COVID-19 protocol. He was never quite able to find 
his groove again, scoring just eight points in 34 games from Jan. 1 
onward, and was a healthy scratch as well. He finished the season with 
12 goals and 22 points in 61 games. 

Dahlen excels down low and can finish but he’s slow, undersized and 
isn’t the most reliable two-way player. Is he the kind of tweener that’s 
talented but not quite skilled enough to play a consistent middle-six role 
and who’s too one-dimensional to offer value further down the lineup? Or 
were his second-half struggles mostly a result of injuries that he’ll be able 
to put behind him? 

The 24-year-old is still young enough to take a step so he could be worth 
a gamble for a rebuilding club that has open roster spots to offer 
opportunity. 

Ryan Donato 

Think of Donato as a downgraded version of Kubalik. He has a terrific 
shot that allows him to score goals in bunches but is a polarizing player 
because of his one-dimensional profile. Donato scored 16 goals and 31 
points in 74 games last season for an offensively-starved Seattle Kraken 
squad. He doesn’t drive play, has holes in his defensive game, is a tad 
undersized and because of those factors, does need to be sheltered. 

Even with all of those flaws, Donato’s ability to deliver efficient scoring 
can’t be denied — he ranks 56th among all NHL forwards for his 
individual goals-per-60-minutes rate since the 2019-20 season. 

Donato could be a sensible add in a prescribed role where he can play 
sheltered bottom-six minutes on a scoring line while getting power-play 
reps. 

Honourable mentions: Brett Howden, Sam Steel, Kale Clague, Adam 
Gaudette, Matthew Highmore, Kevin Stenlund, Rem Pitlick, Daniel 
Sprong, Dennis Cholowski 

With files from Thomas Drance 
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The Athletic / How much should NHL top-line forwards and defensemen 
be worth towards a team’s salary cap? 

 

Shayna Goldman8-10 minutes 11/07/2022 

 

Balancing the salary cap is an essential part of team building. A key 
element of this is knowing what each lineup position is actually worth.  

What should an elite defenseman be paid? What about a top-six forward 
or high-end third-pair defender? 

The easy way of figuring this out would be to look around every NHL 
lineup and simply average the cap hits for each position. But what’s the 
fun in doing anything the easy way?  

The problem with that method is that not every team has a legitimate 
first-line center, even though there’s technically a skater playing that role. 
So it doesn’t necessarily make sense to include that player’s contract 
value in the conversation about what a first-line center is paid and 
actually worth.  

So how can we determine which players to include for these 
measurements? That’s where we turn to the handy Stanley Cup 
Checklist. The Athletic’s Dom Luszczyszyn designed this blueprint based 
on a decade of championship teams. In that, Luszczyszyn lists the 12 
core elements a contending team should strive to have including an elite 
first-line center, an elite No. 1 defenseman, and a top-10 starting-caliber 
goalie. 

The checklist doesn’t just outline which positions are key, but what the 
ideal range is (in terms of Game Score Value Added) per each slot. If a 
player at least reaches the listed value, which is one standard deviation 
below average for each position, whether based on their projected values 
(three years of data, weighed by recency, adjusted for age) or actual 
based on their 2021-22 performance, we’ll feature their cap hit for the 
corresponding position. That helps us identify who should be considered 
for each role, instead of simply noting a player because they technically 
are deployed as such for their teams. Contender checklists can be found 
here, while non-playoff teams are here.   

The exception is entry-level deals; those players get their checkmarks 
but are not featured because they’d obviously weigh the averages down 
and don’t accurately reflect a player’s worth, just their experience (or lack 
thereof) in the league.  

Why only use the Cup Checklist that includes just 12 positions, when a 
starting roster tends to have 12 forwards, six defenders, and two 
goaltenders and extra position players? These 12 are the positions that 
rightfully tend to absorb more cap space, and who the cap structure 
should be built around. The remainder can be distributed to the depth 
that supports them. 

It’s not the perfect method since not every first-line center, for example, 
was at those heights when they signed their last contract. Or, the reverse 
could be true. Jamie Benn was the Stars’ ‘elite winger’ when he signed 
his hefty extension. Now, Jason Robertson and Joe Pavelski have 
moved ahead of him on the depth chart, and he currently is the third-
highest winger slot on the checklist instead. So, that $9.5 million cap hit 
isn’t a perfect representation for the current position he’s in. Between 
trends going both directions, there’s some balance here. 

The players on the checklists are based on the rosters when the 2021-22 
season ended. The checklists don’t account for the movement that’s 
already happened this summer. Kevin Fiala still fits on the Wild’s list and 
not the Kings’ since that’s a move that impacts planning for 2022-23, 
when the cap ceiling will be $1 million higher. Plus, a number of contracts 
are set to expire in a couple of days so it’s best to even the playing field 
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by focusing on the completed season before jumping ahead to build out 
the scale. 

At first glance, some of the average values per position may be less than 
expected — that’s true for the ‘elite center’ position, for example. Part of 
the reason is that incoming raises that are set to kick in shortly aren’t a 
factor just yet, like those to Aleksander Barkov ($5.9 million to $10 
million) and Mika Zibanejad ($8.5 million from $5.4 million). 

The other reason there’s a bit of a gap between some expectations and 
reality per position is that players in this league aren’t always paid what 
they’re worth — and that’s been particularly true these last couple of 
years in a flat cap environment. Some managers have been more 
hesitant to dedicate too much cap space to one player because there 
wasn’t too much certainty about when revenues would be on the rise. 
Some players opted against lengthy long-term deals that could short-
change them due to the current financial constraints, instead leaning 
towards shorter-term contracts with less significant cap hits until there’s 
growth. 

To fill in that gap, we can look at the average market values per position 
using Luszczyszyn’s model. The range is one standard deviation above 
and below the average market value for all the players who meet the 
guidelines of the Cup Checklist. While those on entry-level deals weren’t 
included before, their market values are now. That spikes some of these 
values, like the elite wingers. Jason Robertson’s cap hit was just 
$925,000 this past season while his market value (what he’d be worth on 
the market in unrestricted free agency, which he obviously will not be for 
some time as a restricted free agent under team control for a few more 
seasons) is $13.5 million.  

By comparing each role’s average cap hit to market value, we can see 
how much each position tends to be underpaid. There are cap savings 
for every position, but the elite center that stood out before is underpaid 
by almost $6 million, while there’s less of a gap for number one 
defensemen and top-line centers.  

In a perfect world, players always make what they’re worth. In a cap 
world, especially one that’s recovering from the last couple of seasons, 
that isn’t going to happen. So the value of each of these positions should 
be between the average cap hits and market values per position.  

This isn’t just valuable for looking back at this past season, though. It can 
be applied moving forward by focusing on cap hit percentages (which are 
reflected above with a range of one standard deviation in each direction). 
So when the cap grows incrementally to $82.5 million next year, the 8.7 
cap hit percentage can be applied to that figure to determine what an 
elite defenseman should be making, on average.  

It can also be applied outside of the NHL, maybe in leagues taking some 
inspiration in cap structure from this. 

Take the Premier Hockey Federation. The league’s salary cap increased 
from $300,000 in 2021-22 to $750,000 this upcoming year. The question 
many faced was what many PHF free agents were suddenly worth when 
teams have a lot more cap space to go around. 

The range of cap hit percentages per core position in the NHL can be 
applied to the former cap, and the current, to get a gist of value. 
Obviously, the PHF is different from the NHL — in women’s hockey, the 
rover is more popular, with skaters who can play both forward and 
defense and shift as needed, and there have been differences in roster 
size. That’s why this is a loose blueprint versus a hard requirement. It 
can inspire managers on how best to allocate cap space and show 
players what they’re worth. Any sort of pay scale can be helpful until one 
can be created with public salary information from the league. When the 
PWHPA league is officially underway and the roster-building begins, this 
outline can be calculated based on their salary caps as well. 

The most intriguing part of this all, especially for the NHL, is figuring out 
where these values go from here. Revenues, and subsequently cap 
growth, are normalizing, so player salaries should start trending back up. 
Will top players remain underpaid? Will the distribution of the salary cap 

change force this to be recalibrated, or will this general structure stay 
intact? That makes this something to revisit over the next couple of 
seasons as the league’s financial situation trends in the right direction 
and finally starts trickling down to the players. 

Data via Dom Luszczyszyn and CapFriendly 
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The Athletic / NHL national broadcast survey: Viewers weigh in on 
ESPN, TNT and Sportsnet 

 

Sean Shapiro16-21 minutes 11/07/2022 

 

Everyone’s a media critic. 

Whether it’s positive or negative, it’s hard to find a hockey fan that 
doesn’t feel strongly one way or the other about how the game is 
displayed on the television in front of them. 

We’ve had fans rank and rate local broadcasts, for teams and markets 
nowhere close to them, and it’s been a fun, illuminating window into how 
hockey fans watch the game and what they want to see. 

So, what better time to bring it to national television? 

The NHL just finished its first season of a seven-year deal with ESPN 
and Turner in the United States. ESPN had the Stanley Cup Final this 
season and it’ll go to Turner next season. 

In Canada, Rogers is still the national rightsholder and has four years 
remaining on its contract with the league. 

For the first edition of the national TV survey, we had more than 5,000 
respondents with representation from all 32 fanbases. The survey 
contained questions where 5 was the highest rating and 1 was the 
lowest. The survey was closed on the morning of Game 1 of the Stanley 
Cup Final to give Turner and ESPN an even playing field when it came to 
playoff games carried. 

UNITED STATES 

How much hockey have you watched this season compared to the past? 

More — 41.2 percent 

Same — 46.2 percent 

Less —12.6 percent 

The lack of ratings or viewership numbers on ESPN+/Hulu broadcasts 
(blame Disney policy) makes it hard to completely quantify how many 
people watched hockey in the United States this season. But based on 
the ratings and viewership from linear television, the move to ESPN and 
Turner did lead to more eyeballs on the games. 

This was expected, frankly. Moving to ESPN and TNT was an intentional 
push to cable networks that were more accessible than NBC Sports 
(which has since been shut down), and it’s why the league was willing to 
sign a deal with Turner that doesn’t include the Stanley Cup Final next 
season on network television. 

According to sources, the move to ESPN+ for the out-of-market package 
in the United States also helped boost NHL overall viewership 
considerably compared to NHL.tv. These numbers are not public (once 
again, blame Disney policy) and will not be made public, even though 
we’ve asked. 
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That tracks with the respondents of this survey, several of whom 
mentioned that ESPN+ carrying out-of-market games made it more 
feasible for them to afford and view games from outside of the market. 

“It seems this is an unpopular opinion, but I absolutely loved having every 
game on ESPN+,” one respondent said. “It helped me really immerse 
myself in the sport, watching the best game every night I was free at a 
good price.” 

Do you prefer viewing your team on a local or national broadcast? 

Local — 83 percent 

National — 17 percent 

This is what we expected, especially since our local survey showed that 
most NHL fans view their local broadcasters with endearment. 

It was important to establish this baseline before rating national 
broadcasts because more of our respondents are effectively scoring the 
broadcast they would prefer not to see doing their team’s game. 

ESPN’s Emily Kaplan interviews Avalanche forward Nazem Kadri. (Photo 
provided by ESPN). 

Overall, how do you rate ESPN’s coverage? 

1 — 13.3 percent 

2 — 23.5 percent 

3 — 36.6 percent 

4 — 22.6 percent 

5 — 4 percent 

Using a scale of 1 to 5, ESPN had an average score among our 
respondents. 

And that fits well with the commentary we received in this survey and 
throughout the season about ESPN’s coverage of the sport. 

Opinions of ESPN’s coverage typically ranged from negative to average. 
Unlike Turner, which had considerable support for various elements of its 
coverage, ESPN lacked that headlining feel that was touted coming into 
this season. 

ESPN also struggled with messaging and communication when it came 
to ESPN+/Hulu exclusive games during the regular season. This soured 
some respondents’ view of ESPN’s hockey coverage, feeling the network 
didn’t give the sport as much of a platform as it could have. 

How would you rate ESPN’s studio coverage? 

1 — 13.2 percent 

2 — 27.6 percent 

3 — 36.1 percent 

4 — 18.6 percent 

5 — 4.3 percent 

ESPN’s studio team was a mixed bag of analysts and commentators 
during the regular season, which respondents noted hurt the 
cohesiveness and chemistry of the studio show, especially when 
compared to the Turner studio. 

From the jump, ESPN was clear about how it would be using talent in this 
way. John Buccigross and Steve Levy, for example, were play-by-play 
announcers and studio hosts. 

Levy is the “A Team” studio host, and handled those duties for the 
Stanley Cup Final alongside Mark Messier and Chris Chelios. Chelios 
and Messier had mixed reviews from respondents, many of whom noted 
they had improved this season, but also struggled compared to their 
rivals at Turner. 

Kevin Weekes was a studio fixture for most of the regular season and 
was lauded by several as one of ESPN’s best studio analysts. John 
Tortorella, who has since left for a head coaching job, was expectedly a 
divisive topic of discussion. 

How would you rate ESPN’s in-game coverage? 

1 — 15.8 percent 

2 — 24.3 percent 

3 — 30.8 percent 

4 — 23.9 percent 

5 — 5.2 percent 

ESPN’s choice of play-by-play talent, specifically for big games, was a 
key point for many respondents who elected to expand more on this 
category. 

Sean McDonough was ESPN’s first-choice play-by-play voice, doing the 
Stanley Cup Final, and that decision was questioned by our pollsters. 
Some looked at the fact Levy was moved to primary studio hosting as a 
mistake, while others called for a new voice completely when it comes to 
play-by-play next season. 

Ray Ferraro and Emily Kaplan, the other members of the ESPN A team 
for hockey broadcasts, tested well with respondents. Kaplan in particular 
received positive feedback for her work as a reporter and between the 
benches, even after ESPN shuffled locations a bit and moved Ferraro 
from the booth to between the benches for his analyst role. 

After the top-choice in-game team, the rest of ESPN’s talent for game 
coverage had middling reviews from respondents. Levy was the most 
heralded play-by-play announcer, while Leah Hextall and Buccigross 
received sharp criticisms for how they called the game for various 
reasons – Hextall’s delivery was not emotional enough, while Buccigross’ 
was too high energy and took away from the game itself. 

The other big qualm with ESPN’s coverage was the audio levels. Several 
respondents wrote directly about this and hoped it would be better in 
future seasons. 

Seeing hockey in all aspects of ESPN was something that was a big 
selling point for the NHL when the TV deal was initially announced with 
Disney. 

And the sport was better covered by ESPN this season than in years 
past with a new studio show, The Point, and hockey highlights becoming 
more common in SportsCenter episodes. 

“The fact that it’s more being covered on shows like SportsCenter, it’s 
being taken a bit more seriously,” one respondent said. 

The next step and hope are that the NHL’s coverage starts to permeate 
other daytime ESPN programming, like Pardon the Interruption or First 
Take, which was limited and seemed forced when it happened according 
to respondents. 

Overall how would you rate Turner’s NHL coverage? 

1 — 3.8 percent 

2 — 6.7 percent 

3 — 20.6 percent 

4 — 39 percent 

5 — 29.9 percent 

In the rookie year of the new TV deals, Turner scored much higher than 
ESPN with the majority of the respondents scoring it a four or five on the 
1-through-5 scale. 

“Turner treats the NHL with the respect they treat the NBA,” one 
respondent said, summing up thoughts from many others. 
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Turner is different than ESPN for various reasons and some of those 
helped boost the impressions of TNT in the minds of viewers and the 
respondents of this survey. 

For starters, it was a more traditional TV deal. It didn’t have the 
ESPN+/Hulu element like with Disney, which avoided some blowback 
from respondents who felt negatively toward the NHL and ESPN for 
making a larger part of the TV deal a streaming deal. 

But the biggest difference and reason for a passing score with Turner 
came in the studio. The panel became an instant hit with viewers, who 
welcomed TNT’s willingness to try something outside the box for hockey. 

How would you rate Turner’s studio coverage? 

1 — 6.3 percent 

2 — 8 percent 

3 — 15.5 percent 

4 — 26 percent 

5 — 44.2 percent 

As mentioned above, the Turner intermission show and the panel were 
the winners of the NHL broadcasting space this season. 

“The best part of the NHL this season, hands down,” one respondent 
wrote. 

The panel consisted primarily of Rick Tocchet, Anson Carter, Paul 
Bissonnette, and Wayne Gretzky, with Liam McHugh as host. The group 
was put in place at the start of the season and had instant chemistry from 
the start, which only grew throughout the season, according to several 
respondents of this survey. 

Gretzky returning to the NHL center stage was a big win for Turner, and 
ESPN had courted him as well last summer, and he outperformed all 
expectations — including his own — when it came to delivering insight 
and personality. 

Tocchet played a key role in unlocking that version of Gretzky, while 
Bissonnette stuck the landing moving from the podcast space to national 
television, according to many respondents. 

McHugh’s transformation from NBC Sports to Turner was noticeable for 
respondents, who felt the host was given more freedom to be himself on 
TNT and that the new space created a more organic studio show. 

Many also liked the fact that there were some cameo crossovers from 
Charles Barkley, who is a key voice on Turner’s NBA coverage and has 
been rather vocal about his hockey fandom. 

One thing that stood out in the reviews was the fact that the Turner studio 
team was willing to embrace being different and didn’t get shoehorned 
back into a more traditional feel during the season. Viewers noticed that 
TNT was willing to send the studio team to the Western Conference 
Final, while ESPN’s studio team was in studio for the Eastern 
Conference Final. 

How would you rate Turner’s in-game coverage? 

1 — 4.1 percent 

2 — 6.9 percent 

3 — 21 percent 

4 — 40.4 percent 

5 — 27.5 percent 

While Turner’s studio team was innovative, Turner stuck with what 
worked for the game production and respondents were highly 
appreciative of that. 

“They didn’t overthink it when it came to the game itself. They let the 
hockey be the star attraction outside of the intermissions,” one 
respondent wrote. 

Turner’s broadcaster choices were names that have been familiar to NHL 
fans for years with the likes of Kenny Albert, Eddie Olcyzk, and Keith 
Jones on the top broadcast team, and they delivered a strong first 
impression after moving over from NBC. 

When the Turner broadcasting lineup had to be expanded during the 
playoffs with doubleheaders on TBS and TNT on the same night, Turner 
brought in a bevy of NHL team broadcasters to call games in a national 
role. This approach was well-received by fans, who used it as a direct 
comparison to ESPN, several stating that Turner’s play-by-players 
outshone ESPN throughout the postseason. 

“They brought in people who call hockey all the time and are good at it, 
they didn’t just put a broadcaster there and hope they’d get it right,” one 
respondent said. 

Fans liked the installation of the power-play clock on the ice in graphic 
form, but overall, Turner’s game production didn’t try to re-invent how the 
game was shown. 

Have you been able to find and view national games that are 
ESPN+/Hulu exclusives? 

Yes — 75.2 percent 

No — 24.8 percent 

For all the frustration and social media backlash about the streaming 
element of ESPN+/Hulu exclusives, a majority of respondents didn’t have 
any issues finding the games. 

It should be noted, however, that someone filling out a survey on The 
Athletic is more likely to be in the demographic that doesn’t have an 
issue with streaming or using a paid service for content. 

Has the messaging and communication improved in your mind on how to 
find games since the start of the season? 

Yes — 41.9 percent 

No — 58.1 percent 

Because of my job, I became an unofficial sounding board and 
messenger this season when it came to helping fans find games. Some 
of the most popular stories I wrote were literally about how to find the 
hockey game. 

Many of you will still need that service in the future, apparently, because 
the league and the networks have to sharpen up how they communicate 
where to find the games. 

Is the NHL in a better place now with ESPN and Turner as national TV 
partners in the United States? 

Yes — 74.3 percent 

No — 25.7 percent 

This is the most important question for the league coming out of Year 1 
of a new TV deal, and a majority of people agree that the league is in a 
much better spot with the new American TV partners. 

Most other metrics back this up, too. The number of viewers went up 
across the board and financially the league was able to use that to 
springboard valuations when it came to sponsorships and eventually 
team values. 

CANADA 

How much NHL hockey have you watched this season compared to the 
past? 

More — 29.6 percent 
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The same — 50.7 percent 

Less — 19.7 percent 

Hockey is Canada’s national sport and the TV deal didn’t change this 
season, so these numbers were expected. 

For several who said more, it appears there was a slight bump with some 
return to normalcy of the hockey calendar after COVID-19 through the 
entire schedule off-kilter the prior two seasons. 

Do you prefer viewing your team on a local or national broadcast? 

Local — 74.2 percent 

National — 25.8 percent 

Just like those south of the 49th parallel, hockey fans prefer watching 
their local broadcasts with announcers committed to their favorite team. 
This isn’t surprising, but it is an important baseline to remember when 
looking at the criticisms of national broadcasts. 

How would you rate Rogers’ overall handling of NHL coverage? 

1 — 17 percent 

2 — 24.6 percent 

3 — 23.2 percent 

4 — 27.1 percent 

5 — 8 percent 

Rogers has been the exclusive national television partner in Canada 
since the 2014-15 season and received average reviews from our 
respondents among some strong opinions one way or the other. 

Respondents did look south and see American fans with competing 
networks and split rights, and several dreamt of a time the rights would 
be split in Canada. Many particularly hoped the national broadcasts in 
the next deal would be split between Rogers and TSN. 

Like with any television survey, many people brought up the Toronto 
Maple Leafs. While it wasn’t an exact one-to-one ratio, each comment 
that Rogers is too much of a pro-Leafs network was met by one on the 
other side saying Rogers is anti-Leafs. 

How would you rate Rogers’ studio coverage? 

1 — 20.3 percent 

2 — 19.5 percent 

3 — 24.5 percent 

4 — 24.1 percent 

5 — 11.6 percent 

Like the overall Rogers coverage, the studio coverage received a wide 
range of views from our respondents. 

Those who like Rogers’ studio coverage went out of their way to 
compliment Kevin Bieksa and his analysis. After Paul Bissonnette and 
Turner, Bieksa was the most mentioned on-air personality for this survey 
and it was universally positive. 

“Kevin Bieksa is a star in the making. He could be the NHL’s Charles 
Barkley,” one respondent wrote. 

Elliotte Friedman’s 32 Thoughts segments during intermissions were well 
received and widely considered the best insider look at the sport for a 
national broadcast on either side of the border. 

Those who disliked the studio felt, aside from Bieksa, that it was too in 
step with the narratives of the NHL and unwilling to be critical of the 
league at important times. 

“I think the talking points come from the league, not themselves,” one 
respondent wrote. 

How would you rate Rogers’ in-game coverage? 

1 — 14.4 percent 

2 — 20.3 percent 

3 — 24.3 percent 

4 — 29 percent 

5 — 12.1 percent 

Chris Cuthbert has been the primary play-by-play voice for Rogers since 
Jim Hughson retired and he scored well with respondents. In fact, there 
were several American fans who noted that they wished they had the 
Canadian play-by-play options for either TNT or ESPN. 

There wasn’t universal praise, but Craig Simpson and Kyle Bukauskas 
scored well among those who filled out the survey. Bukauskas, in 
particular, got excellent acclaim from some American viewers who would 
like to see him on American coverage. 

The SportsNet Graphics package also got positive reviews from 
respondents. 

Do you consider Hockey Night in Canada a must-watch broadcast? 

Yes — 34 percent 

No — 66 percent 

We were interested to ask this question because Hockey Night In 
Canada is an iconic brand that still holds appeal on both sides of the 
border. In many northern states where CBC gets over the airwaves, it 
can be the preferred broadcast for some viewers. 

Some respondents felt that the brand has been diluted since Rogers 
acquires full national rights and subcontracted Saturday Night games to 
CBC. 

While it certainly has its criticisms, overall the state of NHL television 
coverage scored well for our respondents, even higher than expected in 
some aspects. That’s a good sign for the league, but also creates higher 
expectations for the future, especially in the United States where ESPN 
and Turner will be expected to build an even better product after the 
rookie season with the NHL rights. 
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The Athletic / 2023 NHL Draft top 23 prospects: Connor Bedard leads 
Corey Pronman’s ranking 

 

Corey Pronman12-16 minutes 11/07/2022 

 

Today I take my first look at the 2023 NHL Draft class, with the caveat 
that I expect a lot will change between now and draft day 2023. This is 
meant to just look at what I consider early on to be the top tier of talent, 
and that list will grow as the season progresses and I become more 
familiar with the age group. 

The 2023 class is headlined by two potential NHL stars in Connor Bedard 
and Matvei Michkov. It looks like a forward-heavy draft early on, although 
I suspect that as the season goes on, defensemen that I’m overlooking 
today will emerge. 

1. Connor Bedard, C, Regina (WHL) 
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Bedard is the type of prospect you dream of being around when picking 
No. 1. He’s a game-breaker. Bedard has fantastic individual skill while 
also being exceptionally smart with the puck. He creates chances out of 
nothing for his teammates and shows elite ability to manipulate defenses. 
His shot is also truly elite and he’s a threat to score from anywhere in the 
offensive zone. Bedard lacks ideal NHL size, but he competes well and is 
a very good skater. He’s more quick than fast, but he can pull away from 
checks. He should tear up the WHL next season and be in the NHL 
shortly after scoring in bunches. 

2. Matvei Michkov, RW, SKA (KHL) 

Michkov, like Bedard, is a game-breaker. His combination of puck skills, 
hockey sense and scoring ability is truly elite. He can make offense out of 
nothing and is lethal inside the offensive zone. Michkov isn’t the biggest 
or fastest, but due to his hockey sense he’s so difficult to check because 
he’s always three steps ahead of the defense. Michkov is right there with 
Bedard in terms of pure ability and is a legit contender for the No. 1 
overall spot despite his complicated situation in the KHL, where he is 
signed through the 2025-26 season. 

3. Adam Fantilli, C, Chicago (USHL) 

Fantilli is what you envision when you are trying to build a prototypical 
top NHL prospect. He is a tall, fast, highly skilled centerman. He can 
make difficult plays with the puck both as a handler and a passer. He can 
create for his teammates and can finish plays from range. He’s got the 
flashy skill but also competes hard and isn’t afraid to lean into opponents 
with his big frame. He may not have the same level of skill and sense as 
guys like Bedard and Michkov but this is still a player you think is going to 
score a large amount as a pro. He will play his draft season at the 
University of Michigan. 

4. Zach Benson, LW, Winnipeg (WHL) 

Benson had a fantastic season, scoring over a point per game and being 
a leading player on a top WHL team, and he was one of the leading 
scorers in the WHL playoffs. With the puck on his stick he’s dynamic. His 
skill and hockey sense are elite, making all kinds of plays in the WHL as 
a 16-year-old and showing he’s a threat on the power play to pick 
defenses apart. The pure athleticism doesn’t pop as much given he lacks 
size and he’s a fine but not amazing skater. He’s elusive enough with his 
skating and he competes hard enough that I think he can overcome 
those issues and make the most of his fantastic puck game. 

5. Dalibor Dvorsky, C, AIK (Sweden Jr.) 

Dvorsky was very good versus his age group and juniors last season and 
got significant time versus pros in the Allsvenskan as a 16-year-old. 
Dvorsky is a standout with the puck, showing high-end puck skills as a 
handler. He has great patience and poise as a passer and can pick apart 
defenses. He also has a strong shot and can beat goalies from range. 
Dvorsky isn’t the best skater and can’t beat defenders wide, but his puck 
game is so good, and he competes well enough to play the middle as a 
pro, that I think he has a very bright future ahead. 

6. Kasper Halttunen, RW, Jokerit (Finland Jr.) 

Halttunen is a highly intriguing forward. He’s a big, bulky winger with a 
high skill level and a knack for scoring goals. His one-timer and shot 
overall are weapons from range and he can be the trigger guy on a 
power play. Halttunen can also use his frame to get inside and has some 
push back in his game. His only downside is a lack of true separation in 
his skating but everything else about his toolkit says top-six NHL forward. 

7. Nate Danielson, C, Brandon (WHL) 

Danielson was an all-situations center for Brandon last season, scoring 
over a point per game while also being a reliable two-way center. He has 
great stick skills, showing he can beat defenders one-on-one often. He 
can shoot the puck well enough, but he excels as a playmaker and at 
creating chances for his teammates. His skating is just OK, but he 
competes hard and shows he can win battles and beat defenders with 

either skill or power. Early on in the process I see a lot of similarities 
between him and New Jersey’s Dawson Mercer. 

8. Charlie Stramel, C, USNTDP (USHL) 

Stramel is a prototypical top center prospect who is easy to like. He’s a 
tall right shot who skates well and has very good offensive skills. I wasn’t 
always sold on his playmaking but I saw more of that as the season 
progressed. Stramel isn’t just skill though as he uses his big body often. 
He plays around the net with frequency and doesn’t shy from leaning into 
opponents and landing big hits. Coaches will love him and he’ll score 
enough to play high in a lineup. He’ll be playing his draft season at the 
University of Wisconsin. 

9. Cam Allen, RHD, Guelph (OHL) 

Allen had a highly productive first OHL season, scoring 13 goals and just 
under 40 points. He makes a lot happen with the puck on his stick. His 
playmaking and shot are both high-end. Allen hits a lot of seam passes 
and is creative from the point. He can beat goalies clean from the blue 
line with his slap shot and overall will be a presence on the power play. 
His skating is good. The skating and size doesn’t jump out at you, but 
they’ll be good enough as a pro to go with the great offense and solid 
compete. 

10. Matthew Wood, RW, Victoria (BCHL) 

Wood led the BCHL in goals and points despite only being 16 years old. 
With the puck on his stick he’s a dynamo. He has great stick skills and 
vision, and he projects to be a big part of an NHL power play. He’s not an 
overly physical player, but Wood is 6-foot-3 and can play inside when he 
needs to. The big issue in his game is his skating: While he’s not slow, 
he lacks much explosiveness in his stride. He’s committed to play college 
at UConn and I’ve heard he may start there in his draft season. 

11. Brayden Yager, C, Moose Jaw (WHL) 

Yager had a great season, scoring 34 goals in the WHL and playing a big 
role for Moose Jaw — often playing 20 minutes a night as a 16-year-old. 
Yager plays the game like a pro with high pace and compete in his shifts. 
He has the flashy skill and playmaking, but he has a direct style to his 
game that will translate to higher levels. Yager’s shot is also a weapon 
and he will be a goal-scorer versus better goalies. And before you use 
the “Yager bomb” line, I can assure you that joke has already gotten old. 
He’s not the biggest but projects to be an NHL center. 

12. Mikhail Gulyayev, LHD, Avangard (MHL) 

Gulyayev isn’t the biggest defenseman at around 5-foot-11 but he’s still 
rated this high because he’s fantastic with the puck on his stick. 
Gulyayev has great stick skills and even better hockey sense. He picks 
apart defenses routinely in the offensive zone with his playmaking, 
showing great poise and creativity as a passer. Gulyayev is a strong 
skater too who can make highly skilled plays with pace. He defends well 
enough due to his feet and a strong compete level, but with his size he’ll 
always be an offense-tilted guy as a pro. 

13. Colby Barlow, RW, Owen Sound (OHL) 

Barlow scored a lot of goals this season —with 30 in the regular season 
— and then potted five more in seven playoff games. He’s got great stick 
skills and offensive IQ, and not surprisingly he has a great shot. Barlow 
can score from the perimeter but can also get to the inside to create 
offense and finish. His skating isn’t the best, but given he has decent size 
and the rest of the skill set impresses I think this is a guy who can score 
a lot as an NHL player. 

14. Eduard Sale, LW, Brno (Czech Jr.) 

Sale is an easy player to like. He’s a good sized winger who skates and 
handles the puck like an NHLer. He makes a ton of plays with the puck, 
often picking apart defenses inside the offensive zone due to his vision, 
and he can make plays with pace too. He scored 9 points in 6 games at 
the U18s looking like one of the top players at the tournament despite 
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being a U17 player. He also played versus men and didn’t look out of 
place. 

15. Leo Carlsson, LW, Orebro (SHL) 

Carlsson was highly productive versus juniors in Sweden and ended up 
getting a lot of time versus men in the SHL, playing 35 games and 
scoring 9 points. Carlsson has excellent stick skills, showing he could 
beat pro defenders one-on-one even at such at a young age. He’s smart 
and can make plays with his flashy skills, but it’s how he creates offense 
in the hard areas and competes around the net that will make him such a 
desirable prospect. Carlsson’s only real flaw is his skating as he’s got a 
so-so stride that lacks power. He can play center or wing but mostly 
played wing last season. 

16. Calum Ritchie, C, Oshawa (OHL) 

Ritchie got off to a scorching start to the season, being among the 
leading scorers in the OHL for a decent stretch, and if I had done a 2023 
board in November he would have been top five. He slowed down 
considerably in the second half but remains a highly enticing prospect. 
The tools jump out to you. He’s a 6-1 center who can skate and is 
extremely skilled. Ritchie can pull you off your seat with some of the 
rushes and one-on-one plays he can make. His consistency could be a 
little better, but the upside and the scoring ability will make him a high 
pick. 

17. Will Smith, C, USNTDP (USHL) 

Will Smith is a very talented player, and the top player from the USA 
Hockey National Team Development Program 2005 group. His skill level 
is quite high, showing a great ability to beat defenders one-on-one and 
make difficult plays with the puck. Smith can make and finish plays, 
showing the ability to run a power play flank. He’s not that big, and he 
skates well, but he isn’t a blazer. Smith does compete hard enough and 
doesn’t shy from getting to the net to create offense. 

18. Daniil But, LW, Yaroslavl (MHL) 

But had an excellent season in Russia’s junior league, scoring nearly a 
point per game and contributing a lot to a top team’s success. He’s a 
large winger at 6-foot-4 with excellent stick skills and playmaking ability. 
But he also has a strong shot and can finish from the dots. His skating is 
a notable concern for the NHL as he has a heavy stride, but he plays 
hard enough with his size that I’m not overly concerned about his pace. 
Also, given he’s a goal-scorer with that last name, he’d be a great fit in 
Montreal. 

19. Riley Heidt, C, Prince George (WHL) 

Heidt had a big first full WHL season, scoring 58 points in 65 games. His 
stick skills and vision are excellent. He makes a ton of plays inside the 
offensive zone and projects to be able to play a flank on a pro power 
play. His skating is fine, but he’s not that fast, especially given his 5-foot-
10 frame. Given how good his puck game is and that he competes well 
enough I think he can still make it. 

20. Ryan Leonard, RW, USNTDP (USHL) 

Leonard is an easy player to like. He plays the game with a ton of energy 
and pace. He’s a strong skater who can turn around defensemen due to 
his speed to go along with very good one-on-one skills. Leonard is a 
goal-scorer who has a solid shot and creates a lot of chances around the 
net due to his compete level. He’s not the most cerebral playmaker you’ll 
ever see, but he will create offense. 

21. Oliver Moore, C, USNTDP (USHL) 

Moore was a go-to player for his NTDP age group and scored at a high 
clip. He’s a strong skater who can make difficult plays with the puck at a 
quick pace. Moore can play a flashy game due to his skill, but he also 
shows he can create in the interior parts of the offensive zone despite his 
frame. 

22. Gavin Brindley, C, Tri-City (USHL) 

Brindley isn’t the tallest forward you’ll ever see, but everything else about 
his game is very good. He’s been an impressive junior player, being a top 
player for a top USHL team. His skating is high-end, and he’ll be able to 
turn around NHL defensemen. His skill isn’t all-world, but he can make 
plays and beat opponents with his hands with pace. Brindley competes 
well and showed he could PK in junior. Realistically he’s a winger in the 
NHL. 

23. Gabriel Perreault, LW, USNTDP (USHL) 

Perreault was the top scorer on the U17 team for the NTDP team. He’s 
not the biggest or fastest forward, but he’s a highly skilled winger with 
great offensive IQ. He can make a lot of crafty plays in small areas. He 
lacks ideal size, but he doesn’t play scared, and Perreault can create in 
the hard areas of the ice. You’d like to see more speed but he’s elusive 
with his edges and with his skill he can make checks miss. 
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: Rating the biggest NHL Draft moments 
on the Surprise Scale 

 

Sean McIndoe14-18 minutes 11/07/2022 

 

For the first time in three years, the NHL held its annual entry draft in 
person. While the league did what it had to do in Zoom era, it’s probably 
fair to say that those drafts won’t stand out as being especially 
memorable. This one will, and as always with a good draft week, it’s at 
least partly because of how it surprised us. 

That seems like a good excuse to break out the Surprise Scale for the 
first time since those distant days of 2019. This is the gimmick where we 
look at the draft through the lens of how much it was able to deliver on 
the unexpected. Whether it’s a surprising pick, a big trade, or just 
something weird, it’s always great when an event that gets previewed 
and mocked and hyper-analyzed as much as the draft can still surprise 
us. 

As always, surprises are rated on a scale of 0 to 100 based on a 
scientific model of me just making it up as I go along. We’ll start in the 
hours leading up to the draft, when the Blackhawks decided to throw a 
wrench into everyone’s afternoon off … 

The Alex DeBrincat Trade 

We knew the deal was coming, because the Hawks kept telling us it was 
even though it didn’t make all that much sense. Chicago is rebuilding, but 
that feels like all the more reason to hold on to a 24-year-old who scores 
40 goals. The one argument in favor of a deal was that DeBrincat was 
easily the team’s top trade chip, so maybe somebody would step up with 
an offer that was just too good to say no to. 

Then the deal went down with the Senators and … well, it’s fair to say the 
return wasn’t overwhelming. Two draft picks, including the No. 7 pick and 
an early second-rounder, and that was it. No prospects, no picks in future 
drafts to file away, just two picks in a decent draft in exchange for your 
best player. 

As far as surprises go, this deal shouldn’t have ranked all that high, if 
only because we knew it was coming. But given how uninspiring the 
return was for Chicago and what a potential steal this looks like for 
Ottawa, we can bump it up a few points. 

Some feel the Blackhawks' trade of Alex DeBrincat was short-
sighted.@MarkLazerus is one of them. 

"DeBrincat is a sure thing… Stars like him don’t come along very 
often."https://t.co/Ifs1XXkdm6 pic.twitter.com/CsYxY6gcYP 
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— The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) July 7, 2022 

Surprise scale: 60/100. Seriously, the Hawks know that Ottawa has like a 
dozen solid prospects, right? 

With no other major moves breaking in the leadup to the big night, let’s 
move on to the draft itself … 

The Crowd in Montreal 

They were amazing. An absolute A+. Being in the building on Thursday 
night was one of the highlights of my life as a hockey writer. I can’t pump 
their tires enough. 

For the first few decades of the amateur and entry draft, the event was 
always held in Montreal. Honestly, at this point, I think I’m willing to 
support going back to that. You rock, Montreal fans. 

Surprise scale: 90/100. Look, I know Montreal fans are great, and my 
expectations were high. You blew them away. 

And of course, we can’t talk about the crowd without a mention of … 

Gary Bettman gets booed 

It was brutal. We’re talking a 1995 Devils fans level of heat. And as 
always, Bettman seemed completely thrown off. He came with the same 
condescending jokes he always tries, and even worked in a new angle by 
speaking some truly awful French (although we’ll give him credit for at 
least memorizing it this time, instead of reading it off a gum wrapper). But 
within a few seconds, it was clear that this was going to be ugly. 

In Vancouver, Bettman brought a few distractions onto the stage in 
Daniel and Henrik Sedin, figuring that a crowd full of Canucks fans 
wouldn’t boo in the direction of those two. It did not work. In Montreal, he 
upped the ante with Martin Lafleur, Tanya Bossy and Martin St. Louis. 
Again, the crowd wasn’t having it, cheering enthusiastically for everyone 
who wasn’t Bettman and then going right back to savage booing as soon 
as he tried to speak. 

Surprise scale: 0/100. It doesn’t matter who you bring with you or what 
language you speak, Gary, just let somebody else handle the draft. 
(Speaking of which, an underrated funny moment of the week was the 
crowd sarcastically cheering Bill Daly on day two, simply for not being 
Bettman.) 

Juraj Slafkovsky goes No. 1 

We all assumed it would be the Shane Wright draft. He’d been penciled 
in as the top prospect for three or four years, and when the lottery served 
up the first pick to a team that’s been seeking a franchise center for the 
better part of two decades, the fit was perfect. Fans in Montreal were 
even buying up “Make the Wright Choice” shirts. 

Then the Juraj Slafkovsky chatter started. At first, it felt like the sort of 
typical draft-related misdirection we always get at this time of year. But 
when plugged-in people started putting Slafkovsky on top of their draft 
board, it felt like we had some genuine intrigue at the very top of the 
draft. That’s rare, and it’s rarer to have that intrigue remain even as the 
pick is being announced. It was pretty great. 

When Kent Hughes finished his preamble and dropped a “from the 
Slovakian national team,” the place erupted in that wonderful mix of 
shock, joy, disappointment and holy-crap-that-just-happened that you 
can really only get at a live draft. 

Surprise scale: 60/100. We knew there was a good chance of it 
happening, but it still felt stunning in the moment. 

Shane Wright drops to No. 4 

OK, we knew there was a chance that Wright wouldn’t go first, which felt 
like a gift for the Devils. Then again, they already drafted two centers with 
high picks. But Arizona is the floor, right? 

Then our Corey Pronman put out his mock draft and had Wright dropping 
all the way to fourth. That seemed unthinkable, and it even generated a 

little bit of snark. But then the Devils and Coyotes both passed on Wright, 
and suddenly we had A Situation. Again, the reaction here by the 
Montreal crowd, several still in their Wright Choice shirts, was 
phenomenal after the Devils and Coyotes picks. 

Surprise scale (if you read Pronman): 0/100 

Surprise scale (if you don’t): 100/100 

The Kirby Dach trade(s) 

With the Kraken on the clock at pick four and the Wright story 
developing, Bettman showed up and played the only card that ever gets 
him a brief break from the booing: announcing a trade. Two, in fact, and 
both by the home team, with the Habs trading Alexander Romanov to the 
Islanders for the No. 13 pick and then flipping that pick to Chicago for 
Kirby Dach. 

Much like DeBrincat, this was a case of the Hawks trading a young 
player for draft capital, which isn’t usually how a rebuild works. The deal 
made much more sense, though, because Dach isn’t a proven 
commodity and while a change of scenery might provide a boost, it’s 
possible that this was Kyle Davidson cashing in on a diminishing asset 
before the rest of the league caught up. Still, it was yet another genuine 
wow moment for the rabid crowd to react to. 

Surprise scale: 70/100. By the way, maybe the best single moment of the 
entire draft was when Bettman was about halfway through the second 
trade announcement and everyone in the arena had the same thought: 
Wait, are the Habs trading all the way up to No. 4 so they can get 
Slafkovsky and Wright? In hindsight, I’m glad it didn’t happen because 
the reaction might have torn the building apart. 

The rest of night one’s picks after the first four 

They were fine. 

Surprise scale: 20/100. OK, I’ll admit I’m not a prospect guy so I don’t 
know who most of these guys were, although I’ll pretend otherwise in a 
few years. Nobody seemed to reach too far and there weren’t any “Wait, 
who is this guy?” moments, so let’s go with a 20. 

Joe Sakic wins the GM of the Year 

In a new twist, the league decided to hand out the award during the draft, 
at the halfway mark of the first round. Sakic won, which everyone 
expected, and it was nice because it gave him something to do during 
the long wait for an actual draft pick other than complain about the hot 
dogs. 

Then we got a look at the final voting, and the top five went Sakic (the 
Cup champ), Julien Brisebois (the other Cup finalist), Chris Drury (a 
conference finalist), Ken Holland (the other conference finalist) and Bill 
Zito (the best team that didn’t make the conference final). This award has 
always been dumb, because you can’t evaluate a GM based on one year 
of work. But if the GMs are just going to vote based on the results of the 
postseason we all watched, do we even need it at all? 

Surprise scale: 0/100. That was a rhetorical question, we most certainly 
do not need it. 

Salary dumps take center stage 

The Oilers unloaded Zack Kassian, but it cost them a few future picks. 
The Leafs dumped Petr Mrazek, and it only cost them a few spots (and 
Bettman a little bit of dignity). Never underestimate the importance of bad 
goaltending to a team that’s clearly tanking. 

The one salary dump that didn’t happen, at least not yet, was Matt 
Murray. The Senators had a deal worked out to send him to Buffalo, 
reportedly for a swap of firsts, but his no-trade clause blocked that move. 
Now he’s being linked to Toronto, which doesn’t seem to make much 
sense for the Leafs unless it’s a Jack Campbell-related smokescreen. 

Surprise scale: 30/100. I feel like we all need to re-adjust the way we 
think about bad contracts. You never want too many of them on the 
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books, but the days where we said some deals were untradable feel like 
they’re over, right? Every deal can be moved, at least as long as we’re in 
a league where a few teams are actively tanking and/or trying to hit the 
cap floor. 

Hey, speaking of the Oilers saving cap space … 

Duncan Keith retires 

He leaves with one year left on his deal and was reasonably decent last 
year, so I suppose this ranks as a minor surprise. It’s good news for the 
Oilers, though, as $5.5 million in cap space could certainly be better 
spent elsewhere. 

The question was whether the Oilers would get even more than that, 
thanks to calculations that showed that the league’s weird and poorly 
thought-out cap recapture rule would actually result in a credit on their 
account if Keith retired. Apparently not, because reasons. Hey, I wonder 
if any Canucks fans will show up in the comments with thoughts on this 
wonderful rule. 

Surprise scale (that Keith would retire): 35/100 

Surprise scale (that the NHL’s cap recapture rule would be all screwed 
up): 0/100 

A handful of goalie moves 

The Red Wings got Ville Husso, the Devils got Vitek Vanecek and the 
Avs landed Alexandar Georgiev. Of the three, Georgiev is the big one 
just because his team is in win-now mode and it means that Darcy 
Kuemper will hit the open market, but none of these moves were 
especially earth-shattering. 

Surprise scale: 45/100. It’s rare that you see a team openly embrace the 
idea that they’re good enough to win Cups with mediocre goaltending, 
but this Sakic guy seems to know what he’s doing. 

Tony DeAngelo to the Flyers 

You know what you’re getting with DeAngelo, which is to say a decent 
defenseman with a high ceiling who might fight his own teammates 
and/or find a way to embarrass your franchise. The Hurricanes took that 
risk for a year and it mostly paid off, but they weren’t willing to commit to 
the dollars it would take to keep the relationship going. The Flyers were 
interested in rolling the dice. 

So far, nothing especially surprising. But then we found out the Flyers 
coughed up three draft picks to get DeAngleo’s rights, which seems high 
for a guy whose current team wasn’t all that interested in keeping him. I 
guess that’s what you do when your boss says you’re in win-now mode. 
Will Flyers fans love the guy? Probably … at least at first. 

Surprise scale: 55/100. DeAngelo has already been the property of five 
NHL teams in eight years and he only got a two-year deal in 
Philadelphia, so look out Mike Sillinger. 

That one prospect who wore interesting clothes 

Isaac Howard looked good. And he stood out, especially in a league 
where teams are constantly tweeting about their icy drip and then it’s just 
a photo of some guys in grey suits. 

Here’s my question: What was Howard’s day two fit? He went 31st, so 
we almost found out, but don’t you want to know whether he was going to 
go conservative for Friday, or had something even wilder planned? You 
can’t just break out the same thing for day two, right? 

Surprise scale: 80/100. It’s going to be fascinating to watch this poor kid 
have the personality squeezed right out of him over the next few years. 

Oh, since we’re on the topic of suits … 

Whatever the Coyotes were doing 

I’m begging us all to not let this be a thing. 

Game faces on. pic.twitter.com/NT9U2o3yVI 

— Arizona Coyotes (@ArizonaCoyotes) July 7, 2022 

Surprise scale that an NHL team’s version of morale-building is to all look 
boring at the same time: 0/100. 

Day two going at warp speed, again 

Night one took four hours for one round. Day two saw the picks fly off the 
board. We used to joke about how teams were going turbo mode 
because everyone had a flight to catch. Then came the two years of 
Zoom drafts, and day two took forever, so it turns out it was maybe kind 
of true? 

Whatever it is, it will never stop being weird to me that NHL teams take 
weeks to make simple trades involving a fourth-round pick, then take 
eight seconds to decide what to do with that pick when it’s time to 
actually use it. 

Surprise scale: 75/100. I am once again asking everyone in my fantasy 
football league to draft like the NHL does on day two. 

The Predators keep Filip Forsberg 

Eight years at $8.5 million is one of those classic deals that will be fine 
for a few years and might look awful after that once Forsberg slides into 
his 30s. Does David Poile really care about that? I’m guessing not. 

Surprise scale: 15/100. This was pretty close to the exact deal everyone 
had penciled in for months. As a guy I used to know likes to say, his stuff 
is there. 

Finally, all the things that didn’t happen 

We didn’t see trades involving J.T. Miller, Jakob Chychrun or Tyson 
Barrie, even though any or all of those could still happen. Longer-shot 
deals like John Gibson, Josh Anderson or William Karlsson didn’t happen 
either. The Oilers didn’t pick between Jesse Puljujarvi and Kailer 
Yamamoto (and may not have to anymore). 

On the free-agency front, Forsberg and Kris Letang are off the board, but 
Nazem Kadri and John Klingberg will go to market, Claude Giroux seems 
headed that way too, and despite some optimistic messaging from the 
Calgary side, there’s still no deal for Johnny Gaudreau. The Flames also 
have to figure out Matthew Tkachuk, and there was a little bit of trade 
buzz going around that situation during the week. Evgeni Malkin feels 
unwanted, it doesn’t sound like the Leafs will get anything done with Jack 
Campbell, the Blue Jackets still have to figure out an RFA deal with 
Patrik Laine, and the Sharks still don’t have a coach. 

All of which is to say, we’re in for a busy week. 

Surprise scale: 30/100. NHL GMs waiting until the very last minute to get 
their hardest work done? High-school me respects it. 
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ESPN / Predictions for the top NHL free agents, including Nazem Kadri, 
Johnny Gaudreau, Evgeni Malkin 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

Edmonton Oilers general manager Ken Holland has surveyed the NHL 
free-agent landscape every summer since 1997. What does he see as 
the 2022 market prepares to officially open Wednesday at noon? 
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"Lots of teams are tight on the cap, so it's going to be interesting," 
Holland told ESPN. "And then other teams ... you wonder if they want to 
spend." 

The NHL salary cap is $82.5 million for next season, a rise of just $1 
million over last season's ceiling. That doesn't bode well for the NHL's 
middle class of players who are seeking new unrestricted and restricted 
free-agent deals. 

"What we're seeing play out right now is going to be [rough] for them," 
one NHL agent told ESPN. 

But the top-end free agents? They'll still get their blockbuster deals, 
comparatively. 

We've already seen Filip Forsberg get $68 million over eight years to stay 
with the Nashville Predators, Kevin Fiala get $55.125 million over seven 
years after being traded to the Los Angeles Kings, and 35-year-old Kris 
Letang get $36.6 million over six years to remain with the Pittsburgh 
Penguins. 

Who's next? Here's a look at where things stand with some of the biggest 
names on the unrestricted free-agent market. 

Note: Deal projections are courtesy of Evolving Hockey's contract 
prediction model, which has proved to be accurate in past years. 

Johnny Gaudreau, LW, Calgary Flames 

Age: 28 

Previous contract: $6.75 million AAV on a six-year term 

Projected contract: $10.87 million AAV on a seven-year term 

One of the more interesting developments at the draft was the abject 
optimism from Flames GM Brad Treliving that there was still a path to 
retaining Gaudreau, the franchise-level winger who could hit unrestricted 
free agency this week. 

"My hope is that we're going to get something done before it gets to that," 
Treliving said. "If I didn't think that it was possible, then we'd probably 
have turned our attention somewhere else. That's not to say that it's a 
slam dunk. But when you think that there's a deal there to get done, you 
keep working at it." 

Immediately, there were those around the NHL who thought the 
comments could be face-saving -- one of those "we made our best effort" 
type of situations before Gaudreau leaves. But a few sources also felt 
that Gaudreau might not be finding the megadeals with the teams with 
which he'd hope to find them in free agency. 

If Gaudreau was looking for a South Jersey homecoming with the 
Philadelphia Flyers, for example, the $5 million they just spent on Tony 
DeAngelo doesn't exactly get them close to that. 

(If he was looking for something in the Garden State a bit north of that, 
the Devils currently have over $25 million in cap room ... if they're 
interested.) 

There was some speculation at the draft that the Seattle Kraken could be 
interested in Gaudreau to pair with Matty Beniers or Shane Wright at 
center. But how far away is Seattle from contention, and how long would 
Gaudreau be willing to wait? Furthermore, is that kind of splash in sync 
with the Kraken's plan for a slower build? 

Theoretically, Calgary is getting stronger consideration as the hours tick 
down and the market under a flat cap takes shape. But as Treliving said, 
it's not a "slam dunk" he stays. 

"I think both sides are focused on trying to get a deal. I think it's real 
genuine on both sides to try and get a deal done," the GM said. 

Jack Campbell, G, Toronto Maple Leafs 

Age: 30 

Previous contract: $1.65 million AAV on a two-year term 

Projected contract: $5.726 million AAV on a six-year term 

After Matt Murray blocked a trade to the Buffalo Sabres, the Murray-to-
Toronto rumors were inescapable at the draft, with the Ottawa Senators 
picking up a large portion of his $6.25 million cap hit in this scenario. As a 
former Sault Ste. Marie Greyhound, Murray has history with Toronto GM 
Kyle Dubas, coach Sheldon Keefe and goalie scout Jon Elkin, who were 
all there when Murray was tending goal in the OHL. 

We mention Murray here because whatever the Leafs do with their 
goaltending -- keep in mind they also traded Petr Mrazek to the Chicago 
Blackhawks -- is tied to what could happen with Campbell this week. 
"Obviously we know Jack well. He's been a part of our program. We'll 
stay in touch with him," Dubas said. 

If Campbell leaves, it's either because the Leafs went in another direction 
or because they were priced out of Campbell's services in a market that's 
goalie-starved. There's little reason to believe Campbell won't still get at 
least the $5 million AAV Linus Ullmark received from the Boston Bruins 
last summer. That could be with a team like the Edmonton Oilers or 
Washington Capitals. 

Nazem Kadri, C, Colorado Avalanche 

Age: 31 

Previous contract: $4.5 million AAV on a six-year term 

Projected contract: $8.469 million AAV on a seven-year term 

Kadri is coming off the best season of his NHL career -- and right before 
free agency! -- with 87 points in 71 games, another 15 points in 16 
playoff games and strong play on both ends of the ice. 

All of that adds up to a player whom the Avalanche would no doubt like to 
keep around ... and a player who will get contract offers above and 
beyond what Colorado would like to give him. 

The Avalanche have 16 players under contract. As of Sunday, they were 
working hard to re-sign winger Valeri Nichushkin. They have defenseman 
Josh Manson nearing free agency and will try to retain him. Winger 
Artturi Lehkonen, a restricted free agent, will get paid. Matching what 
Kadri could get from another team will be difficult. 

Given Kadri's value in the regular season and playoffs, someone will ante 
up for his services. One interesting team mentioned at the draft in 
connection to Kadri: the Bruins, who could certainly use a pivot of his 
talents but would need to move some cap space to make it happen. 
Nazem Kadri, playing in Boston. We'd need some time to process that. 

There's talk the Kraken could be in play for Kadri, as they ease Matty 
Berniers and Shane Wright into the NHL behind a No. 1 center. But we 
also like Sportsnet analyst Jeff Marek's scenario: Kadri to the Detroit Red 
Wings, as they try to level up back to contender status. One never knows 
what Steve Yzerman could be up to. 

Darcy Kuemper, G, Colorado Avalanche 

Age: 32 

Previous contract: $4.5 million AAV on a two-year term 

Projected contract: $6.315 million AAV on six-year term 

When was the last time a goalie won the Stanley Cup and then left for 
unrestricted free agency? (The trivia answer: Antti Niemi in 2010, who 
won the Cup with the Blackhawks before departing.) 

That alone makes Kuemper a bit of a unicorn among unrestricted free 
agents. Specific to this summer, he's also a rarity: an actual starter. 
Kuemper started more games (113) over the past three seasons than 
any other free-agent netminder available. 

One of the buzziest connections between team and player being 
discussed at the draft was Kuemper to the Capitals, who have been 
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searching for a veteran solution in goal for a while. (Remember the 
Henrik Lundqvist gambit from a couple of years ago?) Their trade of Vitek 
Vanecek to the New Jersey Devils did nothing to discourage that chatter. 

But Kuemper will have his other suitors, as there is much more demand 
than supply in the free-agent market this summer. The Oilers seem like 
an obvious potential destination. Expectations are that his cap hit will 
exceed the $5.9 million Philipp Grubauer received from the Kraken last 
season. With Mike Smith likely headed to long-term injured reserve next 
season, the Oilers will have exactly $750,000 dedicated to their 
goaltending in Stuart Skinner. 

Kuemper did what he needed to do in the playoffs for the Avalanche: He 
didn't lose them the games they needed to win. He was also outstanding 
for them in the second half of the regular season after getting his 
bearings in a new market, with 30.4 goals saved above average and 5.3 
wins added to the Avalanche. There's no question that he's in the upper 
echelon of NHL goaltenders -- in the 96th percentile in WAR over the 
past three seasons -- but some of his underlying numbers reveal below-
average rebound control and likewise lackluster low-danger save 
percentage. Still, he's going to be an upgrade for someone, though at a 
cost that discouraged the Avalanche from bringing back a goalie who 
hoisted the Cup this past season. 

John Klingberg, D, Dallas Stars 

Age: 29 

Previous contract: $4.25 million AAV on a seven-year term 

Projected contract: $6.883 million AAV on a six-year term 

Klingberg is headed to the free-agent market. The Stars have to give 
forward Jason Robertson and goalie Jake Oettinger new contracts, while 
they reportedly look to add an impact player at forward for new coach 
Pete DeBoer. The door on Klingberg isn't closed in Dallas, but the 
numbers might not add up for them to keep him and get everything else 
done. 

The puck-moving defenseman had 47 points in 74 games last season for 
the Stars, the only team for which he has played in his eight-season NHL 
career. With Letang off the board, he's the best offensive defenseman on 
the free-agent market, although the defensive deficiencies in his game 
become more glaring with each passing season. 

Two teams speculated to be in the John Klingberg business: The Kraken 
and the Carolina Hurricanes. The Kraken need a veteran puck-mover on 
the back end, have the cap space and could reunite Klingberg with 
former Dallas defensive partner Jamie Oleksiak. The Hurricanes 
reportedly checked on Klingberg at the trade deadline last season. They 
just traded their top puck-moving right-side defenseman, Tony DeAngelo, 
to the Flyers. They have the want and the cap space. 

Claude Giroux, C/W, Florida Panthers 

Age: 34 

Previous contract: $8.275 million AAV on an eight-year term 

Projected contract: $7.57 million AAV on a seven-year term 

Giroux had 65 points in 75 games last season between the Flyers and 
the Panthers, and then eight points in 10 games for Florida in the 
playoffs. Giroux was an all-in trade-deadline move for GM Bill Zito and 
the Panthers; but even with forward Anthony Duclair starting the season 
on long-term injured reserve, Florida doesn't have the current cap 
flexibility for Giroux. 

He turns 35 years old this season but still offers a total package of 
offense and defense in a top-six role, as well as making a difference on 
the power play. 

The Senators have been linked to Giroux for months, as he lived in the 
city as a teenager and played minor hockey in the area. Does the 
acquisition of winger Alex DeBrincat make the Sens more enticing? The 
Athletic reported that the Hurricanes could be in the mix for Giroux, with 

Nino Niederreiter and Vincent Trocheck both pending free agents. That 
tracks, as Carolina is also a team that would give Giroux a legitimate shot 
at that elusive Stanley Cup win. 

But the team with the most Giroux buzz at the draft was Edmonton, 
especially as a contingency plan if Evander Kane leaves in free agency. 
Connor McDavid and Claude Giroux? Yeah, that could work. 

David Perron, LW, St. Louis Blues 

Age: 34 

Previous contract: $4 million AAV on a four-year term 

Projected contract: $6.138 million AAV on a three-year term 

Perron's third tour of duty with the Blues was his best: 221 points in 251 
games over four seasons, collecting a Stanley Cup ring in the process. 
He's a terrific top-six winger who scored 25 or more goals in two of the 
past three seasons. 

There hasn't been much in the way of talks between Perron and the 
Blues yet. They have over $9 million in cap space but have some other 
holes to fill, like adding a defenseman and replacing Ville Husso as 
Jordan Binnington's goaltending partner. But it's not just about the cap 
this season: Young stars Jordan Kyrou and Robert Thomas are restricted 
free agents next summer, while star Ryan O'Reilly goes unrestricted in 
2023. Do the Blues need to trade Vladimir Tarasenko in order to make 
the room they'd need to re-sign Perron? 

If Perron goes to market, there'll be no shortage of teams looking to add 
his veteran skills to their top-end talent -- especially those with playoff 
aspirations, as Perron had 38 points in 47 playoff games during this 
latest stint in St. Louis. The man has been known to return to previous 
teams. He spent 116 games in Edmonton from 2013 to 2015 but was 
traded before McDavid showed up. Perhaps he gets a chance to skate 
with him next season. 

Ondrej Palat, LW, Tampa Bay Lightning 

Age: 31 

Previous contract: $5.3 million AAV on a five-year term 

Projected contract: $5.365 million AAV on a three-year term 

The Lightning's trade that sent Ryan McDonagh ($6.75 million AAV) to 
the Nashville Predators opened up some much-needed cap space. The 
anticipation was that some of it would be earmarked for Palat. 

"It gives us the flexibility to potentially re-sign Palat or [defenseman Jan] 
Rutta or address holes that need to be filled on the free-agent market or 
the trade market," GM Julien BriseBois said. 

Word at the draft was that Palat would test the market. An NHL source 
indicated that the Lightning's offers to Palat had come in under the $5.3 
million AAV he made on his last contract. 

Remember: Signing Palat likely doesn't mean signing him for just one 
season. His cap hit would impact the following season, which will be 
another one where the cap rises minimally, if at all. The priority for the 
Lightning this summer is extending three key players who are restricted 
free agents in 2023: center Anthony Cirelli and defensemen Erik Cernak 
and Mikhail Sergachev, the latter of whom could move into McDonagh's 
role this season. 

Palat is a versatile two-way forward who is an above-average passer. 
Anyone who has watched the Lightning in the playoffs has seen his 
postseason heroics -- he goes to the net and has a predilection for big 
moments. To that end, one could see a contender willing to ante up for 
him ... but could a reunion in Detroit with Steve Yzerman, the GM who 
drafted him in Tampa, also be a possibility? 

One thing is clear: The Lightning love the guy, but they're also willing to 
make the painful sacrifices that the salary cap demands. Just ask 
McDonagh. 
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Evgeni Malkin, C, Pittsburgh Penguins 

Age: 35 

Previous contract: $9.5 million AAV on an eight-year term 

Projected contract: $2.944 million on a one-year term 

When Kris Letang signed his six-year extension with the Penguins, the 
attention immediately turned to Malkin. Would Pittsburgh keep their holy 
trinity together, or would one of Sidney Crosby's closest friends have to 
walk away after 16 years as a Penguin? 

GM Ron Hextall has stated his intent to bring Malkin back, and he 
believes the feeling is mutual. They're "chipping away" at a contract, 
according to Hextall. Pittsburgh could move everyone from John Marino 
to Jason Zucker to create extra cap room to sign Malkin. But they haven't 
yet. 

The biggest news on the Malkin front was a bombshell story by Rob 
Rossi of The Athletic on Friday that detailed the hurt feelings behind the 
scenes during this process. "He doesn't understand how it's at this point 
with him not being signed," a friend of Malkin told Rossi. "He's said, 'They 
don't think I'm a good player -- why?'" Ouch. 

Pittsburgh has reportedly gone from a $6 million AAV on a two-year deal 
to that same cap number on a three-year deal. Rossi wrote that if the 
Penguins offered four years, "that $6 million salary could work for 
Malkin." The term is the key. 

If he's not a Penguin, things will get interesting. Let's face it: $18 million 
over three years for Malkin is, in many ways, for services previously 
rendered in Pittsburgh. He turns 36 on July 31. He's lost a step, 
especially on the defensive end, and only shows flashes of his past 
dominance. That said, he's still an offensive force, especially on the 
power play. If it's not Pittsburgh, he'll help someone else, and he won't 
lack for options. 

Evander Kane, LW, Edmonton Oilers 

Age: 30 

Previous contract: $2,108,696 on a one-year term 

Projected contract: $7.451 million AAV on a five-year term 

After Day 2 of the draft, Edmonton GM Ken Holland said that "right now, 
nothing is really happening" in negotiations with Kane. "We had tons and 
tons of talks. We don't have much cap space," he said. 

The sense I get from Holland is that he hopes Kane explores the free-
agent market, doesn't find the grass all that much greener than it could 
be in Edmonton, and then circles back to the Oilers. 

"My negotiation style through the years is to educate the player and his 
agent as to what I'm trying to accomplish," Holland said. "In many cases 
it works. In other cases it doesn't. It has to work for both sides." 

Multiple reports have indicated Kane is seeking a long-term contract that 
could rival the $7 million average annual value of his deal with San Jose. 

Then there's the San Jose question. Kane and the NHLPA filed a 
grievance against the Sharks after the termination of Kane's deal for "a 
breach of his NHL Standard Player Contract and for violation of the AHL 
COVID-19 protocols." There is still no date set for a second hearing 
between Kane and the Sharks, and it's not expected before free agency 
starts. 

Holland said that complicates things in free agency. "It is what it is. It's 
unique. I don't really know," Holland said. "We're really sort of winging it." 

Kane's off-ice problems are well documented. But he averaged 1.6 goals 
per 60 minutes last season in 43 games with the Oilers, which means 
he's going to be handed another contract this offseason -- in Edmonton 
or elsewhere. 
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Team MVPs and top scorers. 

Stanley Cup champions and No. 1 goaltenders. 

All-stars and bargain breakouts. 

Yes, even with a few coveted names re-signing with their current teams 
in the week leading up to free agency — Kris Letang, Filip Forsberg, 
Marc-Andre Fleury, Valeri Nichushkin, Ville Husso — and avoiding the 
stress of the unknown, the NHL’s 2022 UFA class is still percolating with 
plenty of compelling players. 

And with the salary cap set to rise by $1 million, those spendy general 
managers will have a little more incentive to splash the pot on this 
summer’s Dougie Hamilton or John Tavares. 

Here’s a rundown and ranking of hockey’s best impending unrestricted 
free agents, plus the latest buzz circulating their future as most of the 
league has already shifted to off-season mode. 

Free agency opens Wednesday, and rumours are a-flying. 

The NHL off-season moves fast — especially once free agency begins. 
Watch it unfold in real time with Hockey Central's Signing Season show 
on July 13, starting at 11:30 a.m. ET / 8:30 a.m. PT. 

1. Johnny Gaudreau 

Age: 28 

Position: Left wing 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $6.75 million 

The latest: Gaudreau’s future has been a constant source of 
consternation in Calgary. 

A fabulous regular-season scorer who crushed the 115 points and played 
his way deep into the Hart Trophy conversation, Johnny Hockey has 
taken flak for not carrying the Flames deep in the post-season. That and 
his close ties to Boston and New Jersey have occasionally fueled spurts 
of trade speculation. 

And yet, instead of exploring a swap, Calgary GM Brad Treliving held 
conversations about a Gaudreau extension last summer and is trying 
hard to get him locked up again now. 

Where Gaudreau’s price has gone so far is through the roof. Check the 
comparables. 

The all-star winger has earned praise from coach Darryl Sutter for 
improved defensive responsibility and posted an NHL-best plus-64 rating. 

Assistant GM Craig Conroy told Sportsnet 960 on Feb. 23, “That’s a 
done deal. We’re gonna get that done... You know what they call me. 
They call me Santa Claus giving contracts.” 

Gaudreau followed up his superb regular season with the most 
productive playoffs of his career. He sounded torn at his season-ending 
availability. 

“Obviously, Calgary has a special place in my heart,” Gaudreau told 
reporters. 

“I’ve been part of this organization for 11 years now. Ever since Day 1 I 
got here, the fans, the organization, my teammates, even (the media). 
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Sometimes, when I’m playing bad, you guys give me a hard time. But 
that’s alright. But everything about this city I love. My wife loves it here.  

“You guys can tell on Twitter, my uncle, my dad, my mom, my sisters, my 
brother, everyone loves Calgary. It’s a special place in our heart, and we 
love it here, so we’ll see what happens." 

Fellow 100-point man RFA Matthew Tkachuk also needs a new deal. 
This won’t be easy, but Treliving is doing his best to make it work. 

"I think both sides are focused on trying to get a deal," Treliving said at 
the draft. "I think it’s real genuine on both sides that we're working to try 
to get a deal done.” 

Calgary’s rumoured offer is around $9.5 million on an eight-year term. 
Once midnight strikes Tuesday, however, Gaudreau can only sign 
anywhere for seven years max. 

This is going down to the wire. 

2. Nazem Kadri 

Age: 31 

Position: Centre 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $4.5 million 

The latest: One of 2021-22’s greatest bargains, Kadri over-delivered big-
time on his $4-million salary. 

Before temporarily going down to injury, Kadri was top-five leaguewide in 
scoring. The Cup champ enjoyed a phenomenal post-season, avoiding 
suspension, ripping hat tricks, scoring a big goal with a busted thumb, 
and proving the haters wrong. 

Unless Kadri takes another discount, the cold math says there won’t be 
room for him in Denver next fall. 

Sakic has already promised $16.25 million annually to younger core 
forwards Mikko Rantanen and Landeskog, and he must begin carving out 
serious cap space ($12 million?... more?) for Nathan MacKinnon in the 
summer of 2023. 

Further, the Avs don’t have a single NHL goalie under contract beyond 
this season and will have other holes to patch. 

Paying Kadri — what, $7 million? More? — into his mid-30s feels like a 
luxury they won’t be able to afford. 

Kadri switched agents, from Brian MacDonald to Darren Ferris, in 
anticipation of finding the best possible deal this summer. 

Why? 

“I just felt like it was time, you know. Through my career, I feel like I've 
given myself an opportunity to explore, and I've had the same agent for a 
long, long time now. And I just wanted to see what else was out there for 
me,” Kadri explained. 

“It was just difficult to do, in general. [MacDonald] was a great friend of 
mine. And we formed a great relationship. So, it's always tough to have 
those conversations, but at the end of the day, I think I owe it to myself, 
and it's something that I've definitely earned.” 

Ferris negotiated Mitch Marner’s lucrative 2019 deal and got creative with 
Taylor Hall’s one-year bid in Buffalo as a UFA in 2020. 

Philadelphia is ready to spend to regain relevance. Penguins president 
Brian Burke, who drafted Kadri to the Maple Leafs, surely would take a 
run if Malkin walks. The New York Rangers and Islanders have interest, 
according to Elliotte Friedman. 

How about Seattle? Or Detroit? Or Boston, if a David Krejci return 
doesn’t materialize? 

Still, Colorado is Kadri’s first choice. 

“How could it not be? The Kroenkes have been great supporters of mine 
and made it clear to me that they’d like me to stay also, but we 
understand that there’s a business aspect involved. We’re going to try to 
work together,” Kadri told Real Kyper & Bourne on June 29. 

“I think I’ve shown what my worth is and just looking forward to things 
playing out.” 

3. John Klingberg 

Age: 29 

Position: Defence 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $4.25 million 

The latest: Much like Nashville’s Mattias Ekholm, a younger Klingberg 
signed a sweetheart team-friendly deal and is finally due a meaningful 
raise. 

While Klingberg’s production has dipped from his 67-point performance 
in 2017-18, top-four right-shot blueliners who can play in all situations 
never fail to command bidding wars. 

The Stars have already committed significant money to Miro Heiskanen 
($8.45 million) for eight years, Esa Lindell ($5.8 million) for four, and 
Ryan Suter ($3.65 million) for four. Giving Klingberg his due will make for 
a pricy D corps in 2022-23. 

In October, Sportsnet's Jeff Marek reported that Klingberg was looking 
for a deal worth between $62 to $66 million on an eight-year term. 

The Fourth Period’s David Pagnotta reported in January that Klingberg 
had requested a trade in the fall, after extension talks hit a wall. 

"I don't think it's entirely true. It's not like I've been going out there and 
asking, 'I want to get traded now,' or something like that," Klingberg 
responded. "It's something that's been going on with the negotiations and 
stuff like that. I'm not going to lie — it's been a few frustrating years 
individually. 

"Other guys have signed right before the season before. I wanted to do 
that as well. Lately, it has been going more quietly and quietly. For me, 
as a player, I don't feel that I've been appreciated in that way when we 
don't even negotiate. It's quiet. For me, as a player, my agent, we talked 
to Jim a couple months back. He agreed that we could start talking with 
other GMs and see where we were at. Negotiation-wise, the Stars have 
been very quiet." 

Klingberg is coveted, but with the Stars in playoff contention, they held 
firm at the deadline. 

Friedman suggested that Klingberg — a classic “own rental” — could 
ultimately sign with the Seattle Kraken. 

“John has an opportunity to be a free agent, and I don't blame him," GM 
Jim Nill said. "He's got to look after his family. He'll see what the market 
is, and we'll see what the market is, and get a feel for that and see if it's a 
fit for both parties. It all depends on term and money. He knows where 
we're at; I know where he's at. He's earned this right, and I give him full 
credit for that.” 

With righty Tony DeAngelo leaving Carolina for Philadelphia, the 
Hurricanes are a favourite here. 

Marek also floated the Senators as a dark horse, as Ottawa attempts to 
turn the corner. 

4. Patrice Bergeron 

Age: 36 

Position: Centre 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $6.875 million 
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The latest: Despite his age and potential retirement, Bergeron is still an 
all-world player. It would be disrespectful not to keep the Bruins captain 
and five-time Selke champ high on our list. 

Bergeron announced in the fall that he’d skate out the final year of the 
eight-year, $55 million contract he inked with Boston back in 2013 before 
making a call on the next stage of his career. 

His body has been through the spin cycle. There is a chance he simply 
retires elite. 

Upon a Round 1 elimination by the Carolina Hurricanes, Bergeron said 
that were he to continue skating, he only has interest in Boston. But he 
wants time to rest and ponder signing a one-year deal with the B’s. 

Club president Cam Neely wants to give the captain his space but would 
prefer an answer soonish. 

“He understands that we have decisions to make coming up here,” Neely 
said. “I hope he feels good about his game still, because he had a pretty 
damn good year. So, hopefully he’s mentally prepared to have another 
one. You’ve got to give him some time to digest all that and talk with his 
family about it. But we have decisions to make coming up as well. 

“It’s tough to find a Bergeron. Hopefully, he does come back. But if he 
doesn’t, we’ve got to go to work.”  

Speaking again in early June, Bergeron said he is in no rush to make a 
retirement call.  

"I still think I have a lot of time ahead of me to make that decision," 
Bergeron said. "I'm going to make sure that I take all the time I need to 
make the right one." 

Then came this eyebrow-raising report from plugged-in Boston reporter 
Joe McDonald: 

Sweeney won’t rush his first-ballot Hall of Famer into a choice. Still, what 
a pressure point for the organization. 

"You could look at plans B and C and such, but let’s be honest: You don’t 
replace that type of player and what he means to our organization. That 
might take years to replace that player in that sense," Sweeney said. 
"He’s given us indications that he’s not going to hold us up in terms of 
what we may have to do subsequent to making a decision. But to be 
perfectly honest, I don’t think there’s a timetable on it." 

5. Evander Kane 

Age: 30 

Position: Left wing / Right wing 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $2.1 million 

The latest: The Edmonton Oilers’ heavily debated signing of Kane was 
proven to be the most impactful midseason acquisition in hockey. 

Not only did the top-six winger immediately contribute during the regular 
season — 22 goals and 39 points in 43 games — but through two rounds 
of the post-season, he led all goal-scorers and was averaging one even-
strength point per game. 

In recruiting Kane, GM Ken Holland asserted, “I believe in second 
chances.” That belief paid off in a bargain. 

There is mutual interest in making Kane something more than a half-year 
rental, but the player has not been bowled over by Holland’s initial offer. 
(Hot tip: The Oilers may be eyeing winger Connor Brown out of Ottawa 
as a more affordable option.) 

When Kane hired new agent Dan Milstein to negotiate his Oilers deal, 
roughly half the league expressed some level of interest in the sudden 
UFA. Interest will only spike after this playoff performance. 

With Holland’s only other pending UFAs being depth skaters, Kane 
should join goaltending as a top priority this off-season. 

“I've been very happy with my time here,” Kane told reporters upon 
elimination. “The fans have been phenomenal. The people in the city 
have been phenomenal. This has got to be the best organization I've 
played for. So, I have no complaints and, just like everybody else, I'm 
curious looking forward to see what happens.” 

Holland’s take: “I can sign anybody. But someone's gotta go,” the GM 
reasoned. “If you love everybody, somebody's not staying. 

“Can you keep him? I can keep anybody. But I can't keep ’em all.” 

Holland has permitted Kane to test the waters early. 

In a text to The Associated Press, Kane’s agent, Daniel Milstein, wrote 
he’s opening talks with other teams while also continuing discussions 
with the Oilers. 

Kane is reportedly seeking between $40 and $50 million on a long-term 
commitment. Holland is hesitant to go that deep. 

6. Andrew Copp 

Age: 27 

Position: Centre / Wing 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $3.64 million 

The latest: Controlling his fate in Winnipeg and opting not to sign long-
term, the steadily improving Copp was a sensible trade target for the 
New York Rangers. 

Their hand forced, the Jets moved Copp plus a sixth-rounder to the Big 
Apple in return for Morgan Barron, two conditional second-round picks 
and a fifth-round pick in 2023. 

One of those seconds improved to a first-rounder once Copp and the 
Blueshirts reached the Eastern Conference Final. 

Bruising and productive, Copp only elevated his game since the deal. 
The versatile two-way forward cracked the 20-goal and 30-assist marks 
for the first time in his career. He proved even more valuable in the 
playoffs, skating more than 20 minutes a night, scoring big goals, and 
contributing to special teams. 

The Rangers have decisions on a number of free agents — Justin Braun, 
Kaapo Kakko, Tyler Motte, Ryan Strome, Frank Vatrano — but with how 
seamlessly he’s fit in, Copp is worth keeping as more than a rental. 

His new AAV should come in around $4.5 million. 

Both Strome and Copp will hit the market, according to Larry Brooks of 
the New York Post. Copp could circle back to the Blueshirts, but GM 
Chris Drury will explore other 2C options in the meantime. 

7. Darcy Kuemper 

Age: 32 

Position: Goaltender 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $4.5 million 

The latest: Of brand-new GM Chris MacFarland’s 10 impending free 
agents — a list that includes Kadri, Nichushkin, Andre Burakovsky, and 
Josh Manson — Kuemper is now the most certain to leave. (No small 
wrinkle: MacKinnon will also become eligible to sign an extension this 
summer.) 

By extending backup Pavel Francouz midseason (two years at $2 million 
a pop) and executing a trade-and-sign for projected starter Alexandar 
Georgiev (three years at $3.4 million), the Avalanche ensured two NHL 
goalies for a combined price that should come under Kuemper’s next 
deal. 

Yes, Kuemper once again battled injuries, but his sparkling 37-12-3 
record and .921 save percentage through 57 appearances gave the Avs 
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stability. And 2022’s UFA market is incredibly thin on starters at the 
game’s most important position. He’ll reap plenty of interest. 

The Cup champ’s reported ask — six years in the ballpark of Philipp 
Grubauer’s $5.9-million AAV — simply priced himself out of town. 

The Washington Capitals are the believed frontrunner, with Edmonton 
and Toronto expressing interest as well. 

8. Evgeni Malkin 

Age: 35 

Position: Centre 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $9.5 million 

The latest: Like Bergeron in Boston, there is a sense time is running out 
to win (again) with the aging core in Pittsburgh, and Malkin finds himself 
as the final UFA standing. 

This excellent, in-depth dive by Rob Rossi into a testy situation gives 
great insight into the toll these sluggish talks have taken on the future 
Hall of Famer. 

Even as Malkin slows down and his injury history piles up, his production 
has rebounded back to a point per game: 20 goals and 42 points over 41 
games played in 2021-22. 

A fitting comparable might be the deal veteran centre Joe Pavelski 
signed as a UFA in Dallas a few years back: three years, $21 million. 

But with veteran teammate Kris Letang getting taken care of on a six-
year term, Malkin wants something a bit longer. 

Having raked more than $116 million in career earnings, Malkin said in 
December that his next deal wasn’t weighing on his mind. 

"No, no, I'm not thinking about my contract. I'm not thinking about money. 
I'm, like, a pretty rich guy," Malkin said with a smile. 

"I know it's a little bit not easy, but I want three, four more years. And I 
feel like I can." 

It’s weighing on his mind now. 

Hextall reiterated at the draft that he intends to re-sign Malkin, and the 
GM spoke to the centre’s agent, J.P. Barry, again Sunday. 

A gap remains, however, and competitors are sharpening their offers. 

"I believe I am still a good player, and I believe good players sign good 
contracts. I hope we sign a good deal,” Malkin said at locker cleanout. 

“I only can say right now I want to play, like, three or four years. Money is 
not a big deal, but I have family. I have parents. I want a good future for 
them." 

9. Jack Campbell   

Age: 30 

Position: Goaltender 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $1.65 million 

The latest: Until it’s signed, the topic of Campbell’s next contract won’t go 
away. 

There were reports that Leafs GM Kyle Dubas tiptoed into extension talks 
early in the season before Campbell’s stellar first-half performance 
vaulted him to his first all-star game nod. 

A concerning post-Christmas dip in performance may have reduced his 
bargaining power and shaken his confidence, but Campbell rebounded 
nicely down the stretch and was the Leafs’ undisputed No. 1 in the post-
season. 

There has been mutual interest between player and club in extending the 
relationship. But at what cost? 

“Winning here means everything to me,” Campbell said after the Round 1 
defeat. “I love the city of Toronto, I love the fans, the support. My 
teammates are absolutely incredible, the coaching staff, really 
everything. 

“I absolutely love being a Leaf.” 

Would he take a little less than market value to remain one? 

“As far as me loving the city and doing everything I can to stay here,” 
Campbell replied, “that’s up to Kurt and Kyle to discuss.” 

Campbell’s career earnings fall under $4.2 million. This summer is his 
chance to hit it big. 

With Campbell apparently pricing himself out of Toronto, the Edmonton 
Oilers are said to be willing to float an offer of five years and $25 million if 
he goes to market. 

10. Claude Giroux 

Age: 34 

Position: Centre / Right wing 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $8.275 million 

The latest: When the all-in Florida Panthers adopted the former face of 
the Philadelphia Flyers, Giroux looked like he’d been playing in Sunrise 
his whole life. 

Better than a point per game, the veteran added more firepower and 
another power-play weapon to a roster that has already established itself 
as the league’s most dangerous. 

Then the Lightning came to town and unravelled the Presidents’ Trophy 
winners, their power play, and their pricy rentals. 

Considering the price GM Bill Zito paid to bring Giroux into the fold, and 
considering the player handpicked his landing spot, one must imagine re-
signing the accomplished playmaker will be a priority — even with the 
Panthers’ tricky cap situation. 

"Florida was at the top of my list," Giroux said. "If there was a team I 
wanted to go to, it was here. I had a chance to play against them three 
times this year, watched a few of their games. Asked around about the 
guys on the team, the coach, management, and I didn't hear a lot of bad 
things. I'm just happy the deal got done." 

An opportunity to re-up will be there, as Zito is interested in extending the 
relationship. 

But it’s complicated. 

Zito must find out what star Jonathan Huberdeau (UFA 2023) is going to 
cost. The GM also would like to extend top-four defender Mackenzie 
Weegar (UFA 2023) sooner rather than later. 

Giroux holds the leverage here, and more money and term is likely to be 
found elsewhere. 

“As crazy as it might sound, I haven’t really talked about it or thought 
about it yet. I think it’s very important to have a few weeks to turn off the 
brain before you go back to thinking business, before you go back to 
training. A little time off is very important so you don’t go crazy,” Giroux 
told The Athletic’s Pierre LeBrun on June 8. 

“Me and my family, we’ll obviously talk about it, do a little bit of 
homework, and see how things are going. But I’ve definitely enjoyed my 
time in Florida.” 

Two Canadian teams — Ottawa and Edmonton — keep popping up as 
likely pursuers of the Hearst, Ont., native’s services. 

11. Ondrej Palat 

Age: 31 
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Position: Left wing / Right wing 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $5.3 million 

The latest: Tampa Bay’s frontline winger flies under the radar through 
most of the winter but never fails to elevate his game (and his game-
winners) when it matters most. 

Who wouldn’t want a versatile, responsible game-breaker with two Cup 
rings and 94 points through his first 138 playoff games? 

The Lightning are trying to keep Palat in the fold — hence the Ryan 
McDonagh trade to Nashville — and the organization loves its 
homegrown talent. 

“It’s not July 13 yet,” BriseBois said at the draft. “Those guys may all be 
signed by then.” 

But every decision GM Julien BriseBois makes this summer will be with 
an eye to accommodate his arbitration-elligible 2023 class of RFAs. 
Anthony Cirelli, Mikhail Sergachev and Erik Cernak will all be in line for 
raises. 

Does the underpaid Palat go the way Does the underpaid Palat go the 
way of Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow? (Nichushkin’s eight-year, 
$49-million windfall set quite a bar.) Or does he accept a shade less to 
remain with a contender in a tax-free state? 

Flip a coin. 

At this point, it appears Palat will at least sneak a peek at the other side. 
But so did Steven Stamkos. 

12. Vincent Trocheck 

Age: 29 

Position: Centre 

2021-22 salary cap hit: $4.75 million 

The latest: The Carolina Hurricanes have already moved on from Tony 
DeAngelo but have decisions to make on UFAs Trocheck, Nino 
Niederreiter, Ian Cole and Max Domi. 

Trocheck is a solid second-line pivot good for an easy 20 goals if healthy. 

GM Don Waddell has expressed interest in re-signing his 2C, but there is 
risk committing major term for what could be his declining seasons, and 
Waddell has been loath to dish out term to his pending UFAs (see: 
Hamilton, Dougie). 

Teams that miss out on Kadri and Malkin should look to Trocheck as a 
secondary option. 

Naturally, the Pittsburgh native has already been linked to the Penguins. 

More notable UFAs in 2022: David Krejci, Ben Chiarot, Brett Kulak, Reilly 
Smith, Phil Kessel, Mason Marchment, Alexander Radulov, David 
Perron, Rickard Rakell, Max Domi, Joe Thornton, P.K. Subban, Evan 
Rodrigues, Nick Leddy, Andre Burakovsky, Josh Manson, Nino 
Niederreiter, Ryan Strome, Paul Stastny, Ian Cole, Ilya Mikheyev, Justin 
Schultz, Alexander Edler, Martin Jones, Braden Holtby, Andreas 
Athanasiou, Michael Stone, Calle Jarnkrok, Marcus Johansson, Zdeno 
Chara, Colin White, Dylan Strome, Dominik Kubalik, Frank Vatrano, Jan 
Rutta, Ondrej Kase, Ilya Samsonov 
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Monday at 5 p.m. ET brought the deadline to qualify restricted free 
agents, and those left without a qualifying offer would instead become 
unrestricted free agents when the market opens at noon ET on 
Wednesday. 

There are always a collection of players left unqualified, but while most of 
them can be replacement level or below, every so often there are a few 
who raise an eyebrow and have a wisp of potential that will attract 
suitors. And with the way the salary cap has remained flat throughout the 
pandemic, the NHL's middle-class, so to speak, has been pinched 
somewhat, making it harder for some teams to commit a couple million 
dollars (or even less) to an RFA-aged player. They may also be afraid of 
what a potential arbitration award could do to their overall cap picture. 

This year's list of unqualified RFAs has some interesting names for sure. 
Winnipeg's Evgeny Svechnikov showed he can play in the league full-
time this season and scored seven goals for the Jets, but not enough to 
stay in their plans. In Colorado, Nicolas Aube-Kubel was a very useful 
bottom-six forward and now suddenly the Cup winner will be available to 
anyone looking to copy some of what the Avs did. 

And there are even more interesting and, perhaps, impactful players than 
that. 

The following players aren't the type likely to crack Luke Fox's list of the 
top 12 UFAs on the market, and they won't command seven-year term or 
cap-altering dollars. But these are players who have shown a flash and 
have the potential to add something useful to winning teams next 
season. And they could, possibly, be had at a value rate. 

The NHL off-season moves fast — especially once free agency begins. 
Watch it unfold in real time with Hockey Central's Signing Season show 
on July 13, starting at 11:30 a.m. ET / 8:30 a.m. PT. 

Dylan Strome, Chicago Blackhawks 

Here you have a 25-year-old centre coming off a 22-goal, 48-point 
season in 69 games whose qualifying offer would have amounted to $3.6 
million. Not a bad rate, considering Chicago isn't cap-strapped anyway 
and heading down a rebuild. 

The decision to not qualify Strome is a confounding one. It's 
understandable if he didn't fit into whatever the Hawks' plans are, given 
they just traded away a 41-goal scoring 24-year-old for a disappointing 
return, and gave up on a 21-year-old centre they drafted third overall 
three years ago. But to just let Strome walk for nothing, now, instead of 
working the market for another year is a head-scratcher. 

Strome will be a target on the market for anyone looking at a second- or 
even third-line centre with some offence to his game. Finding the right fit 
is the key here because Strome won't be a permanent line-driver himself, 
but wins faceoffs, can play the power play and could be a great value 
add somewhere. 

Dominik Kubalik, Chicago Blackhawks 

When Kubalik broke into the NHL as a rookie in 2019-20 he shot out of a 
cannon, scored 30 goals in 68 games, and was a Calder Trophy finalist 
with Quinn Hughes and Cale Makar. Kubalik also had a 19.1 shooting 
percentage that season, a rate he hasn't touched in the two years since 
(10.9 and 9.3, respectively, in the past two years). 

This past season Kubalik managed 15 goals in 78 games and his 
production decreased for a second straight season. His underlying 
numbers aren't too friendly either, so there's a measure of buyer beware 
here. But still, this player is two years removed from scoring 26 times at 
even strength and, if you have the cap and roster space to spare, he's 
worth taking a flyer on as someone who could hit again if surrounded by 
offence drivers. 

Danton Heinen, Pittsburgh Penguins 
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With Boston, Anaheim and Pittsburgh Heinen has tracked to be 
something just shy of a 20-goal scorer and 30-plus point-getter. But 
2021-22 was his best season yet and, likely, could have led him to a 
healthy arbitration award the Penguins weren't comfortable going to. 

Heinen is a productive middle-six winger capable of playing higher up in 
the lineup for stretches and a complementary piece who gets generates 
offence. This is the second year in a row that Heinen did not receive a 
qualifying offer after the Ducks didn't elect to do so following the 
conclusion of a $2.8 million AAV contract in 2021. Last summer he 
signed with Pittsburgh for $1.1 million. 

Ondrej Kase, Toronto Maple Leafs 

Kase just leaves you aching for a breakout, injury-free season. But while 
his underlying numbers always show a player who could be on the cusp 
of something, the health side has been Kase's biggest concern. This is a 
player who seems to attract the biggest hits and has played more than 55 
games just once in his six NHL seasons -- that was back in 2017-18. 

This past season with the Leafs Kase played 50 games and was sixth on 
the team in goals per 60 minutes at 5-on-5, and seventh by points. 
Healthy, Kase could be a complementary top-six winger at best, a 
productive third-liner at worst. He made $1.25 million on a one-year deal 
signed with Toronto last off-season after the Bruins chose not to send 
him a qualifying offer either. There's a good player here, but how often 
will he be available to you? 

 

Ilya Samsonov, Washington Capitals 

Caps GM Brian MacLellan made no bones about his plan to shake up the 
goalies this off-season. Step 1 was trading RFA Vitek Vanecek to the 
Devils for a couple of draft picks. "We still got some work to do to fill out 
our goaltending duo and some further decisions to make,” the GM said 
after that move. 

Step 2, then, was to not give his other goalie, Ilya Samsonov, a $2.4 
million qualifying offer. One has to wonder if Darcy Kuemper is the target 
to move forward with when he hits free agency on Wednesday. 

Samsonov now adds an unexpected option to the slimming goalie 
market, a 25-year-old who the Capitals invested a first-round pick in 
seven years ago. Promise and potential could be mined here, a nice idea 
to try and save a few bucks on an upside gamble at the position. But 
Samsonov has struggled the past two seasons, his .898 save percentage 
ranking 52nd among 55 goalies who played at least 2,000 minutes. 

Sonny Milano, Anaheim Ducks 

Trevor Zegras' most popular running mate hits the open market and has 
interesting appeal. A skilled player, who has shown he can play well with 
other skilled players, Milano finished with 14 goals and 34 points in 66 
games and had some good per-minute measures this past season. Fifth 
by points per 60 minutes (5-on-5) on the Ducks, and fourth by assists per 
60 among those who played at least half the season. 

Milano has teased this potential for a few years and across two 
organizations that chose a different direction now. The Blue Jackets 
chose Milano 16th overall in 2014 and his best season with them was a 
14-goal effort in 2017-18 before they traded him to the Ducks for Devin 
Shore at the 2020 deadline. 
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Evgeni Malkin is without a doubt one of the greatest players of his 
generation, with multiple scoring titles and Stanley Cups to his name. But 
the soon-to-be 36-year-old is about to cross into uncharted territory when 
he enters free agency on Wednesday, a move that could see him change 
uniforms for the first time in his 16-year carer. 

Malkin has struggled to stay healthy recently but showed in limited time 
last year that he can still make an impact. In 41 games last season — 
after missing the first half of the year following knee surgery — he had 20 
goals and 42 points. He then followed that up with three goals and six 
points in Pittsburgh's seven-game series loss to the Rangers. 

So, where will Malkin end up next? While the Penguins remain most 
likely, let's look at some of the other options. 

Watch Signing Season unfold on Sportsnet 

The NHL off-season moves fast — especially once free agency begins. 
Watch it unfold in real time with Hockey Central's Signing Season show 
on July 13, starting at 11:30 a.m. ET / 8:30 a.m. PT. 

New York Rangers 

The Rangers took a big step forward last season by finishing second in 
the Metro with 110 points then advancing all the way to the Eastern 
Conference Final. This team is certainly in a win-now mode and Malkin 
could be the missing piece in the offence. 

New York is expected to lose forwards Ryan Strome, Andrew Copp and 
Tyler Motte in free agency so they will have openings up front. As New 
York continues to give younger players larger roles, Malkin would be a 
bridge as both a veteran who can play and a mentor who knows how to 
win. 

It's unclear what kind of offer Malkin will be looking for in free agency but 
to join the Rangers he would likely need to take a bargain deal. 
Sportsnet's Elliotte Friedman reported on the latest episode of 32 
Thoughts: The Podcast that general manager Chris Drury wants to keep 
flexibility under the salary cap with Alexis Lafreniere, Filip Chytil and 
K'Andre Miller all restricted free agents and due for raises in the summer 
of 2023. 

"I think the Rangers are just very careful because they don't want to box 
themselves in," Friedman said. 

Los Angeles Kings 

Similar to the Rangers, the Kings jumped back into playoff contention last 
season — finishing third in the Pacific Division and pushing the Oilers to 
seven games in Round 1. GM Rob Blake has been aggressive already 
this off-season by trading for Kevin Fiala and signing him to a long-term 
contract. But Malkin's skill — on a short-term deal — would also be an 
upgrade to a Kings team that's still slowly integrating prospects into the 
fold. 

The Kings finished 20th in total goals last season — 15th among all 
playoff teams — and only three players finished with at least 20 goals. 
Malkin has the playmaking ability to get finishers like Fiala and Adrian 
Kempe the puck, but also is a threat to shoot and score on his own. For a 
team looking to continue to take the next step — and looking to score 
more goals — that's a nice player to have. 

Vancouver Canucks 

The Canucks are coming off two dissapointing seasons and recently 
underwent a complete overhaul from top to bottom. Now the team is led 
by president Jim Rutherford and general manager Patrik Allvin, two key 
architects in the Penguins' Stanley Cup wins in 2016 and 2017. 

The Canucks have been heavily rumoured to be fielding offers for leading 
scorer J.T. Miller, who has one year remaining on his contract but may 
be difficult to extend. If Miller is moved, Malkin could step in to replace 
some of the offence and power play time, for a more manageable 
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contract while youngsters Vasily Podkolzin and Jonathan Lekkerimaki 
continue to develop. 

Malkin could also provide mentorship to Elias Pettersson, a star centre 
who plays a similar game to the future Hall of Famer. It's hard to quantify 
Malkin's experience, but he's won at every level and would certainly be 
able to teach Pettersson plenty. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

If Malkin wants to take a league-minimum contract to chase another Cup, 
he'd certainly have plenty of options. But of all those contenders, the 
Lightning have shown themselves to be bold enough to make the salary 
cap bend to their will to add a star of Malkin's calibre. 

The Lightning have a number of other contract issues to settle, with 
pending UFA Ondrej Palat most pressing. If Palat leaves, Malkin could 
provide a short-term power forward fix in the middle lines of the lineup. 

One other advantage the Lightning have is their overall depth, which 
would allow Malkin to manage his minutes during the season so he can 
be at his best come playoff time. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

If Malkin really wants to stick it to his former team, there are few better 
ways than by joining their state rival. 

While it sounds strange to imagine a former MVP and Stanley Cup 
champion leaving the Penguins to join the Flyers, Malkin wouldn't be the 
first. The great Jaromir Jagr spent one season in the city of brotherly 
love, suiting up for 73 games in 2011-12, despite being one of the 
league's biggest stars while playing for the Penguins in the '90s. 

On a more practical level, the Flyers have been connected to a lot of 
stars in rumours and the team doesn't seem ready to go into a full rebuild 
despite finishing last in the Metro Division last year. Adding Malkin to play 
alongside someone like Johnny Gaudreau would instantly make the 
Flyers a much more intriguing team entering next year. 

Washington Capitals 

The Flyers will always be the Penguins' biggest rival but during Malkin's 
time in the league the Capitals have put up a strong challenge for that 
spot. 

In this matchup, Sidney Crosby vs. Alex Ovechkin has always been the 
main event but Malkin vs. Nicklas Backstrom has been a great 
undercard. Now, Backstrom is expected to miss significant time following 
hip surgery and the Capitals suddenly need a centre to play behind 
Evgeni Kuznetsov. 

Enter Malkin, maybe? 

Capitals GM Brian MacLellan has said younger players will be given a 
chance to fill in for Backstrom, who the team expects will return at some 
point next season. Still, it could be tempting to replace a future Hall of 
Famer with another. 
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Sportsnet.ca / No more rebuilding talk: Finally, the future is now for the 
Senators 
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They may take some getting used to, the new and brash Ottawa 
Senators. 

The Senators playing the role of the hunter, not the hunted. The team 
“going for it,” not selling off assets to pile up draft picks and prospects. 
Instead of building for tomorrow, on an endless loop, the Senators are 
telling their fans and their young core they are all about today. 

If you’re like me and either live in Ottawa or are associated with the 
Senators in some way, you were getting texts through the two days of the 
NHL Draft. Most along the lines of, “what is up with the Sens? DeBrincat? 
He’s legit.” 

In case you missed it, the Senators swapped their first-round pick, 
seventh overall, plus a second round pick and a third-round selection in 
2024 for the 24-year-old Chicago Blackhawks sniper, a two-time 41-goal 
scorer. The transaction meant that for the first time since 2014, the Sens 
did not make a first-round pick at the draft. 

This team that had been building a core out of high draft picks like Brady 
Tkachuk, fourth overall in 2018, Tim Stützle, third overall in 2020, and 
Jake Sanderson, fifth overall, 2020, plus judicious later picks like Drake 
Batherson and Shane Pinto, has transitioned in a pretty significant way. 

It isn’t lost on anyone that both general manager Pierre Dorion and head 
coach D.J. Smith are under pressure to compete for a playoff spot for the 
first time in five years (six by the time the next playoffs roll around). So, 
there are some survival instincts at play. 

Yet, I have scarcely heard a discouraging word about this aggressive 
approach from Senators fans who had grown weary of always being that 
rebuilding franchise in the bottom of the Atlantic (Division, not the ocean). 
Even the amateur scouts who had to forego their precious first-round 
selection are buying in, according to the former chief amateur scout Trent 
Mann, recently promoted to co-assistant general manager (with Ryan 
Bowness). 

“The scouts were on board with what we did (in Round 1), Mann said 
after Day 2 of the draft, where the Sens made nine selections. 

“How often do you get a 40-goal scorer? Our scouts, like everyone else 
in the organization, like everyone in the city of Ottawa – we want to win. 
And it’s time to start winning.” 

If you are scoring at home, DeBrincat is simply the tip of the iceberg. 
Even before that trade cracked the surface, forward Colin White was 
bought out, signaling an end to roster malaise in favour of aggressive 
management, even with short-term financial cost. Good guy, White. But 
way overpaid. 

Suddenly, everything seems possible. Despite the acquisition of 
DeBrincat, the Senators are still believed to be active in free agency this 
week, including a pursuit of hometown hero Claude Giroux. The Sens are 
aggressively pushing goaltender Matt Murray and Nikita Zaitsev out the 
door, one way or another. The Toronto Maple Leafs have shown serious 
interest in Murray (the Kyle Dubas OHL Soo connection) and now the 
name of winger Connor Brown has come into play. It’s like a bomb has 
hit hockey operations in Ottawa. 

What’s next, a top-four defenceman, a female staff member in hockey 
ops and a former player to serve as a defensive consultant? Every day 
there is a new move. On Monday, former D-man Wade Redden was 
hired as a development coach, and was scheduled to skate with 
prospects in the afternoon. Stay tuned for more news. 

When it comes to the new-look Sens, the classic line from Butch Cassidy 
comes to mind, when he and the Sundance Kid were being relentlessly 
pursued by a posse: “Who are those guys? 

Who indeed. Cue the song and video from The Heavy -- How You Like 
Me Now? A song that might best be revisited this week, after the free-
agency period launches. 

As to that massive move with DeBrincat -- whether he can continue his 
scoring ways in Ottawa will be tested out on the ice, just as the team will 
let him adjust to the new room. There is lots of time for both sides to 
determine if this is a marriage worth keeping. DeBrincat has RFA status 
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after this season, in which he will be paid $9 million. With a qualifying 
offer of $9 million, he could become a UFA a year later. 

But for the first time in a long time, there is a belief that these Senators 
could realistically extend DeBrincat, if the fit feels right. The fact they 
traded for a $9-million player is in itself jarring. 

“I’m super excited to join this young group and hopefully do something 
special,” DeBrincat said in an introductory Zoom call with Ottawa media. 
“That’s everyone’s goal -- to become a better team, make the playoffs 
and win the Stanley Cup. I think this is a good start and hopefully we’re 
headed in the right direction.” 

Pretty much what we’d expect a guy to say, but there were no alarm 
bells, either. 

Let’s see where this goes. Shouldn’t be too difficult to find happiness 
between a serial scorer and a talent like Stützle. 

Oh, and they drafted nine players 

The Senators made such an impact on Day 1 with their acquisition of 
DeBrincat it was easy to overlook a busy Day 2 at the draft, during which 
they made nine selections: 

64: Filip Nordberg, LD 

72: Oskar Pettersson, RW 

87: Tomas Hamara, LD 

104: Stephen Halliday, C 

136: Jorian Donovan, LD 

143: Cameron O’Neil, RW 

151: Kevin Reidler, G 

168: Theo Wallberg, LD 

206: Tyson Dyck, C 

All but Nordberg will be attending development camp, starting Monday at 
the Sensplex in Kanata. The camp culminates in a 3-on-3 tournament 
Thursday at 10 a.m. All skating sessions are open to the public, starting 
with a 2 p.m. skate on Monday. 

A few notes on the selections. The Senators don’t mind the fact that 
many of their picks are college bound. Minus the high-end talent of some 
drafts, and with Ottawa not picking until No. 64 of the second round, it will 
take time for these picks to develop. Time will be an asset. 

We did a feature recently on Ottawa’s push to find, develop and keep 
goaltenders and the Sens did draft another goalie -- six-foot-six, 201-
pound Swedish prospect Kevin Reidler. 

Reidler will need time to develop, and will likely stay in Sweden for a year 
or two. His grandfather, Hakan Wickberg, played pro in Sweden and was 
a two-time Olympian. 

 

The Senators went heavy on defence, with four picks, a development 
that just kind of happened as the draft evolved, Mann says. 

The feel-good pick of the day for Ottawa had to be D-man Donovan, son 
of former Senators winger Shean Donovan, now head of the team’s 
development program and one of the most popular members of the Sens 
alumni. The club made sure that both Donovan and his dad were OK with 
Jorian taking a shot with his hometown team. 

“I wouldn’t have it any other way, it was special,” Jorian Donovan said. 
“Growing up a Senators fan, it’s a huge honour to be picked by a team 
I’ve always looked up to and always watched when I was a kid . . . I 
couldn’t be happier.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets Free Agency Preview: Making upgrades to forward 
group is priority 
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WINNIPEG — There’s money to spend, but holes to fill, so don’t let the 
numbers send you into a false sense of security that Kevin Cheveldayoff 
will be making a bunch of big-ticket offers when the free agent frenzy 
opens on Wednesday morning. 

Sure, the Jets project to have more than $18,000,000 available under the 
ceiling, but that only includes 13 members of the 23-player roster, so 
there will be some juggling required — and that’s likely to include trading 
one (or more) of the experienced D-men to make room for the likes of 
Ville Heinola and Dylan Samberg. 

Historically, Cheveldayoff and the Jets have spent more time searching 
for value than getting into a bidding war for the marquee names that are 
available and this year isn’t expected to be any different — though there 
could be a few swings taken during the coming days. 

The uncertainty surrounding whether or not the Jets and longtime captain 
Blake Wheeler can find a trade fit could play a massive role in how things 
transpire, though the Jets are going to need to bring in some upgrades 
no matter how this situation plays out. 

Although there’s been plenty of speculation surrounding the future of 
centre Pierre-Luc Dubois, the most likely scenario — at least in the short 
term — is a one-year deal, with the Jets hoping another strong season 
could eventually convince the third overall pick in the 2016 NHL Draft that 
he should stick around rather than test the market as an unrestricted free 
agent in the summer of 2024. 

The Jets kept veteran Paul Stastny beyond the trade deadline rather than 
trade him to a team heading for the playoffs because they value his 
versatility and leadership. 

But if Stastny wants to test the market and sign with a team that’s more 
firmly established in the contender category — perhaps like the Stanley 
Cup champion Colorado Avalanche or a potential reunion with former 
Jets head coach Paul Maurice with the Florida Panthers — you can 
expect the Jets to look to upgrade the centre position in particular and 
the forward group in general through free agency and/or trades. 

Watch Signing Season unfold on Sportsnet 

The NHL off-season moves fast — especially once free agency begins. 
Watch it unfold in real time with Hockey Central's Signing Season show 
on July 13, starting at 11:30 a.m. ET / 8:30 a.m. PT. 

It’s more likely the Jets will be subtracting from the defence corps, but 
that doesn’t rule out an acquisition either. 

Although nothing is set in stone, the buzz around the 2022 NHL Draft 
was that Brenden Dillon was the most likely candidate to be on the move 
and given his contract status (two more seasons at an AAV of $3.9 
million) make him appealing on a number of fronts for those looking to 
add a guy who plays with edge and can be used on the second pairing. 

And with Eric Comrie expected to at least wait until free agency opens to 
listen to what other offers might be out there, the backup goalie position 
is also going to be under the microscope. 

A power play for Evgeni Malkin, who appears headed for a divorce from 
the Pittsburgh Penguins, is not expected but perhaps there is an 
unexpected move or two on the horizon for Cheveldayoff and the Jets. 
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Nazem Kadri is another player who would be an ideal candidate for the 
Jets to pursue, given his combination of skill, engagement and character, 
but he blocked a pair of potential trades to the Jets and Calgary Flames a 
few years ago before landing with the Avalanche. 

That doesn’t preclude Kadri, who had 28 goals and 87 points in 71 
games before adding seven goals and 15 points in 16 playoff games, 
from considering an offer from either team, but likely means that neither 
one of those teams will be a front-runner for his services. 

Salary cap space: $18,046,310 

Roster size 13/23 

Salary committed to forwards: 6 — $31,517,857 

Salary committed to defence: 6 — $25,875,000 

Salary committed to goalies: 1 — $6,166,666 

(* all numbers courtesy of CapFriendly) 

Unrestricted free agents 

F Paul Stastny 

LW Zach Sanford 

F Adam Brooks 

RW Austin Poganski 

F CJ Suess 

F Luke Johnson 

G Eric Comrie 

RW Evegni Svechnikov 

D Markus Phillips 

G Philippe Desrosiers 

Restricted free agents 

C Pierre-Luc Dubois 

RW Mason Appleton 

LW Jansen Harkins 

C David Gustafsson 

LW Kristian Vesalainen 

LW Jeff Malott 

D Johnny Kovacevic 

D Leon Gawanke 

Potential UFA targets 

LW Ondrej Palat, Tampa Bay Lightning 

The belief is that the Lightning are going to make every effort to keep the 
two-time Stanley Cup champion in the fold, but if that’s not possible you 
can expect Palat to be at or near the top of most teams’ shopping lists. 
This responsible two-way player makes his linemates better and is highly 
productive, especially when the temperature gets cranked up, with 12 of 
his 48 career playoff goals being game-winners. At 31, the seventh round 
pick will be looking for term along with a raise from the $5.3 million he 
made last season. It could cost north of $7 million for the Jets to get an 
opportunity to make their pitch. But if Wheeler is moved, Palat could eat 
up a big chunk of that available salary and could be a perfect 
complement to either Kyle Connor or Nikolaj Ehlers. File this under the 
unlikely column, though that doesn’t mean he’s not on the wish list. 

C Vincent Trocheck, Carolina Hurricanes 

This is a player who caught the attention of the Jets dating back to his 
time with the Florida Panthers. He’s coming off a strong offensive season 
(21 goals, 51 points, 81 games played) and he’s another guy who 
contributes in all three zones and would provide a boost to both special 
teams units. He plays with some bite as well and is certainly looking for a 
long-range contract that is north of $5 million. 

LW/RW Andre Burakovsky, Colorado Avalanche 

When engaged and healthy, the speedy winger has the potential to be a 
game-breaker and he’ll be looking to be paid accordingly after capturing 
a Stanley Cup with the Avalanche. Burakovsky was limited to two games 
in the final, but he managed to score the OT winner in Game 1 and had a 
goal and an assist in Game 2 in just under eight minutes of ice time. 
Talent has never been the issue with the two-time champion, but there’s 
still another step to be taken on the consistency front, though progress 
has certainly been made. Burakovsky, who had an AAV of $4.9 million 
for the past two seasons, scored 22 goals and had 61 points in 80 games 
and it’s reasonable to expect him to continue to be a productive player. 

C/LW Ilya Mikheyev, Toronto Maple Leafs 

After trading Andrew Copp to the New York Rangers at the NHL trade 
deadline, the Jets would benefit from adding a versatile forward that can 
score and check. The reported asking price of $5-plus million could scare 
several teams off, including the Jets, but if the AAV starts with a four, this 
is a high-end penalty killer who delivered a career-best 21 goals and 32 
points in 53 games last season while averaging roughly 15 minutes per 
game. The Maple Leafs love the player, but he’s likely going to end up 
being a salary-cap casualty. 

C Dylan Strome, Chicago Blackhawks 

The Jets would also be in the market for older brother Ryan, who seems 
to be a good bet to move on from the Rangers, but it’s unlikely the Jets 
can meet the asking price for a No. 2 centre who does a lot of the little 
things well. The younger Strome could be an interesting gamble on a two 
or three-year deal after becoming a UFA when the Chicago Blackhawks 
decided not to tender a qualifying offer. Dylan Strome doesn’t play with 
much speed or play much of a physical game, but he’s a heady player 
with good vision and he’s been able to put up points at the NHL level, 
including 22 goals and 48 points in 69 games last season (with 16 of 
those coming on the power play). 

C/RW Evan Rodrigues, Pittsburgh Penguins 

Coming off a career year, Rodrigues was able to excel in a top-6 role 
during the first half of the season, but endured a lengthy dry spell down 
the stretch (two goals in his final 23 regular-season games), which put a 
bit of a damper on an otherwise impressive campaign that finished with 
19 goals and 43 points in 82 games. If he can chip in on the secondary 
scoring front and aid the penalty kill, he’s an intriguing target for the Jets 
and many other teams looking for a more affordable option at second-line 
centre. 

RW/LW Frank Vatrano, New York Rangers 

For a team looking to add some secondary scoring, Vatrano would be a 
smart bet as he’s a high-end finisher. He combined for 18 goals with the 
Rangers and Panthers last season, with just one of those goals coming 
on the power play, so he could provide a boost in even-strength 
production while being used in a middle-six role. A product of the US 
National Development Program, the 28 year old averaged just over 19 
goals during the three previous seasons and recorded a career-high 24 
back in 2018-19. So he’s been able to dent the twine with regularity at 
every level — including 36 goals in 36 games with the Providence Bruins 
in 2015-16 — and has also delivered strong underlying numbers. 
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WINNIPEG — There’s money to spend, but holes to fill, so don’t let the 
numbers send you into a false sense of security that Kevin Cheveldayoff 
will be making a bunch of big-ticket offers when the free agent frenzy 
opens on Wednesday morning. 

Sure, the Jets project to have more than $18,000,000 available under the 
ceiling, but that only includes 13 members of the 23-player roster, so 
there will be some juggling required — and that’s likely to include trading 
one (or more) of the experienced D-men to make room for the likes of 
Ville Heinola and Dylan Samberg. 

Historically, Cheveldayoff and the Jets have spent more time searching 
for value than getting into a bidding war for the marquee names that are 
available and this year isn’t expected to be any different — though there 
could be a few swings taken during the coming days. 

The uncertainty surrounding whether or not the Jets and longtime captain 
Blake Wheeler can find a trade fit could play a massive role in how things 
transpire, though the Jets are going to need to bring in some upgrades 
no matter how this situation plays out. 

Although there’s been plenty of speculation surrounding the future of 
centre Pierre-Luc Dubois, the most likely scenario — at least in the short 
term — is a one-year deal, with the Jets hoping another strong season 
could eventually convince the third overall pick in the 2016 NHL Draft that 
he should stick around rather than test the market as an unrestricted free 
agent in the summer of 2024. 

The Jets kept veteran Paul Stastny beyond the trade deadline rather than 
trade him to a team heading for the playoffs because they value his 
versatility and leadership. 

But if Stastny wants to test the market and sign with a team that’s more 
firmly established in the contender category — perhaps like the Stanley 
Cup champion Colorado Avalanche or a potential reunion with former 
Jets head coach Paul Maurice with the Florida Panthers — you can 
expect the Jets to look to upgrade the centre position in particular and 
the forward group in general through free agency and/or trades. 

Watch Signing Season unfold on Sportsnet 

The NHL off-season moves fast — especially once free agency begins. 
Watch it unfold in real time with Hockey Central's Signing Season show 
on July 13, starting at 11:30 a.m. ET / 8:30 a.m. PT. 

Stream Hockey Central's live coverage on Sportsnet NOW 

It’s more likely the Jets will be subtracting from the defence corps, but 
that doesn’t rule out an acquisition either. 

Although nothing is set in stone, the buzz around the 2022 NHL Draft 
was that Brenden Dillon was the most likely candidate to be on the move 
and given his contract status (two more seasons at an AAV of $3.9 
million) make him appealing on a number of fronts for those looking to 
add a guy who plays with edge and can be used on the second pairing. 

And with Eric Comrie expected to at least wait until free agency opens to 
listen to what other offers might be out there, the backup goalie position 
is also going to be under the microscope. 

A power play for Evgeni Malkin, who appears headed for a divorce from 
the Pittsburgh Penguins, is not expected but perhaps there is an 
unexpected move or two on the horizon for Cheveldayoff and the Jets. 

Nazem Kadri is another player who would be an ideal candidate for the 
Jets to pursue, given his combination of skill, engagement and character, 

but he blocked a pair of potential trades to the Jets and Calgary Flames a 
few years ago before landing with the Avalanche. 

That doesn’t preclude Kadri, who had 28 goals and 87 points in 71 
games before adding seven goals and 15 points in 16 playoff games, 
from considering an offer from either team, but likely means that neither 
one of those teams will be a front-runner for his services. 

Salary cap space: $18,046,310 

Roster size 13/23 

Salary committed to forwards: 6 — $31,517,857 

Salary committed to defence: 6 — $25,875,000 

Salary committed to goalies: 1 — $6,166,666 

(* all numbers courtesy of CapFriendly) 

Unrestricted free agents 

F Paul Stastny 

LW Zach Sanford 

F Adam Brooks 

RW Austin Poganski 

F CJ Suess 

F Luke Johnson 

G Eric Comrie 

RW Evegni Svechnikov 

D Markus Phillips 

G Philippe Desrosiers 

Restricted free agents 

C Pierre-Luc Dubois 

RW Mason Appleton 

LW Jansen Harkins 

C David Gustafsson 

LW Kristian Vesalainen 

LW Jeff Malott 

D Johnny Kovacevic 

D Leon Gawanke 

Potential UFA targets 

LW Ondrej Palat, Tampa Bay Lightning 

The belief is that the Lightning are going to make every effort to keep the 
two-time Stanley Cup champion in the fold, but if that’s not possible you 
can expect Palat to be at or near the top of most teams’ shopping lists. 
This responsible two-way player makes his linemates better and is highly 
productive, especially when the temperature gets cranked up, with 12 of 
his 48 career playoff goals being game-winners. At 31, the seventh round 
pick will be looking for term along with a raise from the $5.3 million he 
made last season. It could cost north of $7 million for the Jets to get an 
opportunity to make their pitch. But if Wheeler is moved, Palat could eat 
up a big chunk of that available salary and could be a perfect 
complement to either Kyle Connor or Nikolaj Ehlers. File this under the 
unlikely column, though that doesn’t mean he’s not on the wish list. 

C Vincent Trocheck, Carolina Hurricanes 

This is a player who caught the attention of the Jets dating back to his 
time with the Florida Panthers. He’s coming off a strong offensive season 
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(21 goals, 51 points, 81 games played) and he’s another guy who 
contributes in all three zones and would provide a boost to both special 
teams units. He plays with some bite as well and is certainly looking for a 
long-range contract that is north of $5 million. 

LW/RW Andre Burakovsky, Colorado Avalanche 

When engaged and healthy, the speedy winger has the potential to be a 
game-breaker and he’ll be looking to be paid accordingly after capturing 
a Stanley Cup with the Avalanche. Burakovsky was limited to two games 
in the final, but he managed to score the OT winner in Game 1 and had a 
goal and an assist in Game 2 in just under eight minutes of ice time. 
Talent has never been the issue with the two-time champion, but there’s 
still another step to be taken on the consistency front, though progress 
has certainly been made. Burakovsky, who had an AAV of $4.9 million 
for the past two seasons, scored 22 goals and had 61 points in 80 games 
and it’s reasonable to expect him to continue to be a productive player. 

C/LW Ilya Mikheyev, Toronto Maple Leafs 

After trading Andrew Copp to the New York Rangers at the NHL trade 
deadline, the Jets would benefit from adding a versatile forward that can 
score and check. The reported asking price of $5-plus million could scare 
several teams off, including the Jets, but if the AAV starts with a four, this 
is a high-end penalty killer who delivered a career-best 21 goals and 32 
points in 53 games last season while averaging roughly 15 minutes per 
game. The Maple Leafs love the player, but he’s likely going to end up 
being a salary-cap casualty. 

C Dylan Strome, Chicago Blackhawks 

The Jets would also be in the market for older brother Ryan, who seems 
to be a good bet to move on from the Rangers, but it’s unlikely the Jets 
can meet the asking price for a No. 2 centre who does a lot of the little 
things well. The younger Strome could be an interesting gamble on a two 
or three-year deal after becoming a UFA when the Chicago Blackhawks 
decided not to tender a qualifying offer. Dylan Strome doesn’t play with 
much speed or play much of a physical game, but he’s a heady player 
with good vision and he’s been able to put up points at the NHL level, 
including 22 goals and 48 points in 69 games last season (with 16 of 
those coming on the power play). 

C/RW Evan Rodrigues, Pittsburgh Penguins 

Coming off a career year, Rodrigues was able to excel in a top-6 role 
during the first half of the season, but endured a lengthy dry spell down 
the stretch (two goals in his final 23 regular-season games), which put a 
bit of a damper on an otherwise impressive campaign that finished with 
19 goals and 43 points in 82 games. If he can chip in on the secondary 
scoring front and aid the penalty kill, he’s an intriguing target for the Jets 
and many other teams looking for a more affordable option at second-line 
centre. 

RW/LW Frank Vatrano, New York Rangers 

For a team looking to add some secondary scoring, Vatrano would be a 
smart bet as he’s a high-end finisher. He combined for 18 goals with the 
Rangers and Panthers last season, with just one of those goals coming 
on the power play, so he could provide a boost in even-strength 
production while being used in a middle-six role. A product of the US 
National Development Program, the 28 year old averaged just over 19 
goals during the three previous seasons and recorded a career-high 24 
back in 2018-19. So he’s been able to dent the twine with regularity at 
every level — including 36 goals in 36 games with the Providence Bruins 
in 2015-16 — and has also delivered strong underlying numbers. 

D MacKenzie Weegar, Florida Panthers 

When the Jets were looking to find a trade partner in the Patrik Laine 
deal, you can be sure that Cheveldayoff took the temperature on what it 
would take to acquire the right-handed shooting blue-liner who can play 
either side effectively. Given the history with UFA D-man Ben Chiarot 
and Maurice, it would not be a surprise if GM Bill Zito tried to keep the 
former Jets blue-liner in the fold (especially when you consider the price 

tag to obtain his services). But with more than $21 million already 
invested in the defence corps, Weegar could bring back a significant haul 
and could make for a perfect partner for Josh Morrissey. Weegar is one 
year away from UFA status, so the deal would come with some risk but 
he’s the type of guy who could stabilize the D corps if they could find 
common ground on an extension. 

RW Jesse Puljujarvi, Edmonton Oilers 

The Jets had given Puljujarvi serious consideration back in 2015 when 
Laine went second overall and his fellow Finn slipped to fourth overall, so 
it’s natural to wonder if Winnipeg is one of the teams considering a low-
risk, high-reward bet here. The underlying numbers suggest Puljujarvi 
could be a candidate for a breakout season, but his actual raw numbers 
haven’t come close to the projection models when you consider the 
offence he actually generates. Would a change of scenery make it more 
likely Puljujarvi becomes the next Nichushkin? There’s no guarantee, but 
it’s a question several teams would be asking themselves leading into 
what is expected to be a busy time. The asking price will determine the 
Jets level of interest, but you have to wonder if someone like pending 
RFA winger Kristian Vesalainen (who was tendered a qualifying offer 
despite signing to play in Sweden next season) would be part of the 
package. Vesalainen is also a first-rounder that hasn’t reached his 
potential to this stage of his career, but the Oilers had some success with 
Puljujarvi after he returned from playing back home in Finland. 

LW Lawson Crouse, Arizona Coyotes 

Although he doesn’t play an overly physical game, he doesn’t shy away 
from contact and would add a size component (6-foot-4, 220 pounds) 
that is lacking among the Jets' forward group. Crouse is a restricted free 
agent and coming off a campaign that included 20 goals and 34 points in 
65 games. Those aren’t eye-popping totals, but he established himself as 
a middle-six forward and would provide a boost to a Jets group looking to 
upgrade its personnel up front, provided the price tag is reasonable. 

LW Miles Wood, New Jersey Devils 

The feisty winger is coming off an injury-plagued season that limited 
Wood to only three games last season, so there is a buyer beware 
element here, but he’s just one season removed from a 17-goal 
campaign. When healthy, Wood is the type of player you notice on the 
ice. He’s involved physically and could make for a perfect addition to the 
checking line centred by Adam Lowry. 

C/LW Jason Dickinson, Vancouver Canucks 

The transition from the Stars to Canucks has not gone the way Dickinson 
envisioned, but Bowness knows the player well and used him in a variety 
of roles after taking over as an interim coach. He’s not a natural goal 
scorer (his career high is nine), but he’s able to generate opportunities 
because of his hockey intelligence and he would be another welcome 
addition to the checking line given his skill set. He’s got two more 
seasons left on a contract that carries an AAV of $2.65 million, but is the 
type of player that would make the Jets tougher to play against, which 
was one of the things Bowness discussed at his introductory press 
conference. 
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TSN.CA / DeBrincat gives Senators a legit top six 

 

Travis Yost 

 

Someone recently asked me how I differentiate playoff-calibre teams 
from genuine contenders. 



 

CAROLINA HURRICANES 
NEWS CLIPPINGS • July 11, 2022 

 

There’s no one-size-fits-all answer, but in the construct of the league 
since the 2004-05 lockout, it would go something like this: talent gets 
teams into the playoffs, depth pushes teams deeper into the postseason. 

It’s a two-fold reality. Half of the teams in the NHL qualify for the 
postseason every year, so the bar to reach meaningful hockey come 
April isn’t extraordinarily high. But as we have seen time and again in the 
playoffs, top-heavy teams eventually get pushed aside against the 
league’s elite. 

What separates teams like the Colorado Avalanche and Tampa Bay 
Lightning, to borrow two examples, is they have star power backed by an 
abundance of skill across the rest of the roster. So, even when their big 
guns aren’t clicking, defeating the Avs and Lightning remains an arduous 
task because they’re winning most of the minutes of every shift, 
irrespective of who is on the ice. 

That brings me to the Ottawa Senators. General manager Pierre Dorion 
has been engineering a lengthy, burn-it-down rebuild since their roster 
teardown five years ago. There have been some wins over the past five 
seasons, many of those stemming from what they have done at the draft, 
building a deep and impressive prospect pool over time. 

There have been some losses, too, many of those stemming from player 
personnel decisions at the NHL level. That’s no better captured than 
what the team has been doing (or intending to do) over the past week – 
bringing in star winger Alex DeBrincat in a lopsided trade, making a 
serious bid for star forward Claude Giroux, and trying to fix a series of 
contractual miscues (see: goaltender Matt Murray and defenceman Nikita 
Zaitsev, for starters). 

Simply put, this is still a flawed lineup. But it’s an improving one. The 
acquisition of a 40-goal scorer in DeBrincat cannot be overstated. In a 
division with several also-rans, there is real opportunity here. 

One of the reasons why I bring up the talent factor in Ottawa is this is a 
materially different team than the rebuilding one of a few years ago. Back 
then, it was impossible to find any sort of strength within the roster. Now? 
They boast one of the more impressive top-six units in the league. That 
gives them a leg up against plenty of other teams around the league. 

Consider what Ottawa’s top six may look like, and for the sake of 
argument, we will assume DeBrincat slots in on the left wing with Tim 
Stützle. 

It’s possible Alex Formenton and Connor Brown – depending on whether 
the team moves on from Brown in his final year under contract – see time 
in the top six. But this is as good a stab as any. It’s a talented group, one 
with speed and aggression on the wings, plus playmaking down the 
middle of the ice. 

It’s also a broadly very young group, and it’s reasonable to infer there is 
production improvement within some of these players heading into next 
season. (We will use Goals Above Replacement as a proxy for player 
production, but even using raw point totals or expected goal differentials 
show similar results): 
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Teams are only guaranteed a playoff berth if they finish inside of the top 
three within their division, though the fourth and five spots offer up wild-
card opportunities under the NHL’s current postseason format. 

Nevertheless, I think there is a clear takeaway here. In a recently top-
heavy Atlantic Division that was well differentiated between the haves 
and the have-nots, Ottawa’s top six is trying to punch above its weight 
class for the first time. We expect them to be perhaps the fourth most 
productive group in the division, but more notably, ninth across the entire 
NHL. 

We will have to see what personnel changes happen around the rest of 
the league once free agency opens. For Ottawa, it’s starting to look like a 
critical off-season. Landing a player the calibre of Giroux would buttress 
the organization’s playoff expectations but considering what they already 
have at the top of the lineup (especially if you are bullish on the likes of 

Mathieu Joseph or Formenton), you have to wonder if the team’s cap 
space and resources would be better served elsewhere. 

Addressing a very weak blueline would seem to be the better point of 
attack. And goaltending is still a gigantic question mark – if not because 
of the inevitable Matt Murray move, then because Ottawa is staking a lot 
of this season on a fringe starter like Anton Forsberg.   

But the Senators are on the precipice. And in a division where the Detroit 
Red Wings, Montreal Canadiens, and Buffalo Sabres are in deeper 
rebuilding holes, there is a real shot of ending a playoff drought this 
season. 
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USA TODAY / Shane Wright denies he stared down Canadiens after 
falling in NHL draft: 'No intent behind that' 

 

JIMMY HASCUP   | USA TODAY 

 

Shane Wright may have a "chip on (his) shoulder" after falling to the No. 
4 pick in the 2022 NHL draft, but his "staredown" of the Montreal 
Canadiens' draft table was much ado about nothing. 

As Wright was greeted by NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman after being 
selected by the Seattle Kraken on Friday, he gave what appeared to be 
quite the look at the direction of Canadiens, who picked first and elected 
to take Slovakian winger Juraj Slafkovsky No. 1 overall. Wright, the top-
ranked North American skater, was considered one of the favorites to go 
first. 

The 18-year-old Canadian center was asked Sunday if the look he gave 
was intended for the Canadiens. 

"Not at all. I was just kind of looking at the cameras in front of me," 
Wright said on Sportsnet leading up to the broadcast of the game 
between Toronto Blue Jays vs. Seattle Mariners. "To be honest, I don't 
really remember too much going up on stage. It was just kind of a 
whirlwind for me so. I wasn't intentionally trying to stare anyone down. I 
guess maybe it looked like that from the video, but there was no intent to 
stare anyone down. Just kind of look at the camera and their table was 
right behind it, so I guess it kind of looked like it but there's no intent 
behind that, no." 

Shane Wright staring down the Habs draft table???   #NHLDraft2022 
pic.twitter.com/Nv0zYsTf2Z 

— Peter Walker (@petetheleafsfan) July 8, 2022 

But that doesn't mean that Wright won't have some extra motivation as 
he embarks on an NHL career. 

"Definitely going to have a little chip on my shoulder from this, for sure," 
he told reporters Friday. "I’ve always been self-motivated, always been 
pushing myself internally, but it's definitely going to give me a little more 
fire." 

Wright put up 32 goals and 94 points with the Ontario Hockey League's 
Kingston Frontenacs and could get his chance to play the Canadiens on 
Dec. 6. 
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